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Abstract
The ability to acquire and produce a language is a key component of intelligence.
If communication is widespread among animals, human language is unique in its
productivity and complexity. By better understanding the source of natural language,
one can use this knowledge to build better interactive AI models that can acquire
human languages as rapidly and efficiently as children. In this manuscript, we build
up on the emergent communication field to investigate the well-standing question of
the source of natural language. In particular, we use communicating neural networks
that can develop a language to solve a collaborative task. Comparing the emergent
language properties with human cross-linguistic regularities can provide answers to
the crucial questions of the origin and evolution of natural language. Indeed, if
neural networks develop a cross-linguistic regularity spontaneously, then the latter
would not depend on specific biological constraints. From the cognitive perspective,
looking at neural networks as another expressive species can shed light on the source
of cross-linguistic regularities – a fundamental research interest in cognitive science
and linguistics. From the machine learning perspective, endowing artificial models
with human constraints necessary to evolve communicative protocols as productive
and robust as natural language would encourage the development of better interactive
AI models.

In this manuscript, we focus on studying four cross-linguistic regularities related
to word length, word order, semantic categorization, and compositionality. Across
the different studies, we find that some of these regularities arise spontaneously while
others are missing in neural networks’ languages. We connect the former case to the
presence of shared communicative constraints such as the discrete nature of the com-
munication channel. On the latter, we relate the absence of human-like regularities
to the lack of constraints either on the learners’ side (e.g., the least-effort constraints)
or language functionality (e.g., transmission of information). In sum, this manuscript
provides several case studies demonstrating how we can use successful neural network
models to tackle crucial questions about the origin and evolution of our language. It
also stresses the importance of mimicking the way humans learn their language in
artificial agents’ training to induce better learning procedures for neural networks, so
that they can evolve an efficient and open-ended communication protocol.
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Résumé
La capacité d’acquérir et de produire un langage est un élément clé de l’intelligence
humaine. En effet, même si de nombreuses espèces partagent un système de commu-
nication, le langage humain reste unique par sa productivité, sa récursivité ainsi que
le nombre de symboles utilisés. En comprenant mieux les origines de l’apparition du
langage, il sera possible de créer des modèles plus performants capable d’interagir et
d’acquérir notre langage aussi rapidement et efficacement que nous le faisons en tant
que bébé.

Dans ce manuscrit, nous utilisons des réseaux de neurones communicants qui peu-
vent développer et faire évoluer un langage pour nous éclairer sur la question de
l’origine du langage naturel. Nous comparons ensuite les propriétés de leur langage
émergeant avec les propriétés universelles du langage naturel. Si les réseaux de neu-
rones produisent spontanément une propriété linguistique, celle-ci ne dépendrait pas
alors des contraintes biologiques. Autrement, dans le cas où le langage artificiel dévie
du langage humain pour une régularité donnée, cette dernière ne peut être consid-
érée comme une conséquence des simples contraintes de communication. D’un point
de vue cognitif, considérer les réseaux de neurones comme une autre espèce expres-
sive peut nous éclairer sur la source des propriétés universelles. Du point de vue
de l’apprentissage automatique, doter les modèles artificiels de contraintes humaines
nécessaires pour faire évoluer des protocoles de communication aussi productifs et
robustes que le langage naturel encouragerait le développement de meilleurs modèles
d’IA interactifs.

Ce manuscrit traite de l’étude de quatre régularités linguistiques qui ont à voir
avec la longueur des mots, l’ordre des mots, la catégorisation sémantique et la com-
positionnalité. Certains chapitres exemplifient des cas où les régularités apparaissent
spontanément dans le langage émergeant, tandis que d’autres montrent des cas où
les réseaux de neurones développent un langage qui dévie du langage naturel. Nous
avons relié le premier cas à la présence de contraintes de communication telles que
la nature discrète du canal de communication. Quant à l’absence de régularités na-
turelles, nous l’avons lié au manque de contraintes soit au niveau de l’apprenant
(par exemple, la contrainte biologique de brièveté) soit au niveau de l’environnement
(par exemple, la richesse d’environnement). Ainsi, cet ensemble de travaux four-
nit plusieurs études de cas démontrant l’intérêt d’utiliser des modèles de réseaux de
neurones performants dans des tâches de traitement de texte pour aborder des ques-
tions cruciales sur l’origine et l’évolution de notre langage. Il souligne également
l’importance d’entraîner les réseaux de neurones sous contraintes naturelles pour voir
l’émergence d’un protocole de communication aussi efficace et productif que le langage
naturel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Neural Networks (NNs) have reached astonishing success in natural language process-

ing tasks, including machine translation [105], story generation [30], and open-domain

dialog [1]. Such progress raises the question of how these models coincide with/differ

from humans in language processing tasks. For example, can these powerful mod-

els evolve a communication protocol that shares natural language properties? Or

expressed differently, which language properties are human-specific and which vary

among language-capable learners (in this case NN learners)? Examining the unique-

ness of natural language has been, and remains, the interest of various disciplines

such as linguistics, cognitive science, philosophy, and AI (e.g., [100, 87, 20, 102]). It

implies looking at several fundamental questions: How, among all possible expres-

sive protocols, we converged to natural language? What is the source of language

universals? Are they due to our innate biases, language functionality, or the con-

straints of our environment ...? In this work, we look at NNs as another expressive

species that can develop and evolve a communication protocol, referred to as emergent

language, to provide partial answers to these important questions. Specifically, we

compare the emergent language developed by NN agents with natural language. On

the one hand, if both languages share a property, then the latter would not depend

on specific biological constraints. On the other hand, the fact that both languages

diverge on a specific property suggests that the latter could not be a consequence of

the communicative constraints shared with NNs. This thinking follows McCloskey’s
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view already proposed in 1991 [82], and in line with the methodology of cross-species

comparative linguistics [112, 11]. Further, NN models have an appealing flexibility

that we lack when experimenting with animals and humans. For example, one can

easily impact the NNs environment, their “biological” constraints, the functionality

of their emergent language, and so on, as we will see in the following chapters of

the manuscript. Finally, from an AI and engineering point of view, the study of NN

emergent language can provide guidance for developing better AI models. Concretely,

one way to develop artificial models that interact with us and acquire our language as

rapidly and efficiently as we do as children [28, 4], is to endow them with the human

constraints necessary to evolve communicative protocols as productive and robust as

natural language.

1.1 Universal language properties

There is considerable variation across the languages of the world. For example, a

mammal that barks is referred to by English-speakers as “dog”, while French-speakers

employ the word “chien”. More generally, languages differ in the set of sounds used

to form words, the words themselves, and even in the ways in which these words are

combined into a sentence. Yet, it is possible to discern common regularities/universal

properties [41, 54]. The underlying source of these cross-linguistic regularities is the

subject of a long-standing debate across different areas of linguistics. Some linguists

suggest that language regularities derive from Universal Grammar, a set of innate

constraints on language acquisition [19, 111, 33]. Others see these properties as arising

from language use, governed by general cognitive constraints (i.e., unlike Universal

Grammar that is specific to language) [66, 110, 40, 16]. Even within the latter view,

it is not clear how domain-general cognitive processes interact with each other to

shape these regularities. Computational modeling provides a flexible framework to

test these assumptions, as one can directly intervene on different components that

could impact the properties of the language. In this work, we experiment with NNs to

investigate the source of certain universals. In particular, we look at four properties
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that are well-suited to study with NN simulations, namely word length, word order,

semantic categorization, and compositionality. As we will detail below, most of these

properties have been argued to result from competing pressures on the speaker side

and the listener side [25, 2, 49, 39].

Word Length A robust cross-linguistic universal is a statistical law popularized

by George K. Zipf and known as Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation (ZLA) [120]. ZLA

states that more frequent words tend to be shorter. For example, in English, the

most frequent word “the” is obviously shorter than “something” (the 219𝑡ℎ most fre-

quent word).1 Using a communication protocol that follows ZLA leads then to a low

average length of messages, especially given Zipf’s other contribution stating that

words follow a power-law distribution (commonly known as the Zipf distribution)

[119]. Assuming that shorter words are easier to produce, a ZLA-obeying language is

an efficient encoding. However, if subject to the efficiency constraint alone, natural

language would have been highly ambiguous, using one short word to refer to many

meanings. Yet, natural language supports efficient and accurate communication, sug-

gesting that the effort-minimization pressure is in direct conflict with the pressure for

accurate communication. Importantly, ZLA was robustly attested across different

languages [104, 106, 7], leading many researchers, starting with Zipf, to hypothe-

size that human languages are universally shaped by pressures toward minimizing

effort (on the speaker side) and maximizing communication success (on the listener

side) [119, 92, 80, 39]. On the other hand, the ubiquity of ZLA among different,

possibly non-expressive, codes brought other researchers to propose an alternative

explanation. For example, Miller and colleagues proved that a lexicon generated by

randomly typing on a keyboard also obeys ZLA [84]. This suggests that ZLA might

emerge naturally due to unrelated statistical processes, which weakens Zipf’s hypoth-

esis. As a response, Kanwal and colleagues, in a more recent work, experimented

directly on human subjects, evaluating their preference for short vs. long word forms

while controlling their effort-minimization pressure [57]. This work shows that sub-
1Source: project Gutenberg (https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Wiktionary:Frequency_

lists/PG/2006/04/1-10000)
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jects preferred the short form only when under both pressures of effort-minimization

and successful communication. If these results constitute an important proof of con-

cept for Zipf’s hypothesis, the experiment was restricted to 2 possible objects to refer

to with 2 given artificial words, limiting the generality of their finding. Also, ex-

perimenting with only adult subjects, who have already acquired a ZLA-following

language (English in their case), can interfere with the experiment. In Chapter 2,

we complement this line of work using NNs that need to communicate to solve a com-

mon task. Our study asks whether communicating NNs would develop a ZLA-like

protocol from scratch when faced with different environments and subject to different

constraints.

Word Order One cross-linguistic tendency related to word order is that there is

an inverse correlation between the use of case and the use of fixed word order to

disambiguate words’ role in sentences. That is, languages with freer word order tend

to use explicit grammatical marking (e.g., Japanese), whereas languages with more

fixed word order rarely rely on case-marking (e.g., English) [23, 10, 99]. Another

general word order tendency is the preference of local dependencies [48, 75, 107, 44].

Expressed differently, words that are syntactically linked together tend to occur close

to each other. Such property was observed across 37 diverse languages [37].

If many typological studies identify word order regularities, fewer works have ad-

dressed the question of their underlying source. One common line of research, though,

is the use of artificial miniature languages with human subjects. The idea is to investi-

gate how robustly a “natural” miniature language is acquired/maintained by humans

compared to a “non-natural” one (see [31] for a survey). For instance, regarding the

word order and case marking trade-off, Fedzechkina and colleagues have found that

human learners of free word order languages tend to retain more case-marking com-

pared to learners of fixed word order languages [32]. In other words, human learners

deviate from the actual miniature language to mirror the typological pattern of case

and word order trade-off. Given this observation, Fedzechkina and colleagues sug-

gested that such pattern is due to humans innate bias against ambiguous languages
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(i.e., the ones that use neither case nor word order for marking grammatical func-

tions) and redundant languages (i.e., the ones employing both means for marking

grammatical functions), thus echoing respectively the listener and speaker pressures

of Zipf’s hypothesis [119]. However, one frequent criticism of this approach is that

human subjects’ preferences can be reduced to their native language biases [89]. In

fact, it is hard to disentangle the preferences due to innate biases from the ones due to

the a priori learned natural language. In Chapter 3, we extend this line of research

and use NN agents with no a priori learned language to investigate the relationship

between several word order patterns and NN “inductive” biases. In particular, we look

at 3 word order patterns commonly observed in natural language: (1) iconicity, (2)

the trade-off between case-marking and fixed word-order, and (3) local dependencies

preference.

Semantic Categorization Natural language is grounded in a diverse and complex

environment. Yet, it succeeds in conveying our experience accurately. Specifically, to

deal with the complexity of our environment, we use naming systems to partition our

world into semantic categories. Identifying which semantic properties are universals

and which vary among human languages has been the interest of many researchers

for decades (e.g., [85, 42, 24] among many others). To that end, a common prac-

tice is to compare how a set of meanings are grouped into categories across different

languages [8, 46]. This approach allows examining which properties of semantic cate-

gories persist across languages and which do not, conjecturing a set of cross-linguistic

regularities/variations. A commonly noticed regularity, deriving from this large body

of studies, is that semantic categories are built to support efficient communication

[58, 59, 96, 118]. That is, humans develop naming systems under the competing pres-

sures of being simultaneously informative (maximizing communicative success on the

listener side) and simple (minimizing the cognitive load on the speaker side).2 Despite

the ubiquity of this observation, the question of the origin of these pressures remains

unanswered. Since naming systems establish themselves on an evolutionary scale, it
2The definition of simplicity varies across different works. We will return to this notion in

Chapter 4 and illustrate one previously introduced definition.
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is difficult to study them experimentally with human subjects (but see, for example,

[83]). One appealing alternative is to study computational communication systems,

where we can intervene directly on various aspects of the simulation to ascertain their

impact. In Chapter 4, we study NN’s color-naming systems and compare them to

human color-naming systems in terms of efficiency and simplicity. If our work focuses

on the well-studied color domain, the introduced framework is not domain-specific

and can be applied on other semantic categorization domains.

Compositionality Natural language is compositional as the meaning of an utter-

ance is a function of its constituents and its structure [51]. Thus, by acquiring a set

of finite rules and basic form-meaning mappings, a learner can refer to an infinite

set of complex meanings. In addition to the obvious benefit of light memory-load,

compositionality has long been thought of as the source of natural language produc-

tivity, enabling the transmission of an open-ended set of messages [34, 81, 88]. Such

a property, missing in modern NNs [64, 117], is hence crucial for general AI [65, 4].

Despite the centrality of compositionality in language, there is still no definite answer

to the question of its origin. One view argues that our strong innate biases, which

could result from evolutionary processes, led to the emergence of a compositional code

[93, 9]. Others claim that compositionality emerges from a trade-off between pressures

for compressibility and expressivity [62]. Understanding the origin of this universal

in natural language and endowing artificial agents with compositional reasoning is

hence both beneficial for cognitive science and AI. In Chapter 5, we investigate if

communicating NN agents develop spontaneously productive languages and if pro-

ductivity requires compositionality. To this end, we introduce multiple measures that

quantify different variants of compositionality, particularly those that are considered

in most emergent languages studies [63, 67].
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1.2 Why neural networks?

Where do these universal properties come from? Are they specific to human languages

or derived from pressures that are common to any communicative system? Can other

species develop emergent languages that also share these cross-linguistic regularities?

If so, can it inform us about their underlying source?

To answer these questions, previous works have applied computational modeling

to the language evolution field (e.g., [5, 108, 22, 94, 13, 103]). Considering some ex-

amples among these studies, some suggest that language regularities can derive from

pragmatic properties of communicative interactions [101, 6], others, from cultural

transmission across generations of learners [12, 14]. However, most of these works

rely on task-tailored agents such as Bayesian models defining a pre-specific plausible

hypothesis space. Instead, in this manuscript, we use existing generic and powerful

models, namely NNs. NNs, unlike the models used in the former approach, were opti-

mized for engineering purposes and showed astonishing capabilities in the processing

of sequences in general, and of human languages in particular. Our approach is to

ask if powerful natural language processing models can be used to study humans’

language evolution.

1.3 Signaling Game

To make NNs develop a communication protocol, we use signaling games. The signal-

ing game is a framework introduced by Davis Lewis in 1969 to study how individuals

can evolve a language [70]. The game has two players: a speaker and a listener, and

proceeds as follow:

1. The environment chooses a referent 𝑟 at random, drawn from a specified distri-

bution.

2. The speaker observes the sampled referent 𝑟 and sends a message 𝑚 to the

listener, who does not have direct access to 𝑟.

3. The listener, based on 𝑚, needs to guess the referent 𝑟.
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Thus, the signaling game is a collaborative game where both players have a com-

mon interest: If the listener infers the speaker’s intent, both players succeed; other-

wise, they both fail. Importantly, there is no pre-established set of messages asso-

ciated to referents, and both players need to agree on the referent → message (i.e.,

concept → form) mapping to succeed in the game. In our work, we study whether

cross-linguistic universals are also found in messages developed by NN players. To

this end, we consider different variants of NN architectures such as LSTMs [50] and

GRUs [18]. In most cases, both the speaker and the listener NNs have the same

architecture, but we also explored the impact of asymmetric architectures in Chap-

ter 5. Moreover, we restrict ourselves to analyze the emergent messages only when

NN agents succeed in the signaling game.

Specifically, we examine two types of signaling games: reconstruction and discrim-

ination games.

Reconstruction Game One variant of the Lewis game is the reconstruction game

[69, 45, 60]. In this approach, for a given referent 𝑟𝑆, chosen randomly by the envi-

ronment, the speaker chooses a message 𝑚 (one or a sequence of discrete symbols).

Provided with 𝑚, the listener needs to reconstruct back 𝑟𝑆. As the game is collabo-

rative, if the listener’s guess is equal to the speaker’s referent, both agents succeed;

otherwise, they fail.

Discrimination Game Another studied game is the discrimination game [68, 29,

47]. First, the environment provides a referent 𝑟𝑆 to the speaker. Second, the speaker

chooses a message 𝑚 to describe 𝑟𝑆. However, unlike in the former game, now,

given 𝑚, the listener needs to distinguish 𝑟𝑆 among 𝑁 given possible referents 𝑟𝐿1 ,

... 𝑟𝐿𝑁
. In other words, the listener chooses which referent included in {𝑟𝐿1 , ...𝑟𝐿𝑁

}
corresponds to 𝑟𝑆. If this variant is more scalable (as it does not require the listener to

choose from all possible referents in the environment), it adds further complications.

Indeed, the emergent language in this variant depends, on top of other parameters,

on 𝑁 and the distribution of the listener’s inputs [67].
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In the following chapters, we consider different types of referents, from one-hot vec-

tors in Chapter 2 to continuous n-dimensional vectors in Chapter 4. Furthermore,

we assume different distributions on the referents. We generally consider language

emergence from scratch. However, in Chapter 3, different agents were seeded with

different languages controlling specific properties. Note that even in that case, only

the speaker learned a referent → message mapping, and still needs to transmit it

to the listener. The imperfect transmission enables the study of emergent language

evolution highlighting players’ biases.

On the practical side, signaling games require non-conventional back-propagation

optimization. That is, because of the discrete nature of the communication, NN play-

ers are optimized using either Monte Carlo approximation [115] or Gumbel-softmax

continuous relaxation [55, 78], which, in turn, makes experimentation technically

challenging. These technical challenges might discourage scientists from fields such

as linguistics, cognitive science, or philosophy, whose interdisciplinary expertise would

be precious to advance language evolution simulations. For this reason, we designed

and open-sourced the EGG (Emergence of lanGuage in Games) toolkit. The latter,

based on Pytorch [91], provides an implementation of the signaling games variants

while transparently taking care of the technical challenges related to NN optimiza-

tion (see Appendix for more details). Most of our experiments are based on the

EGG toolkit. We hope that the latter will lower the technical barrier and encourage

interdisciplinary contributions in this field.
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Chapter 2

Word Length

It is widely argued that our language can be reduced to general properties of the cog-

nitive system. One well-studied pattern, hypothesized to be shaped by our cognitive

system, is Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation (ZLA). This law states that there is an inverse

correlation between word frequency and length [119]. ZLA is argued to derive from a

trade-off between communicative success and the Least Effort Principle [119, 106, 57].

On the one hand, a successful transmission requires low confusability over distinct

words on the listeners’ side. Yet, the shorter words are, the less distinct and more

confusable they can be. On the other hand, the Least Effort Principle stipulates that

speakers favor short words since they require less effort to produce. Thus, the Least

Effort Principle is in direct conflict with communication success.

In this chapter, we ask whether high-performing NN agents that communicate to

solve a task would develop a successful, ZLA-obeying protocol. Section 2.1 shows

that emergent NN languages exhibit an anti -ZLA pattern (that is, most frequent

referents are associated with the longest words). We connect this to NNs’ lack of

“biological” pressure towards brevity (i.e., speaker NN has no incentive to produce

short messages). The absence of this pressure is contrasted by NN (when listening)

preference for long, more discriminable messages. We hence bring support for Zipf’s

hypothesis proving that ZLA does not emerge from trivial statistical properties, but

from a delicate balance between the speaker and the listener preferences. On that

basis, we introduce in section 2.2 a new communication NN system where the speaker
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NN is made increasingly lazy and the listener impatient. On top of its plausibility,

our new communication system leads to the emergence of ZLA-like communication

protocol, as efficient as natural language.
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Abstract

Despite renewed interest in emergent language simulations with neural networks,
little is known about the basic properties of the induced code, and how they
compare to human language. One fundamental characteristic of the latter, known
as Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation (ZLA), is that more frequent words are efficiently
associated to shorter strings. We study whether the same pattern emerges when two
neural networks, a “speaker” and a “listener”, are trained to play a signaling game.
Surprisingly, we find that networks develop an anti-efficient encoding scheme,
in which the most frequent inputs are associated to the longest messages, and
messages in general are skewed towards the maximum length threshold. This anti-
efficient code appears easier to discriminate for the listener, and, unlike in human
communication, the speaker does not impose a contrasting least-effort pressure
towards brevity. Indeed, when the cost function includes a penalty for longer
messages, the resulting message distribution starts respecting ZLA. Our analysis
stresses the importance of studying the basic features of emergent communication
in a highly controlled setup, to ensure the latter will not depart too far from human
language. Moreover, we present a concrete illustration of how different functional
pressures can lead to successful communication codes that lack basic properties of
human language, thus highlighting the role such pressures play in the latter.

1 Introduction

There is renewed interest in simulating language emergence among neural networks that interact
to solve a task, motivated by the desire to develop automated agents that can communicate with
humans [e.g., Havrylov and Titov, 2017, Lazaridou et al., 2017, 2018, Lee et al., 2018]. As part
of this trend, several recent studies analyze the properties of the emergent codes [e.g., Kottur et al.,
2017, Bouchacourt and Baroni, 2018, Evtimova et al., 2018, Lowe et al., 2019, Graesser et al., 2019].
However, these analyses generally consider relatively complex setups, when very basic characteristics
of the emergent codes have yet to be understood. We focus here on one such characteristic, namely
the length distribution of the messages that two neural networks playing a simple signaling game
come to associate to their inputs, in function of input frequency.

In his pioneering studies of lexical statistics, George Kingsley Zipf noticed a robust trend in human
language that came to be known as Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation (ZLA): There is an inverse (non-
linear) correlation between word frequency and length [Zipf, 1949, Teahan et al., 2000, Sigurd et al.,
2004, Strauss et al., 2007]. Assuming that shorter words are easier to produce, this is an efficient
encoding strategy, particularly effective given Zipf’s other important discovery that word distributions
are highly skewed, following a power-law distribution. Indeed, in this way language approaches
an optimal code in information-theoretic terms [Cover and Thomas, 2006]. Zipf, and many after
him, have thus used ZLA as evidence that language is shaped by functional pressures toward effort

33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada.
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minimization [e.g., Piantadosi et al., 2011, Mahowald et al., 2018, Gibson et al., 2019]. However,
others [e.g., Mandelbrot, 1954, Miller et al., 1957, Ferrer i Cancho and del Prado Martín, 2011, del
Prado Martín, 2013] noted that some random-typing distributions also respect ZLA, casting doubts
on functional explanations of the observed pattern.

We study a Speaker network that gets one out of 1K distinct one-hot vectors as input, randomly
drawn from a power-law distribution (so that frequencies are extremely skewed, like in natural
language). Speaker transmits a variable-length message to a Listener network. Listener outputs
a one-hot vector, and the networks are rewarded if the latter is identical to the input. There is no
direct supervision on the message, so that the networks are free to create their own “language”.
The networks develop a successful communication system that does not exhibit ZLA, and is indeed
anti-efficient, in the sense that all messages are long, and the most frequent inputs are associated to
the longest messages. Interestingly, a similar effect is observed in artificial human communication
experiments, in conditions in which longer messages do not demand extra effort to speakers, so that
they are preferred as they ease the listener discrimination task [Kanwal et al., 2017]. Our Speaker
network, unlike humans, has no physiological pressure towards brevity [Chaabouni et al., 2019],
and our Listener network displays an a priori preference for longer messages. Indeed, when we
penalize Speaker for producing longer strings, the emergent code starts obeying ZLA. We examine
the implications of our findings in the Discussion.

2 Setup

2.1 The game

We designed a variant of the Lewis signaling game [Lewis, 1969] in which the input distribution
follows a power-law distribution. We think of these inputs as a vocabulary of distinct abstract word
types, to which the agents will assign specific word forms while learning to play the game. We leave
it to further research to explore setups in which word type and form distributions co-evolve [Ferrer i
Cancho and Díaz-Guilera, 2007]. Importantly, our basic inefficient encoding result also holds when
the inputs are uniformly distributed (Appendix A.1.5). Formally, the game proceeds as follows:

1. The Speaker network receives one of 1K distinct one-hot vectors as input i. Inputs are not
drawn uniformly, but, like in natural language, from a power-law distribution. That is, the
rth most frequent input ir has probability 1

r×∑1000
k=1

1
k

to be sampled, with r ∈ J1, ..., 1000K.

Consequently, the probability of sampling the 1st input is 0.13 while the probability of
sampling the 1000th one is 1000 times lower.

2. Speaker chooses a sequence of symbols from its alphabet A = {s1, s2..., sa−1, eos} of size
|A| = a to construct a message m, terminated as soon as Speaker produces the ‘end-of-
sequence’ token eos. If Speaker has not yet emitted eos at max_len− 1, it is stopped and
eos is appended at the end of its message (so that all messages are suffixed with eos and no
message is longer than max_len).

3. The Listener network consumes m and outputs î.

4. The agents are successful if i = î, that is, Listener reconstructed Speaker’s input.

The game is implemented using the EGG toolkit [Kharitonov et al., 2019], and the code can be found
at https://github.com/facebookresearch/EGG/tree/master/egg/zoo/channel.

2.2 Architectures

As standard in current emergent-language simulations [e.g., Lazaridou et al., 2018], both agents
are implemented as single-layer LSTMs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997]. Speaker’s input is a
1K-dimensional one-hot vector i, and the output is a sequence of symbols, defining message m. This
sequence is generated as follows. A linear layer maps the input vector into the initial hidden state
of Speaker’s LSTM cell. Next, a special start-of-sequence symbol is fed to the cell. At each step of
the sequence, the output layer defines a Categorical distribution over the alphabet. At training time,
we sample from this distribution. During evaluation, we select the symbol greedily. Each selected
symbol is fed back to the LSTM cell. The dimensionalities of the hidden state vectors are part of
the hyper-parameters we explore (Appendix A.1.1). Finally, we initialize the weight matrices of our
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agents with a uniform distribution with support in [− 1√
input_size , 1√

input_size ], where input_size
is the dimensionality of the matrix input (Pytorch default initialization).

Listener consumes the entire message m, including eos. After eos is received, Listener’s hidden
state is passed through a fully-connected layer with softmax activation, determining a Categorical
distribution over 1K indices. This distribution is used to calculate the cross-entropy loss w.r.t. the
ground-truth input, i.

The joint Speaker-Listener architecture can be seen as a discrete auto-encoder [Liou et al., 2014].

2.3 Optimization

The architecture is not directly differentiable, as messages are discrete-valued. In language emergence,
two approaches are dominantly used: Gumbel-Softmax relaxation [Maddison et al., 2016, Jang et al.,
2016] and REINFORCE [Williams, 1992]. We also experimented with the approach of Schulman et al.
[2015], combining REINFORCE and stochastic backpropagation to estimate gradients. Preliminary
experiments showed that the latter algorithm (to be reviewed next) results in the fastest and most
stable convergence, and we used it in all the following experiments. However, the main results we
report were also observed with the other algorithms, when successful.

We denote by θs and θl the Speaker and Listener parameters, respectively. L is the cross-entropy loss,
that takes the ground-truth one-hot vector i and Listener’s output L(m) distribution as inputs. We
want to minimize the expectation of the cross-entropy loss E L(i, L(m)), where the expectation is
calculated w.r.t. the joint distribution of inputs and message sequences. The gradient of the following
surrogate function is an unbiased estimate of the gradient∇θs∪θl

E L(i, L(m)):

E [L(i, L(m;θl)) + ({L(i, L(m;θl)} − b) logPs(m|θs)] (1)

where {·} is the stop-gradient operation, Ps(m|θs) is the probability of producing the sequence m
when Speaker is parameterized with vector θs, and b is a running-mean baseline used to reduce the
estimate variance without introducing a bias. To encourage exploration, we also apply an entropy
regularization term [Williams and Peng, 1991] on the output distribution of the speaker agent.

Effectively, under Eq. 1, the gradient of the loss w.r.t. the Listener parameters is found via conventional
backpropagation (the first term in Eq. 1), while Speaker’s gradient is found with a REINFORCE-like
procedure (the second term). Once the gradient estimate is obtained, we feed it into the Adam [Kingma
and Ba, 2014] optimizer. We explore different learning rate and entropy regularization coefficient
values (Appendix A.1.1).

We train agents for 2500 episodes, each consisting of 100 mini-batches, in turn including 5120 inputs
sampled from the power-law distribution with replacement. After training, we present to the system
each input once, to compute accuracy by giving equal weight to all inputs, independently of amount
of training exposure.

2.4 Reference distributions

As ZLA is typically only informally defined, we introduce 3 reference distributions that display
efficient encoding and arguably respect ZLA.

2.4.1 Optimal code

Based on standard coding theory [Cover and Thomas, 2006], we design an optimal code (OC)
guaranteeing the shortest average message length given a certain alphabet size and the constraint that
all messages must end with eos. The shortest messages are deterministically associated to the most
frequent inputs, leaving longer ones for less frequent ones. The length of the message associated to
an input is determined as follows. Let A = {s1, s2...sa−1, eos} be the alphabet of size a and ir be
the rth input when ranked by frequency. Then ir is mapped to a message of length

lir = min{n :
n∑

k=1

(a− 1)k−1 ≥ r} (2)
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For instance, if a = 3, then there is only one message of length 1 (associated to the most frequent
referent), 2 of length 2, 4 of length 3 etc.1 Section 2 of Ferrer i Cancho et al. [2013] presents a proof
of how this encoding is the maximally efficient one.

2.4.2 Monkey typing

Natural languages respect ZLA without being as efficient as OC. It has been observed that Monkey
typing (MT) processes, whereby a monkey hits random typewriter keys including a space character,
produce word length distributions remarkably similar to those attested in natural languages [Simon,
1955, Miller et al., 1957]. We thus adapt a MT process to our setup, as a less strict benchmark for
network efficiency.2

We first sample an input without replacement according to the power-law distribution, then generate
the message to be associated with it. We repeat the process until all inputs are assigned a unique
message. The message is constructed by letting a monkey hit the a keys of a typewriter uniformly
at random (p = 1/a), subject to these constraints: (i) The message ends when the monkey hits eos.
(ii) A message cannot be longer than a specified length max_len. If the monkey has not yet emitted
eos at max_len− 1, it is stopped and eos is appended at the end of the message. (iii) If a generated
message is identical to one already used, it is rejected and another is generated.

For a given length l, there are only (a− 1)l−1 different messages. Moreover, for a random generator
with the max_len constraint, the probability of generating a message of length l is:

Pl = p× (1− p)l−1, if l < max_len and Pmax_len = (1− p)max_len−1 (3)

From these calculations, we derive two qualitative observations about MT. First, as we fix max_len
and increase a (decrease p = 1/a), more generated messages will reach max_len. Second, when
a is small and max_len is large (as in early MT studies where max_len was infinite), a ZLA-like
distribution emerges, due to the finite number of different messages of length l. Indeed, for any l less
than max_len, Pl strictly decreases as l grows. Then, for given inputs, the monkey is likely to start
by generating messages of the most probable length (that is, 1). As we exhaust all unique messages
of this length, the process starts generating messages of the next probable length (i.e., 2) and so on.
Figure A1 in Appendix A.1.2 confirms experimentally that our MT distribution respects ZLA for
a ≤ 10 and various max_len.

2.4.3 Natural language

We finally consider word length distributions in natural language corpora. We used pre-compiled
English, Arabic, Russian and Spanish frequency lists from http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/serge/,
extracted from corpora of internet text containing between 200M (Russian) and 16M words (Arabic).
For direct comparability with input set cardinality in our simulations, we only looked at the distribution
of the top 1000 most frequent words, after merging lower- and upper-cased forms, and removing
words containing non-alphabetical characters. The resulting word frequency distributions obeyed
power laws with exponents between−0.81 and−0.92 (we used−1 to generate our inputs). Alphabet
sizes are as follows: 30 (English), 31 (Spanish), 47 (Russian), 59 (Arabic). These are larger than
normative sizes, as unfiltered Internet text will occasionally include foreign characters (e.g., accented
letters in English text). Contrary to previous reference distributions, we cannot control max_len and
alphabet size. We hence compare human and network distributions only in the adequate settings. In
the main text, we present results for the languages with the smallest (English) and largest (Arabic)
alphabets. The distributions of the other languages are comparable, and presented in Appendix A.1.3.

3 Experiments

3.1 Characterizing the emergent encoding

We experiment with alphabet sizes a ∈ [3, 5, 10, 40, 1000]. We chose mainly small alphabet sizes to
minimize a potential bias in favor of long messages: For high a, randomly generating long messages
becomes more likely, as the probability of outputting eos at random becomes lower. At the other

1There is always only one message of length 1 (that is, eos), irrespective of alphabet size.
2No actual monkey was harmed in the definition of the process.
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extreme, we also consider a = 1000, where the Speaker could in principle successfully communicate
using at most 2-symbol messages (as Speaker needs to produce eos). Finally, a = 40 was chosen to
be close to the alphabet size of the natural languages we study (mean alphabet size: 41.75).

After fixing a, we choose max_len so that agents have enough capacity to describe the whole input
space (|I| = 1000). For a given a and max_len, Speaker cannot encode more inputs than the message
space size Mmax_len

a =
∑max_len

j=1 (a− 1)j−1. We experiment with max_len ∈ [2, 6, 11, 30]. We
couldn’t use higher values because of memory limitations. Furthermore, we studied the effect of
D =

Mmax_len
a

|I| . While making sure that this ratio is at least 1, we experiment with low values, where
Speaker would have to use nearly the whole message space to successfully denote all inputs. We also
considered settings with significantly larger D, where constructing 1K distinct messages might be an
easier task.

We train models for each (max_len, a) setting and agent hyperparameter choice (4 seeds per choice).
We consider runs successful if, after training, they achieve an accuracy above 99% on the full input
set (i.e., less than 10 miss-classified inputs). As predicted, the higher D is, the more accurate the
agents become. Indeed, agents need much larger D than strictly necessary in order to converge. We
select for further analysis only those (max_len, a) choices that resulted in more than 3 successful
runs (mean number of successful runs across the reported configurations is 25 out of 48). Moreover,
we focus here on configurations with max_len = 30, as the most comparable to natural language.3
We present results for all selected configurations (confirming the same trends) in Appendix A.1.4.

Figure 1 shows message length distribution (averaged across all successful runs) in function of
input frequency rank, compared to our reference distributions. The MT results are averaged across
25 different runs. We show the Arabic and English distributions in the plot containing the most
comparable simulation settings (30, 40).

Across configurations, we observe that Speaker messages greatly depart from ZLA. There is a clear
general preference for longer messages, that is strongest for the most frequent inputs, where Speaker
outputs messages of length max_len. That is, in the emergent encoding, more frequent words are
longer, making the system obey a sort of “anti-ZLA” (see Appendix A.1.6 for confirmation that this
anti-efficient pattern is statistically significant). Consequently, the emergent language distributions
are well above all reference distributions, except for MT with a = 1000, where the large alphabet size
leads to uniformly long words, for reasons discussed in Section 2.4.2. Finally, the lack of efficiency in
emergent language encodings is also observed when inputs are uniformly distributed (see Appendix
A.1.5).

Although some animal signing systems disobey ZLA, due to specific environmental constraints [e.g.,
Heesen et al., 2019], a large survey of human and animal communication did not find any case of
significantly anti-efficient systems [Ferrer i Cancho et al., 2013], making our finding particularly
intriguing.
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(d)max_len=30, a=1000

emergent messages monkey typing optimal coding English Arabic

Figure 1: Mean message length across successful runs as a function of input frequency rank, with
reference distributions. For readability, we smooth natural language distributions by reporting the
sliding average of 10 consecutive lengths.

3Natural languages have no rigid upper bound on length, and 30 is the highest max_len we were able to train
models for. Qualitative inspection of the respective corpora suggest that 30 is anyway a reasonable “soft” upper
bound on word length in the languages we studied (longer strings are mostly typographic detritus).
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3.2 Causes of anti-efficient encoding

We explore the roots of anti-efficiency by looking at the behavior of untrained Speakers and Listeners.
Earlier work conjectured that ZLA emerges from the competing pressures to communicate in a
perceptually distinct and articulatorily efficient manner [Zipf, 1949, Kanwal et al., 2017]. For our
networks, there is a clear pressure from Listener in favour of ease of message discriminability , but
Speaker has no obvious reason to save on “articulatory” effort. We thus predict that the observed
pattern is driven by a Listener-side bias.

3.2.1 Untrained Speaker behavior

For each i drawn from the power-law distribution without replacement, we get a message m from
90 distinct untrained Speakers (30 speakers for each hidden size in [100, 250, 500]). We experiment
with 2 different association processes. In the first, we associate the first generated m to i, irrespective
of whether it was already associated to another input. In the second, we keep generating a m for i
until we get a message that was not already associated to a distinct input. The second version is closer
to the MT process (see Section 2.4.2). Moreover, message uniqueness is a reasonable constraint,
since, in order to succeed, Speakers need first of all to keep messages denoting different inputs apart.

Figure 2 shows that untrained Speakers have no prior toward outputting long sequences of symbols.
Precisely, from Figure 2 we see that the untrained Speakers’ average message length coincides with
the one produced by the random process defined in Eq. 3 where p = 1

a .4 In other words, untrained
Speakers are equivalent to a random generator with uniform probability over symbols.5 Consequently,
when imposing message uniqueness, non-trained Speakers become identical to MT. Hence, Speakers
faced with the task of producing distinct messages for the inputs, if vocabulary size is not too large,
would naturally produce a ZLA-obeying distribution, that is radically altered in joint Speaker-Listener
training.
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(c) max_len = 30, a = 40

untrained Speaker with uniqueness constraint untrained Speaker monkey typing

Figure 2: Average length of messages by input frequency rank for untrained Speakers, compared to
MT. See Appendix A.1.7 for more settings.

3.2.2 Untrained Listener behavior

Having shown that untrained Speakers do not favor long messages, we ask next if the emergent
anti-efficient language is easier to discriminate by untrained Listeners than other encodings. To
this end, we compute the average pairwise L2 distance of the hidden representations produced by
untrained Listeners in response to messages associated to all inputs.6 Messages that are further apart
in the representational space of the untrained Listener should be easier to discriminate. Thus, if
Speaker associates such messages to the inputs, it will be easier for Listener to distinguish them.

4Note that we did not use the uniqueness-of-messages constraint to define Pl.
5We verified that indeed untrained Speakers have uniform probability over the different symbols.
6Results are similar if looking at the softmax layer instead.
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Specifically, we use 50 distinct untrained Listeners with 100-dimensional hidden size.7 We test
4 different encodings: (1) emergent messages (produced by trained Speakers) (2) MT messages
(25 runs) (3) OC messages and (4) human languages. Note that MT is equivalent to untrained
Speaker, as their messages share the same length and alphabet distribution (see Section 3.2.1). We
study Listeners’ biases with max_len = 30 while varying a as messages are more distinct from
reference distributions in that case (see Figure A3 in Appendix A.1.4). Results are reported in Figure
3. Representations produced in response to the emergent messages have the highest average distance.
MT only approximates the emergent language for a = 1000, where, as seen in Figure 1 above, MT is
anti-efficient. The trained Speaker messages are hence a priori easier for non-trained Listeners. The
length of these messages could thus be explained by an intrinsic Listener’s bias, as conjectured above.
Also, interestingly, natural languages are not easy to process by Listeners. This suggests that the
emergence of “natural” languages in LSTM agents is unlikely, without imposing ad-hoc pressures.
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Figure 3: Average pairwise distance between messages’ representation in Listener’s hidden space,
across all considered non-trained Listeners. Vertical lines mark standard deviations across Listeners.

3.2.3 Adding a length minimization pressure

We next impose an artificial pressure on Speaker to produce short messages, to counterbalance
Listener’s preference for longer ones. Specifically, we add a regularizer disfavoring longer messages
to the original loss:

L′(i, L(m),m) = L(i, L(m)) + α× |m| (4)

where L(i, L(m)) is the cross-entropy loss used before, |.| denotes length, and α is a hyperparameter.
The non-differentiable term α×|m| is handled seamlessly as it only depends on Speaker’s parameters
θs (which specify the distribution of the messages m), and the gradient of the loss w.r.t. θs is
estimated via a REINFORCE-like term (Eq. 1). Figure 4 shows emergent message length distribution
under this objective, comparing it to other reference distributions in the most human-language-like
setting: (max_len=30, a=40). The same pattern is observed elsewhere (see Appendix A.1.8, that
also evaluates the impact of the α hyperparameter). The emergent messages clearly follow ZLA.
Speaker now assigns messages of ascending length to the 40 most frequent inputs. For the remaining
ones, it chooses messages with relatively similar, but notably shorter, lengths (always much shorter
than MT messages). Still, the encoding is not as efficient as the one observed in natural language
(and OC). Also, when adding length regularization, we noted a slower convergence, with a smaller
number of successful runs, that further diminishes when α increases.

3.3 Symbol distributions in the emergent code

We conclude with a high-level look at what the long emergent messages are made of. Specifically,
we inspect symbol unigram and bigram frequency distributions in the messages produced by trained
Sender in response to the 1K inputs (the eos symbol is excluded from counts). For direct compa-
rability with natural language, we report results in the (max_len=30,a=40) setting, but the patterns
are general. We observe in Figure 5(a) that, even if at initialization Speaker starts with a uniform
distribution over its alphabet (not shown here), by end of training it has converged to a very skewed
one. Natural languages follow a similar trend, but their distributions are not nearly as skewed (see

7We fix this value because, unlike for Speaker, it has considerable impact on performance, with 100 being
the preferred setting.
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Figure 4: Mean length of messages across successful runs as a function of input frequency rank for
max_len = 30, a = 40, α = 0.5. Natural language distributions are smoothed as in Fig. 1.

Figure 8(a) in Appendix A.2.1 for entropy analysis). We then investigate message structure by
looking at symbol bigram distribution. To this end, we build 25 randomly generated control codes,
constrained to have the same mean length and unigram symbol distribution as the emergent code.
Intriguingly, we observe in Figure 5(b) a significantly more skewed emergent bigram distribution,
compared to the controls. This suggests that, despite the lack of phonetic pressures, Speaker is
respecting “phonotactic” constraints that are even sharper than those reflected in the natural language
bigram distributions (see Figure 8(b) in Appendix A.2.1 for entropy analysis). In other words, the
emergent messages are clearly not built out of random unigram combinations. Looking at the pattern
more closely, we find the skewed bigram distribution to be due to a strong tendency to repeat the
same character over and over, well beyond what is expected given the unigram symbol skew (see
typical message examples in Appendix A.2). More quantitatively, across all runs with max_len=30,
if we denote the 10 most probable symbols with s1, ..., s10, then we observe P (sr, sr) > P (sr)

2

with r ∈ J1, .., 10K, in more than 97.5% runs. We leave a better understanding of the causes and
implications of these distributions to future work.
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Figure 5: Distribution of top symbol unigrams and bigrams (ordered by frequency) in different
codes. Emergent and control messages are averaged across successful runs and different simulations
respectively in the (max_len=30,a=40) setting.

4 Discussion

We found that two neural networks faced with a simple communication task, in which they have to
learn to generate messages to refer to a set of distinct inputs that are sampled according to a power-law
distribution, produce an anti-efficient code where more frequent inputs are significantly associated to
longer messages, and all messages are close to the allowed maximum length threshold. The results are
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stable across network and task hyperparameters (although we leave it to further work to replicate the
finding with different network architectures, such as transformers or CNNs). Follow-up experiments
suggest that the emergent pattern stems from an a priori preference of the listener network for longer,
more discriminable messages, which is not counterbalanced by a need to minimize articulatory effort
on the side of the speaker. Indeed, when an artificial penalty against longer messages is imposed on
the latter, we see a ZLA distribution emerging in the networks’ communication code.

From the point of view of AI, our results stress the importance of controlled analyses of language
emergence. Specifically, if we want to develop artificial agents that naturally communicate with
humans, we want to ensure that we are aware of, and counteract, their unnatural biases, such as the one
we uncovered here in favor of anti-efficient encoding. We presented a proof-of-concept example of
how to get rid of this specific bias by directly penalizing long messages in the cost function, but future
work should look into less ad hoc ways to condition the networks’ language. Getting the encoding
right seems particularly important, as efficient encoding has been observed to interact in subtle ways
with other important properties of human language, such as regularity and compositionality [Kirby,
2001]. We also emphasize the importance of using power-law input distributions when studying
language emergence, as the latter are a universal property of human language [Zipf, 1949, Baayen,
2001] largely ignored in previous simulations, that assume uniform input distributions.

ZLA is observed in all studied human languages. As mentioned above, some animal communication
systems violate it [Heesen et al., 2019], but such systems are 1) limited in their expressivity; and
2) do not display a significantly anti-efficient pattern. We complemented this earlier comparative
research with an investigation of emergent language among artificial agents that need to signal a
large number of different inputs. We found that the agents develop a successful communication
system that does not exhibit ZLA, and is actually significantly anti-efficient. We connected this to an
asymmetry in speaker vs. listener biases. This in turn suggests that ZLA in communication in general
does not emerge from trivial statistical properties, but from a delicate balance of speaker and listener
pressures. Future work should investigate emergent distributions in a wider range of artificial agents
and environments, trying to understand which factors are determining them.
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A.1 Supplementary

A.1.1 Hyperparameters

Both speaker and listener agents are single-layer LSTMs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997].
We experiment with the combinations (Speaker’s hidden size, Listener’s hidden size) in
[(100, 100), (250, 100), (250, 250), (500, 250)]. We only experiment with combinations where
Speaker’s hidden-size is bigger or equal to Listener’s, because of the asymmetry in their tasks.
Indeed, as discussed in Section 3.1 of the main paper, the Speaker’s search space Mmax_len

a is
generally larger than the one of the Listener R.

We use the Adam optimizer, with learning rate 0.001. We apply entropy regularization to Speaker’s
optimization. The values of the regularization’s coefficient are chosen in [1, 1.5, 2]. We run the
simulation with each hyperparameter setting 4 times with different random seeds.

A.1.2 Monkey typing

We adapt the Monkey typing (MT) process by adding the max_len constraint. This makes it a
ZLA-like distribution only when vocabulary size a is small. Figure A1 illustrates this behavior. We
see that the higher a is, the further the MT distribution departs from a ZLA pattern.
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Figure A1: Monkey typing encoding: Mean message length across 50 simulations as a function of
input frequency rank.

A.1.3 Natural language distributions

We report in Figure A2 word length distributions for all the natural languages we considered, and
compare them with (1) optimal encoding (OC) and (2) emergent language in the most comparable
simulation setting: (max_len = 30, a = 40). Despite their different alphabet sizes, natural languages
pattern similarly: They follow ZLA, and approximate OC.
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Figure A2: Word length in natural languages in function of word frequency rank, compared to average
emergent code and OC in the (max_len = 30, a = 40) setting. For readability, we smooth natural
language distributions by reporting the sliding average of 10 consecutive lengths.

A.1.4 Anti-efficient emergent language

Figure A3 shows message length distribution (averaged across all successful runs) in function of
input frequency rank, and compares it with some reference distributions. The results are in line with
our finding in Section 3.1 of the main paper.

A.1.5 Emergent language with uniform input distribution

Agents’ messages are very long also when the input distribution is uniform, see Figure A4. Their
average length is significantly larger than MT messages with uniform inputs (t-test, p < 10−9).

A.1.6 Randomization test

In the main paper, we observe a tendency for Speaker to use longer messages for frequent inputs,
making its code obey a sort of “anti-ZLA”. In this section, we provide quantitative support for
this observation. We run the randomization test of Ferrer i Cancho et al. [2013]. We note E =∑1000

i=1 pi × li the mean length of messages, where pi is the probability of the type i and li is the
length of the corresponding message. A language that respects ZLA is characterized by a small
E (optimal coding, OC, is associated with min(E)). Under H0, the mean length of the encoding
coincides with the mean length of a random permutation of messages across types. To be comparable
with Ferrer i Cancho et al. [2013], we use the same number of permutations (= 105). Also, we adopt
their definition of “left p-value” and “right p-value”. If left p-value≤ 0.005, the studied encoding
is significantly small (characterized by significantly smaller E than random permutations), if right
p-value≤ 0.005, it is significantly large, corresponding to our notion of anti-efficiency.

We observe in Table A.1 that H0 is only rejected for MT with a ≥ 40, which, as we mentioned in the
main paper, approaches a random length distribution for those cases, and for emergent messages with
a = 1000. OC, natural languages, and emergent language with Speaker-length regularization are,
in all the considered settings, significantly more efficient than chance. Importantly, the Emergent
language results confirm LSTMs’ natural preference for long messages (E approaching max_len)
and significant anti-efficiency for a ≤ 40 (right p-value≈ 0). When a = 1000, there is no frequency
rank/length relation and all lengths ≈ max_len.

A.1.7 Speaker initial length distribution

Figure A5 plots message length in function of input frequency rank for several settings. In particular,
we report all settings (max_len, a) that succeeded when training the Speaker-Listener system. Here,
however, no training is performed, so that we can observe Speaker’s initial biases. The results are in
line with our finding in Section 3.2.1 of the main paper.
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Figure A3: Mean message length across successful runs as a function of input frequency rank, with
reference distributions. Natural language distributions are smoothed as in Fig. A2.

A.1.8 The effect of length regularization

We look here at the effect of the regularization coefficient α on the nature of the emergent encoding.
To this end, we consider the setting that is least efficient when no optimization is applied: (max_len =
30, a = 1000). The same pattern is also observed with different choices of max_len and a. Figure
A6 shows, for α = 1, that emergent messages approximate optimal coding. For even larger values,
we were not able to successfully train the system to communicate. This is in line with Zipf’s view of
competing pressures for accurate communication vs. efficiency. The emergent messages follow ZLA
only when both pressures are at work. If the efficiency pressure is not present, agents come up with a
communicatively effective but non-efficient encoding, as shown in Section A.1.4 and Section 3.1 of
the main paper. However, if the efficiency pressure is too high, agents cannot converge on a protocol
that is successful from the point of view of communication.
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Figure A4: Mean message length per input across successful runs for max_len=30 and different a.
Inputs are uniformly distributed.

Table A.1: Results of the randomization test for different codes when max_len = 30 and with
different alphabet sizes a. Left/right p-values significant at α = 0.01 suffixed by asterisk. See Table
1 of Ferrer i Cancho et al. [2013] for more codes to be compared with our results.

Setting Code E Left p-Value Right p-Value

a = 5
OC 3.55 < 10−5* > 1 − 10−5

MT 7.56 < 10−5∗ > 1 − 10−5

Emergent 26.98 > 1 − 10−5 < 10−5∗

a = 10
OC 2.82 < 10−5∗ > 1 − 10−5

MT 11.27 0.0002* 0.998

Emergent 26.73 > 1 − 10−5 < 10−5*

a = 40

OC 2.29 < 10−5* > 1 − 10−5

MT 21.30 0.814 0.186

Emergent 29.40 > 1 − 10−5 < 10−5*
Regularized (α=0.5) 7.22 < 10−5* > 1 − 10−5

English 3.68 < 10−5* > 1 − 10−5

Arabic 3.14 < 10−5* > 1 − 10−5

a = 1000
OC 1.86 0.001* 0.999
MT 29.67 0.750 0.250

Emergent 29.98 0.072 0.928

A.2 Repetition in emergent messages

We report in listings 1, 2, 3 and 4 examples of emergent messages in different settings. We notice
that the agents extensively use repetition, even when a (vocabulary size) is large. This repetition, that
results in the very skewed bigram distributions presented in Section 3.3 of the main paper, increases
with higher max_len, as shown in figure A7. Moreover, from figure A7, we see that, unlike in
emergent codes, this sort of repetition does not appear in natural language.

Listing 1: Emergent messages for the 4 most frequent inputs (max_len:11 and a:40).
m1 : 1 8 , 5 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 5 , 5 , 1 0 , 5 , 3 2 , 8 , eos
m2 : 1 , 3 6 , 2 , 3 6 , 1 0 , 1 3 , 9 , 2 9 , 3 3 , eos
m3 : 2 9 , 1 , 8 , 1 , 3 9 , 3 9 , 9 , 1 5 , 1 0 , 1 9 , eos
m4 : 2 9 , 1 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 5 , 8 , 1 3 , 9 , eos

Listing 2: Emergent messages for the 4 most frequent inputs (max_len:11 and a:1000).
m1 : 4 3 1 , 4 3 1 , 3 0 5 , 3 0 5 , 7 0 , 7 0 , 3 3 1 , 3 9 1 , 1 3 4 , 5 8 1 , eos
m2 : 8 6 7 , 2 8 8 , 4 6 6 , 4 6 6 , 4 6 6 , 7 3 7 , 1 1 3 , 7 7 , 6 1 5 , 6 1 5 , eos
m3 : 2 8 8 , 4 6 6 , 4 6 6 , 4 6 6 , 4 1 8 , 1 4 4 , 1 1 3 , 6 1 5 , 6 3 8 , 6 1 5 , eos
m4 : 4 , 4 , 1 5 2 , 1 5 2 , 1 5 2 , 4 6 8 , 6 4 2 , 6 1 5 , 4 2 2 , 1 3 4 , eos
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Figure A5: Average length of messages in function of input frequency rank for untrained Speakers,
compared to MT. In each figure we report the results in a specific setting (max_len, a).
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Figure A6: Length of messages as a function of input frequency for max_len = 30 and a = 1000,
when varying α in the length regularization case.

Listing 3: Emergent messages for the 4 most frequent inputs (max_len:30 and a:5).
m1 : 3 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , eos
m2 : 3 , 1 , 3 , 3 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 3 , 2 , eos
m3 : 1 , 4 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 3 , 1 , eos
m4 : 1 , 4 , 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 2 , 4 , 2 , 2 , 4 , 1 , 4 , eos

Listing 4: Emergent messages for the 4 most frequent inputs (max_len:30 and a:40).
m1 : 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 2 4 , 8 , 8 , 1 2 , 2 4 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 3 6 , 2 4 , 2 4 , 3 5 , 3 5 , 3 5 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 2 0 , 1 5 , 3 6 , 1 9 , 1 1 , 3 1 , 1 3 , eos
m2 : 1 3 , 3 1 , 3 1 , 2 4 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 1 9 , 2 4 , 3 , 3 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 1 9 , 2 9 , 1 5 , 3 1 , 3 0 , 3 1 , 1 5 , 1 9 , 1 1 , 1 3 , eos
m3 : 3 9 , 8 , 1 2 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 3 6 , 2 4 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 3 5 , 3 5 , 3 5 , 1 8 , 1 8 , 1 1 , 3 , 7 , 1 1 , 7 , 1 1 , eos
m4 : 1 4 , 3 1 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 , 2 , 3 5 , 3 0 , 3 1 , 2 1 , 2 9 , eos
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Figure A7: Mean message length (weighted by input probability, and averaged across successful
runs) for various max_len and fixed a = 40, before and after removing all repetitions. A repetition
here refers to a sequence of 2 or more consecutive identical symbols. Emergent messages are indexed
by their max_len, and we add the same statistics in two human languages for comparison.

A.2.1 Entropy of symbol distributions in different codes

We report the entropy of symbol unigram and bigram distributions for different codes in figures 8(a)
and 8(b), respectively. We observe that, in both cases, the emergent code symbol distribution is more
skewed than in any considered reference code.
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Figure A8: Entropy of symbol unigram and bigram distributions for different codes (in natural
log). The higher the entropy, the more uniform the corresponding distribution is. The entropy of
the uniform code is computed by assuming a uniform distribution over 40 symbols (unigram) and
1600 sequences of 2 symbols (bigram). MT and control messages (see Section 3.3 of main text) are
averaged across 25 different simulations in the (max_len=30,a=40) setting. Emergent messages are
averaged across successful runs in the same setting.
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Abstract

Previous work has shown that artificial
neural agents naturally develop surpris-
ingly non-efficient codes. This is illus-
trated by the fact that in a referential
game involving a speaker and a listener
neural networks optimizing accurate trans-
mission over a discrete channel, the emer-
gent messages fail to achieve an optimal
length. Furthermore, frequent messages
tend to be longer than infrequent ones, a
pattern contrary to the Zipf Law of Abbre-
viation (ZLA) observed in all natural lan-
guages. Here, we show that near-optimal
and ZLA-compatible messages can emerge,
but only if both the speaker and the lis-
tener are modified. We hence introduce
a new communication system, “LazImpa”,
where the speaker is made increasingly
lazy, i.e., avoids long messages, and the lis-
tener impatient, i.e., seeks to guess the in-
tended content as soon as possible.

1 Introduction

Recent emergent-communication studies, renewed
by the astonishing success of neural networks, are
often motivated by a desire to develop neural net-
work agents eventually able to verbally interact
with humans (Havrylov and Titov, 2017; Lazaridou
et al., 2017). To facilitate such interaction, neural
networks’ emergent language should possess many
natural-language-like properties. However, it has
been shown that, even if these emergent languages
lead to successful communication, they often do
not bear core properties of natural language (Kot-
tur et al., 2017; Bouchacourt and Baroni, 2018;
Lazaridou et al., 2018; Chaabouni et al., 2020).

In this work, we focus on one basic property of
natural language that resides on the tendency to
use messages that are close to the informational op-
timum. This is illustrated in the Zipf’s law of Ab-
breviation (ZLA), an empirical law that states that
in natural language, the more frequent a word is,
the shorter it tends to be (Zipf, 1949; Teahan et al.,

2000; Sigurd et al., 2004; Strauss et al., 2007). Cru-
cially, ZLA is considered to be an efficient property
of our language (Gibson et al., 2019). Besides the
obvious fact that an efficient code would be easier
to process for us, it is also argued to be a core prop-
erty of natural language, likely to be correlated
with other fundamental aspects of human commu-
nication, such as regularity and compositionality
(Kirby, 2001). Encouraging it might hence lead
to emergent languages that are also more likely to
develop these other desirable properties.

Despite the importance of such property,
Chaabouni et al. (2019) showed that standard neu-
ral network agents, when trained to play a sim-
ple signaling game (Lewis, 1969), develop an inef-
ficient code, which even displays an anti-ZLA pat-
tern. That is, counterintuitively, more frequent
inputs are coded with longer messages than less
frequent ones. This inefficiency was related to
neural networks’ “innate preference” for long mes-
sages. In this work, we aim at understanding
which constraints need to be introduced on neural
network agents in order to overcome their innate
preferences and communicate efficiently, showing a
proper ZLA pattern.

To this end, we use a reconstruction game where
we have two neural network agents: speaker and
listener. For each input, the speaker outputs a se-
quence of symbols (which constitutes the message)
sent to the listener. The latter needs then to pre-
dict the speaker’s input based on the given mes-
sage. Also, similarly to the previous work, inputs
are drawn from a power-law distribution.

We first describe the experimental and optimiza-
tion framework (see Section 2). In particular,
we introduce a new communication system called
‘LazImpa’, comprising two different constraints (a)
Laz iness on the speaker side and (b) Impatience on
the listener side. The former constraint is inspired
by the least-effort principle which is attested to
be a ubiquitous pressure in human communication
(Piantadosi et al., 2011; Zipf, 1949; Kanwal et al.,
2017).

However, if such a constraint is applied too early,
the system does not learn an efficient system. We
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show that incrementally penalizing long messages
in the cost function enables an early exploration
of the message space (a kind of ‘babbling phase’)
and prevents converging to an inefficient local min-
imum.

The other constraint, on the listener side, re-
lies on the prediction mechanism, argued to be
important in language comprehension (e.g., Feder-
meier, 2007; Altmann and Mirković, 2009), and is
achieved by allowing the listener to reconstruct the
intended input as soon as possible. We also provide
a two-level analytical method: first, metrics quan-
tifying the efficiency of a code; second, a new proto-
col to measure its informativeness (see Section 3).
Applying these metrics, we demonstrate that, con-
trary to the standard speaker/listener agents, our
new communication system ‘LazImpa’ leads to the
emergence of an efficient code. The latter follows
a ZLA-like distribution, close to natural languages
(see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Besides the plausibility
of the introduced constraints, our new communica-
tion system is, first, task- and architecture-agnostic
(requires only communicating with sequences of
symbols), and second allows stable optimization of
the speaker/listener. We also show how both lis-
tener and speaker constraints are fundamental to
the emergence of a ZLA-like distribution, as effi-
cient as natural language (see Section 4.3).

2 Experimental framework

We explore the properties of emergent communi-
cation in the context of referential games where
neural network agents, Speaker and Listener, have
to cooperatively communicate in order to win the
game.

Speaker network receives an input i ∈ I and gen-
erates a message m of maximum length max_len.
The symbols of the message belong to a vocab-
ulary V = {s1, s2, ..., svoc_size−1, EOS} of size
voc_size where EOS is the ‘end of sentence’ to-
ken indicating the end of Speaker’s message. Lis-
tener network receives and consumes the message
m. Based on this message, it outputs î. The two
agents are successful if Listener manages to guess
the right input (i.e., î = i).

We make two main assumptions. First inputs
are drawn from I following a power-law distribu-
tion, where I is composed of 1000 one-hot vectors.

Consequently, the probability of sampling the

kth most frequent input is: 1/k∑1000
j=1 1/j

modelling

words’ distribution in natural language (Zipf, 2013)
(see details in Appendix A.1.1). Second, we ex-
periment in the main paper with max_len = 30
and voc_size = 40.1 We further discuss the influ-
ence of these assumptions in Appendix. A.4.2 and

1This combination makes our setting comparable
to natural languages; the latter has no upper bound
on the maximum length, also a vocabulary size of 40

show the robustness of our results to assumptions
change.

In our analysis, we only consider the success-
ful runs, i.e., the runs with a uniform accuracy
strictly higher than 97% over all possible 1000 in-
puts. An emergent language consists then of the
input-message mapping. That is, for each input
i ∈ I fed to Speaker after successful communica-
tion, we note its output m.

By M, we define the set of messages m used by
our agents after succeeding in the game.

2.1 Agent architectures

In our experiments, we compare two communica-
tion systems:

• Standard Agents: as a baseline, composed of
Standard Speaker and Standard Listener;

• ‘LazImpa’: composed of Lazy Speaker and
Impatient Listener.

For both Speaker and Listener, we experiment
with either standard or modified LSTM architec-
tures (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

2.1.1 Standard Agents

Standard Speaker. Standard Speaker is a
single-layer LSTM. First, Speaker’s inputs i are
mapped by a linear layer into an initial hidden
state of Speaker’s LSTM cell. Then, the message
m is generated symbol by symbol: the current se-
quence is fed to the LSTM cell that outputs a new
hidden state. Next, this hidden state is mapped by
a linear layer followed by a softmax to a Categor-
ical distribution over the vocabulary. During the
training phase, the next symbol is sampled from
this distribution. During the testing phase, the
next symbol is deterministically selected by taking
the argmax of the distribution.

Standard Listener. Standard Listener is also a
single-layer LSTM. Once the message m is gener-
ated by Speaker, it is entirely passed to Standard
Listener. Standard Listener consumes the symbols
one by one, until the EOS token is seen (the latter
is included and fed to Listener). At the end, the
final hidden state is mapped to a Categorical dis-
tribution L(m) over the input indices (linear layer
+ softmax). This distribution is then used during
the training to compute the loss. During the test-
ing phase, we take the argmax of the distribution
as a reconstruction candidate.

Standard loss Lstd. For Standard Agents, we
merely use the cross-entropy loss between the
ground truth one-hot vector i and the output Cat-
egorical distribution of Listener L(m).

is close to the alphabet size of the natural languages
we study of mean vocabulary size equal to 41.75. See
Chaabouni et al. (2019) for more details.
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2.1.2 LazImpa

Lazy Speaker. Lazy Speaker has the same ar-
chitecture as Standard Speaker. The ‘Laziness’
comes from a cost on the length of the message
m directly applied to the loss.

Impatient Listener. We introduce Impatient
Listener, designed to guess the intended content as
soon as possible. As shown in Figure 1, Impatient
Listener consists of a modified Standard Listener
that, instead of guessing i after consuming the en-
tire message m = (m0, ...,mt), makes a prediction
îk for each symbol mk.2 This modification takes
advantage of the recurrent property of the LSTM,
however, could be adapted to any causal sequential
neural network model.

At training, a prediction of Impatient Listener,
at a position k, is a Categorical distribution
L(m:k), constructed using a shared single lin-
ear layer followed by a softmax (with m:k =
(m0, ...,mk)). Eventually, we get a sequence of t+1
distributions L(m) = (L(m:0), ..., L(m:t)), one for
each reading position of the message.

At test time, we only take the argmax of the
distribution generated by Listener when it reads
the EOS token.

Figure 1: Impatient Listener architecture. The
agent is composed of a single-layer LSTM cell and
one shared linear layer followed by a softmax. It
generates a prediction at each time step.

LazImpa Loss Llaz. LazImpa loss is composed
of two parts that model ‘Impatience’ (Llaz/L) and
‘Laziness’ (Llaz/S), such that,

Llaz(i,m,L(m)) = Llaz/L(i, L(m)) + Llaz/S(m). (1)

On one hand, Llaz/L forces Impatient Listener
to guess the right candidate as soon as possi-
ble when reading the message m. For this pur-
pose, with i the ground-truth input and L(m) =
(L(m:0), ..., L(m:t)) the sequence of intermediate
distributions, the Impatience Loss is defined as the

2mt=EOS by construction.

mean cross-entropy loss between i and the interme-
diate distributions:

Llaz/L(i, L(m)) =
1

t+ 1

t∑

k=0

Lstd(i, L(m:k)), (2)

Hence, all the intermediate distributions con-
tribute to the loss function according to the fol-
lowing principle: the earlier the Listener predicts
the correct output, the larger the reward is.

On the other hand, Llaz/S consists of an adap-
tive penalty on message lengths. The idea is
to first let the system explore long and discrim-
inating messages (exploration step) and then,
once it reaches good enough communication perfor-
mances, we apply a length cost (reduction step).
With |m| the length of the message associated with
the input i and ‘acc’ the estimation of the accu-
racy (proportion of inputs correctly communicated
weighted by appearance frequency), the Laziness
Loss is defined as:

Llaz/S(m) = α(acc)|m| (3)

To schedule this two-step training, we model α
as shown in Figure 2. The regularization is mainly
composed of two branches: (1) exploration step
and (2) reduction step. The latter starts only when
the two agents become successful.

Figure 2: Scheduling of the regularization parame-
ter α as a function of the accuracy. We distinguish
two different regimes: the exploration and the re-
duction regimes. See the mathematical description
in Appendix A.1.4

2.2 Optimization

The overall setting, which can be seen as a discrete
auto-encoder, cannot be differentiated directly, as
the latent space is discrete. We use a hybrid
optimization between REINFORCE for Speaker
(Williams, 1992) and classic back-propagation for
Listener (Schulman et al., 2015).

With L the loss of the system, i the ground-
truth input and L(m) the output distribution of
Listener that takes the message m as input, the
training task consists in minimizing the expecta-
tion of the loss E[L(i, L(m))]. The expectation is
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computed w.r.t the joint distribution of the inputs
and the message sequences. Let’s denote θL and θS
Listener and Speaker parameters respectively. The
optimization task requires to compute the gradient
∇θS∪θLE[L(i, L(m))]. An unbiased estimate of this
gradient is the gradient of the following function:

E[L(i, L(m; θL))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)

+ ({L(i, L(m; θL))} − b) logPS(m|θS)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(B)

],

(4)

where {.} is the stop-gradient operation,
PS(m|θS) the probability that Speaker generates
the message m, b the running-mean baseline used
to reduce variance (Williams, 1992). We also pro-
mote exploration by encouraging Speaker’s entropy
(Williams and Peng, 1991).

The gradient of (4) w.r.t θL is found via conven-
tional back-propagation (A) while gradient w.r.t θS
is found with a REINFORCE-like procedure esti-
mating the gradient via a Monte-Carlo integration
calculated over samples of the messages (B). Once
the gradient is estimated, it is eventually passed to
the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014).

In Appendix A.3.1, we show that LazImpa leads
to a stable convergence. We use the EGG toolkit
(Kharitonov et al., 2019) as a starting frame-
work. For reproducibility, the code can be found at
https://github.com/MathieuRita/Lazimpa and
the set of hyper-parameters used is presented in
Appendix A.1.

3 Analytical method

As ZLA is defined informally, we first introduce
reference distributions for comparison. Then, we
propose some simple metrics to evaluate the over-
all efficiency of our emergent codes. Eventually, we
provide a simple protocol to analyze the distribu-
tion of information within the messages.

3.1 Reference distributions

We compare the emergent languages to the refer-
ence distributions introduced in Chaabouni et al.
(2019). We provide below a brief description of the
different distributions, however, we invite readers
to refer to the reference paper for more details.

Optimal Coding (Cover and Thomas, 2006)
guarantees the shortest average message length
with max_len = 30 and voc_size = 40. To do
so, we deterministically associate the shortest mes-
sages to the most frequent inputs. See Ferrer i
Cancho et al. (2013) for more details about the
derivation of Optimal Coding.

Natural Language We also compare emergent
languages with several human languages. In par-
ticular, we consider the same languages of the ref-
erence paper (English, Arabic, Russian, and Span-
ish). These references consist of the mapping from

the frequency of the top 1000 most frequent words
in each language to their length (approximated by
the number of characters of each word).3

3.2 Efficiency metrics

In this work, we examine the constraints needed for
neural agents to develop efficient languages. We
use three metrics to evaluate how efficient the dif-
ferent codes are.
For all metrics, N denotes the total number of mes-
sages (=1000) and l(m) the length of a message m.

Mean message length Ltype: measures the
mean length of the messages assuming a uniform
weight for each input/message:

Ltype =
1

N

∑

m∈M
l(m), (5)

Mean weighted message length Ltoken :
measures the average length of the messages
weighted by their generation frequency:

Ltoken =
∑

m∈M
p(m)l(m), (6)

where p(m) is the probability of message m (equal
to the probability of input i denoted by m) such
that

∑
m∈M p(m) = 1. Formally, the message m

referring to the kth most frequent input would have

a probability 1/k∑1000
1 1/j

.

Note that, the Optimal Coding is the one that min-
imizes Ltoken (Cover and Thomas, 2006; Ferrer i
Cancho et al., 2013).

ZLA significance score pZLA: Let’s note
(li)i∈I a distribution of message lengths of a code.
As a ZLA distribution is the one that minimizes
Ltoken, we can check if (li)i∈I follows ZLA by test-
ing if its Ltoken is lower than any random permu-
tation of its frequency-length mapping. This is the
idea of the randomization test proposed by Ferrer
i Cancho et al. (2013).

The test checks whether Ltoken coincides with∑
i∈I lifσ(i), with σ(i) a random permutation of

inputs. We can eventually compute a p-value
pZLA (at threshold α) that measures to which ex-
tent Ltoken is likely to be smaller than any other
weighted mean message length of a frequency-
length mapping. pZLA < α indicates that any
random permutation would have most likely longer
weighted mean length. Thus (li)i∈I follows signif-
icantly a ZLA distribution. Additional details are
provided in Appendix A.3.2.

3.3 Information analysis

We also provide an analytical protocol to eval-
uate how information is distributed within the

3We use the frequency lists from http://corpus.
leeds.ac.uk/serge/.
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messages. We consider a symbol to be informa-
tive if replacing it randomly has an effect on Lis-
tener’s prediction. Formally, let’s take the mes-
sage m = (m0, ...,mt) associated to the ground
truth input i after training. To evaluate the in-
formation contained in the symbol at position k,
mk, we substitute it randomly by drawing another
symbol rk uniformly from the vocabulary (except
the EOS token). Then, we feed this new message
m̃ = (m1, ..., rk, ...,mt) into Listener that outputs
õm,k (index m indicates that the original message
was m, index k indicates that the kth symbol of
the original message has been replaced). We de-
fine Λm,k a boolean score that evaluates whether
the symbol replaced at position k has an impact on
the prediction, such that Λk,m = 1(õm,k 6= i). If
Λm,k = 1, the kth symbol of message m is con-
sidered as informative. If Λm,k = 0, it is con-
sidered as non-informative. We do not consider
misreconstructed inputs, neither the position t, as
mt=EOS.4 This token is needed for Listener’s pre-
diction at test time.

This test allows us to introduce some variables
that quantify to which extent information is effec-
tively distributed within the messages. As previ-
ously, we note l(m) the length of message m and
N the total number of messages.

Positional encoding (Λ.,k)1≤k≤max_len : ana-
lyzes the position of informative symbols within an
emergent code. We assign a score Λ.,k for each po-
sition k that counts the proportion of informative
symbols over all the messages of a language:

Λ.,k =
1

N(k)

∑

m∈M
Λm,k, (7)

where N(k) is the number of messages that have a
symbol (different from EOS) at position k.

Effective length Leff : measures the mean
number of informative symbols by message:

Leff =
1

N

∑

m∈M

l(m)−1∑

k=1

Λm,k. (8)

Leff counts the average number of symbols Lis-
tener relies on (removing all the uninformative
symbols for which Λm,k = 0). A message with only
informative symbols would have Leff = Ltype−1.5

Information density ρinf : measures the frac-
tion of informative symbols in a language:

ρinf =
1

N

∑

m∈M

1

l(m)− 1

l(m)−1∑

k=1

Λm,k. (9)

4As we only consider successful runs, more than
97% of inputs are, by definition, well-reconstructed.

5We subtract 1 as we disregard EOS in all messages.

We integrate over the first l(m) − 1 positions as
we disregard EOS that occurs in all messages.6 0 ≤
ρinf ≤ 1. If ρinf = 1, messages are limited to
the informative symbols (all used by Listener to
decode the message). The lower ρinf is, the more
non-informative symbols are in the message.

As we do not have Listener when generating Op-
timal Coding, we compute these metrics for the lat-
ter reference by considering all symbols, but EOS,
informative.

4 Results

In this section, we study the code of our new com-
municative system, LazImpa, and compare it to
the Standard Agents baseline and the different ref-
erence distributions. We show that LazImpa leads
to near-optimal and ZLA-compatible languages.
Eventually, we demonstrate how both Impatience
and Laziness are required to get human-level effi-
ciency. All the quantitative results of the consid-
ered codes are gathered in Table 1.

4.1 LazImpa vs. Standard Agents

We compare here LazImpa to the baseline system
Standard Agents both in terms of the length effi-
ciency and the allocation of information.

Length efficiency of the communication.
Contrary to Standard Agents, LazImpa develops
an efficient communication as presented in Figure
3. Indeed, its average length of the messages is
significantly lower than the Standard Agents sys-
tem (average Ltype=29.6 for Standard Agents vs.
Ltype=5.49 for LazImpa). The latter demonstrates
length distributions almost constant and close to
the maximum length we set (=30). We demon-
strate in Appendix A.2.1 how the exploration of
long messages in Standard Agents is key for agents’
success in the reconstruction game, even though, in
theory, shorter messages are sufficient.

Interestingly, both systems do not only differ
by their average length, but also by the distribu-
tion of messages length. Specifically, the Standard
Agents system follows significantly an anti-ZLA
distribution (see Appendix A.3.2 for quantitative
support of this claim) while LazImpa has an aver-
age Ltoken=3.78 showing a ZLA pattern: the short-
est messages are associated to the most frequent
inputs. The randomization test gives quantitative
support of this observation (pZLA < 10−5).

Informativeness of the communication.
When considering how Standard Agents system al-
locates information, shown in Figure 4a, we can
make two striking observations. First, only a very
small part of the messages are informative (on aver-
age ρinf = 11%). Therefore, even if long messages

6By convention, for the case where m=(EOS), 0
0
=1.
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Class Code Ltype Ltoken pZLA Leff ρinf
Emergent Standard Agents 29.6± 0.4 29.91± 0.07 > 1− 10−5 3.33± 0.46 0.11± 0.02

LazImpa 5.49± 0.67 3.78± 0.34 < 10−5* 2.67± 0.07 0.60± 0.07

References Mean natural languages 5.46± 0.61 3.55± 0.14 < 10−5* / /
Optimal Coding 2.96 2.29 < 10−5* 1.96 1.00

Table 1: Efficiency and information analysis of emergent codes and reference distribution. For each metric,
we report the mean value and the standard deviation when relevant (across seeds when experimenting
with emergent languages and across the natural languages presented in Section 3.1 for Mean natural
languages). Ltype is the mean message length, Ltoken is the mean weighted message length, pZLA the
ZLA significance score, Leff the effective length and ρinf the information density. ‘/’ indicates that the
metric cannot be computed. For pZLA, ‘*’ indicates that the p-value is significant (< 0.001).

Figure 3: Average message length across successful
runs as a function of input frequency rank.

seem necessary for the agents to succeed, most of
the symbols are not used by Listener. In particular,
if Ltype = 29.6 on average, the average number of
symbols used by Standard Listener (Leff ) is only
equal to 3.33 (which is even smaller than natu-
ral languages’ mean message length Ltype = 5.46).
Surprisingly, we also observe that, if we restrict the
messages to their informative symbols (i.e. remov-
ing positions k with Λk,. = 0), the length statis-
tics follow a ZLA-like distribution (see Figure 9 in
Appendix A.2.2). Second, in all our experiments,
the information is localized at the very end of the
messages. That is, there is almost no actual in-
formation in the messages about Speaker’s inputs
before the last symbols.

Contrarily, Figure 4d shows a completely dif-
ferent spectrum for LazImpa. Indeed, Impatient
Listener relies on ρinf = 60% of the symbols.
This corresponds to a big increase compared to
ρinf = 19% when using Standard Agents. Yet,
we are still far from the 100% observed in Opti-
mal Coding. That is, even with the introduction
of a length cost (with Lazy Speaker), we still en-
counter non-informative symbols. Finally, these
informative symbols are localized in the first posi-
tions, opposite to what we observed with Standard
Agents. We will show in Section 4.3 how this im-
mediate presence of information is crucial for the

length reduction of the messages.

In sum, if we consider only informative/effective
positions, Standard Agents use efficient and ZLA-
like (effective) communicative protocol. How-
ever, they make it maximally long adding non-
informative symbols at the beginning of each mes-
sage. Introducing LazImpa reverses the length dis-
tribution. Indeed, we observe with LazImpa the
emergence of efficient and ZLA-obeying languages,
with significantly larger ρinf .

4.2 LazImpa vs. reference distributions

We demonstrated above how LazImpa leads to
codes with length significantly shorter than the one
obtained with Standard Agents.

We compare it here with stricter references,
namely natural languages and Optimal Coding.
We show that LazImpa results in languages as
efficient as natural languages both in terms of
length statistics and symbols distribution. How-
ever, agents do not manage to reach optimality.

Comparison with natural languages. We see
in Figure 5a that the message lengths in the emer-
gent communication are analogous to the words
lengths in natural languages: close average Ltoken
and Ltype (see Table 1).

We further compare their unigram distributions.
Chaabouni et al. (2019) showed that Standard
Agents develop repetitive messages with a skewed
unigram distribution. Our results, in Figure 5b,
show that, on top of a ZLA-like code, LazImpa
enables the emergence of natural-language-like un-
igram distribution, without any particular repeti-
tive pattern. Intriguingly, this similarity with nat-
ural languages is an unexpected property as a uni-
form distribution of unigrams would lead to a more
efficient protocol.

Comparison with Optimal Coding. If Laz-
Impa leads to significantly more efficient languages
compared to Standard Agents, these emergent lan-
guages are still not as efficient as Optimal Cod-
ing (see Figure 3). One obvious source of sub-
optimality is the addition of uninformative sym-
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(a) Standard Agents (b) Standard Speaker + Impatient Listener

(c) Lazy Speaker + Standard Listener (d) LazImpa

Figure 4: Fraction of informative symbols at each position k averaged across all emergent messages of
successful runs ((Λk,.)0≤k≤29). Each box represents the proportion of informative symbols at a given
position Λk,. mapped to a color according to a gray gradient (black=0 ; white=1). The red vertical lines
mark the mean message length Ltype across successful runs.

(a) Message length of natural languages and Laz-
Impa (averaged across successful runs) as a function
of input frequency rank. For readability, the curves
have been smoothed using a sliding average of 20
consecutive lengths, see the real curves in Appendix
A.4.3. The light blue interval shows 1 standard de-
viation for LazImpa’s distribution.

(b) Unigrams distribution of natural languages
and LazImpa (averaged across successful messages)
ranked by unigram frequency. The light blue interval
shows 1 standard deviation for LazImpa’s unigrams
distribution.

Figure 5: Comparison of LazImpa’ statistics and natural languages.

bols at the end of the messages (i.e. the difference
between Leff=2.67 and Ltype-1=4.49). Interest-
ingly, when analyzing the intermediate predictions
of Impatient Listener, we see that this model is ac-
tually able to guess the right input only reading ap-
proximately the Leff first positions (see Appendix
A.4.1 for details). However, we still can note that
the informative length Leff is slightly sub-optimal
(Leff = 2.67 for LazImpa, Leff = 1.96 for Op-
timal Coding). This difference can be explained
by the non-uniform use of unigrams. Specifically,
we show in Appendix A.4.1 that effective lengths
of LazImpa messages approximate Optimal Cod-
ing when the latter uses the same skewed unigram
distribution.

4.3 Ablation study

We have just seen that our new communication
system LazImpa allows agents to develop an effi-
cient and ZLA-obeying language whose statistical
properties are close to those of natural languages.
In this section, we analyze the effects of the mod-
eling choices we have made.

We first look at the effect of Laziness. To do
so, we compare LazImpa to the system “Standard

Speaker + Impatient Listener” (i.e. removing the
length regularization). Figure 6a shows the joint
evolution of the mean length of messages (Ltype)
and game accuracy. We observe that our non-
regularized system, similarly to LazImpa, initially
explores long messages while being more success-
ful (exploration step). Surprisingly, even in the
absence of Laziness, the exploration step does not
continue to maximally long messages, as it is the
case for Standard Agents, but breaks at length
≈ 20. However, contrary to LazImpa, “Standard
Speaker + Impatient Listener” does not present a
reduction step (a reduction of mean length for a
fixed good accuracy). Thus, as expected, the in-
troduction of Laziness in LazImpa is responsible
for the reduction step, and hence for a shorter and
more efficient communication protocol. However,
we note in Figure 6b, that Impatience alone is suf-
ficient for the emergence of ZLA. Moreover, when
looking at the information spectrum, comparing
“Standard Speaker + Impatient Listener” (Figure
4b) to LazImpa (Figure 4d), we observe how alike
both systems allocate information and differ only
by their mean length.
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(a) Joint evolution of the accuracy and mean length
for the different models. Each point shows the cou-
ple (Ltype,accuracy) of one training episode. Arrows
represent the average joint evolution of the two vari-
ables.

(b) Average message length as a function of input
frequency rank for the different systems. Light color
intervals show 1 standard deviation.

Figure 6: Comparison of different communication systems.

Second, we investigate the role of Impatience.
We see in Figure 6a that the system “Lazy Speaker
+ Standard Listener” admits a visually different
dynamic compared to LazImpa. In particular,
the exploration step leads to significantly longer
messages, close to max_len. Interestingly, if we
demonstrated above the necessity of Laziness for
the reduction step, alone, it does not induce it:
no reduction step in the “Lazy Speaker + Stan-
dard Listener” system is observed. This is due to
the necessity of long messages when experimenting
with Standard Listener. Specifically, as informa-
tive symbols are present only at the last positions
(see Figure 4c), introducing a length regularization
provokes a drop in accuracy, which in turn cancels
the regularization. In other words, the length regu-
larization scheduling stops at the exploration step,
which makes the system almost equivalent to Stan-
dard Agents (this could be also seen experimentally
in Figures 6a and 6b).

Taken together, our analysis emphasizes the im-
portance of both Impatience and Laziness for the
emergence of efficient communication.

5 Conclusion

We demonstrated that a standard communica-
tion system, where standard Speaker and Listener
LSTMs are trained to solve a simple reconstruction
game, leads to long messages, close to the maxi-
mal threshold. Surprisingly, if these messages are
long, LSTM agents rely only on a small number of
informative message symbols, located at the end.
We then introduce LazImpa, a constrained system
that consists of Lazy Speaker and Impatient Lis-
tener. On the one hand, Lazy Speaker is obtained
by introducing a cost on messages length once the
communication is successful. We found that early
exploration of potentially long messages is crucial
for successful convergence (similar to the explo-
ration in RL settings). On the other hand, Im-
patient Listener aims to succeed at the game as

soon as possible, by predicting Speaker’s input at
each message’s symbol.

We show that both constraints are necessary for
the emergence of a ZLA-like protocol, as efficient as
natural languages. Specifically, Lazy Speaker alone
would fail to shorten the messages. We connect
this to the importance of the Impatience mecha-
nism to locate useful information at the beginning
of the messages. If the function of this mecha-
nism is subject to a standing debate (e.g., Jack-
endoff, 2007; Anderson and Chemero, 2013), many
prior works had pointed to its necessity to human
language understanding (e.g., Friston, 2010; Clark,
2013). We augment this line of works and suggest
that impatience could be at play in the emergence
of ZLA-obeying languages. However, if impatience
leads to ZLA, it is not sufficient for human-level
efficiency. In other words, efficiency needs con-
straints both on Speaker and Listener sides.

Our work highlights the importance of intro-
ducing the right pressures in the communication
system. Indeed, to construct automated agents
that would eventually interact with humans, we
need to introduce task-agnostic constraints, allow-
ing the emergence of more human-like communica-
tion. Moreover, while being general, LazImpa pro-
vides a more stable optimization compared to the
unconstrained system. Finally, this study opens
several lines of research. One would be to inves-
tigate further the gap from optimality. Indeed,
while LazImpa emergent languages show human-
level efficiency, they do not reach optimal cod-
ing. Specifically, emergent languages still have
non-informative symbols at the end of the mes-
sages. If these additional non-useful symbols drift
the protocol from optimality, we encounter sim-
ilar trend in human (Marslen-Wilson, 1987) and
animal communication (McLachlan and Magrath,
2020). We leave the understanding of the role
of these non-informative symbols and how we can
reach optimal coding for future works. A second
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line of research would be to apply this system to
other games or NLP problems and study how it af-
fects other properties of the language such as reg-
ularity or compositionality.
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A Appendix

A.1 Experimental settings

A.1.1 Input space

The input space I is composed of 1000 one-hot
vectors. Each of them has to be communicated by
Speaker to Listener. In order to fit the distribution
of words in natural languages, the inputs are fed
from a power-law distribution. Indeed, as demon-
strated in Figure 7, distribution of words in natural
languages follow power-laws with exponents k be-
tween −0.79 (Arabic) and −0.96 (Russian). In our
experiment, we choose k = −1.

Figure 7: Comparison between the input distribu-
tion of our artificial environment and the distribu-
tion of the 1000 most frequent words in different
natural languages (the coefficient k refers to the co-
efficient of the power-law for each language when
fitted by a linear regression).

A.1.2 Agents

In all our experiments, we fix the architecture of
the agents. Speaker is a 1-layer LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) with a hidden size equal
to 100. Listener is also a 1-layer LSTM with a
hidden size equal to 600.

A.1.3 Optimization

For the training, we use the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate equal
to 0.001. We train the agents for 1500 epochs. Dur-
ing one episode, the system is fed with 100 batches
of 512 inputs sampled with replacement from the
power-law distribution. In addition, we enforce ex-
ploration with an entropy regularization coefficient
equal to 2 (Williams and Peng, 1991).

To ensure the robustness of our results, we ran
the experiments with 6 different random seeds.
All the experiments have been successful, i.e. they
reach an accuracy of 99%. This accuracy is
weighted by the frequency of inputs. On average,
more than 97.5% of inputs are well communicated.

A.1.4 Adaptive regularization coefficient

As defined in the main paper, the adaptive regular-
ization coefficient is scheduled as a function of the
accuracy in order to have the following two-step
scheme:

• Exploration step: during the first part of
the training (low accuracy), the regularization
coefficient is almost null

• Reduction step: Once the communication
becomes successful (high accuracy), we start
introducing a regularization.

A fair equation to model this two-step scheme
is:

α(accuracy) =
accuracyβ1

β2
(10)

where (β1, β2) ∈ R2 is a new couple of hyper-
parameters. Intuitively, the two parameters al-
low to control (a) the threshold from which the
regularization becomes effective (with β1) and (b)
the intensity of the regularization (with β2). In
our experiments, we introduce a late regulariza-
tion choosing: β1 = 45. We set β2 = 10 in order to
enables the system to reach an accuracy close to 1.
Note that other regularization scheduling can be
applied. The only requirement is that the agents
successfully communicate before the start of the
reduction step.

A.2 Characterization of the emergent
communication with Standard Agents

In this section, we report complements about the
characterization of the emergent communication
with Standard Agents.

A.2.1 Quick use of long messages

Figure 8: Accuracy as a function of the mean
length for 4 different seeds. Each point represents
a couple (accuracy,mean length).

To bring more insights about the length ineffi-
ciency observed in the main paper, we character-
ize each episode by the couple accuracy (i.e. the
proportion of inputs correctly communicated by
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the agents weighted by the frequency of appear-
ance) and mean length (i.e. the average length of
the messages generated by the Speaker).

During the training time, we analyze how this
couple evolves. The results with four randomly se-
lected seeds are shown in Figure 8. As we can see,
at the beginning of the learning process (low ac-
curacies), both the mean length of the messages
and the accuracy are quite low (the lowest accu-
racy value 0.13 corresponds to the good prediction
of the most frequent input). Then, the mean mes-
sage length is increasing without a strong effect on
the accuracy. It is only when the agents start to
use long messages (higher than 25 for a maximum
length of 30) that the communication becomes suc-
cessful. Therefore, we see that exploration of long
messages seems key for the agents to reach high
accuracies.

A.2.2 Efficient informative symbols

We analyze the statistical properties of the infor-
mative parts of the messages that emerge from
Standard Agents. As defined in the main paper,
we consider a symbol informative if it is used by
Listener for the reconstruction. We remove all the
non-informative symbols from the messages (i.e.
positions k with Λk,. = 0). In Figure 9, we plot
the length of informative parts of messages asso-
ciated to inputs ranked by frequency (average dis-
tribution over the different runs). We compare it
to the average words length distribution of natural
languages and to Optimal Coding. As we can see
in the figure, even though Standard Agents pro-
duce an inefficient code (as seen in the main pa-
per) the length statistic of the informative parts
is close to Optimal Coding. Interestingly, we even
note an emergent code more efficient than natu-
ral languages. In addition, even if no constraint
is applied on informative parts, we observe that it
follows ZLA.

A.3 Comparing communication systems

A.3.1 Convergence

We check here the convergence and robustness of
our introduced communication system, LazImpa.
As a preliminary analysis, we compare the con-
vergence results of: Standard Agents, (Standard
Speaker + Impatient Listener), (Lazy Speaker +
Standard Listener) and LazImpa. In Figure 10,
we show the accuracy as a function of the train-
ing episodes for 3 randomly selected seeds. We see
that the convergence dynamic is sensitive to the
initialization but that in the end, the three sys-
tems converge.

Moreover, we observe a gain of stability for the
systems with the Impatient Listener. Indeed, as
shown in Figure 10, Standard Agents demonstrate
a less smooth accuracy curve compared to both

Figure 9: Average length distribution of informa-
tive parts in Standard Agents code compared to
the mean words distribution of natural languages
and Optimal Coding. The light blue interval shows
1 standard deviation. For readability, the natural
language distribution have been smoothed with a
sliding average of 3 consecutive lengths.

(Standard Speaker + Impatient Listener) and Laz-
Impa. We quantify the stability by introducing a
coefficient δstab that measures the local variations
of the accuracy curves. Formally, we compute the
mean square error between the original accuracy
curve and the smoothed curve obtained by averag-
ing 10 consecutive score values:

δstab =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(f(i)− f̃(i))2 (11)

where n is the total number of episodes, f(.) the
accuracy curve (as a function of the number of
episode), f̃(i) the curve obtained by averaging f(.)
over with 11 consecutive episodes centered in i.
The lower δstab is, the smoother the system is .

Results are reported in Table 2. δstab for systems
with Impatient Listener are smaller than the one
with Standard Listener confirming the stability of
the former. It is important noticing that, contrary
to (Chaabouni et al., 2019)’s setting where they
managed to have more efficient languages at the
cost of stable convergence, our new communicative
system, on top of leading to efficient languages, has
positive impact on the convergence.

A.3.2 Complement on randomization test

To be comparable with Ferrer i Cancho et al.
(2013), we perform the randomization test with
10−5 permutations. In the reference article, for a
threshold α they introduce two types of p-values:

• Left p-value: if left p-value < α, the code is
characterized by Ltoken significantly smaller
than the average weighted message length of
any random permutation, corresponding to
our notion of ZLA code.
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(a) Seed 1 (b) Seed 2 (c) Seed 3

Figure 10: Evolution of the accuracy of the three systems for 3 randomly selected seeds.

Standard Lazy Speaker + Standard Speaker + LazImpa
Agents Standard Listener Impatient Listener

δstab 1.16± 0.78× 10−3 1.75± 0.60× 10−3 9.84± 5.81× 10−5 9.79± 7.35× 10−5

Table 2: Average MSE between the original and smoothed accuracy curve

• Right p-value: if right p-value < α, the code
is characterized by Ltoken significantly higher
than the average weighted message length of
any random permutation, corresponding to
our notion of anti-ZLA code.

In the main text, we only report the value of
the ZLA significance score pZLA that is equiva-
lent to Ferrer i Cancho et al. (2013)’s left p-value.
However, when also considering right p-value (not
shown here), we note for Standard Agents a value
smaller than 10−5 asserting that the system shows
a significantly anti-ZLA patterns.

A.4 Complements on LazImpa

A.4.1 minimal required length by
Impatient Listener

Thanks to the incremental predictive mechanism
of Impatient Listener, it is possible to analyze its
intermediate guesses at each reading time. In par-
ticular, we are able to spot at which position Im-
patient Listener is first able to predict the correct
output (we verify experimentally that, if Listener
finds the correct output at position i, it always
predicts the right output at position j > i). From
these intermediate predictions, we define a distri-
bution called ‘minimal required length’ of all the
positions at which Impatient Listener is able to
first predict the correct output (note that this dis-
tribution matches the distribution of the number
of informative symbols by message).

We observe that Impatient Listener was often
able to find the correct candidate before reading
the EOS token. The resulting minimal length is
presented in Figure 11 where we show the length
distribution of the messages ranked by input fre-
quency and the actual length required by the Im-
patient Listener to discriminate the messages. We

Figure 11: Comparison between the length distri-
bution of the messages and the minimal required
length for Impatient Listener to discriminate the
messages. The blue curve shows average length
distribution function of the inputs frequency ranks.
The orange curve represents the average minimal
required length by Impatient Listener to decode
messages. The purple curve shows the Optimal
Coding with the original vocabulary size. The red
curve represents the Optimal Coding for the effec-
tive vocabulary size Veff . Light intervals show 1
standard deviation.

see that the minimal required length by the Impa-
tient Listener is slightly higher than the Optimal
Coding. Interestingly, the difference can be par-
tially explained by the use of a skewed distribution
of the unigrams across the messages (the Optimal
Coding relies on a uniform use of the symbols).
Indeed, we compute an effective vocabulary size
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Veff , solution of Equation 12:

−
Veff∑

i=1

1

Veff
log

(
1

Veff

)
= H(U), (12)

where Veff is the effective vocabulary size, and
H(U) the entropy of the unigram distribution U
in the emergent communication.

In other words, we search for Veff for which
the entropy of a uniform unigram distribution (the
left side of Equation 12) is equal to emergent lan-
guages average unigram distribution (the right side
of Equation 12).

We plot in Figure 11 a new Optimal Coding with
Veff (Optimal Coding with Veff ). The distribu-
tion ‘minimal required length’ almost fits the Op-
timal Coding with this vocabulary size. As shown
in Table 3, the average mean length Ltype of min-
imal required length is almost equal to Ltype of
Optimal Coding with Veff .

A.4.2 LazImpa robustness to parameters
assumptions

In this section, we analyze LazImpa robustness to
parameters changes. In the main paper, we made
two main assumptions:

1. Samples are drawn according to a powerlaw;

2. voc_size = 40 and max_len = 30.

In the main paper, we demonstrated that Laz-
Impa is able to reach efficient performances with
this set of assumptions. We now want to test
whether the system is robust to changes of these
parameters, i.e. is LazImpa able to produce effi-
cient and successful codes when inputs are drawn
uniformly and/or for different values of voc_size
? We report the results of all our experiments in
Table 4. Curves associated to experiments with
variations of vocabulary size are shown in Figure
12. All these results have been obtained by aver-
aging the results over 3 different seeds by each set
of parameters.

Effect of voc size :
As we can observe in Figure 12, emergent codes

still respects ZLA for the various tested values of
vocabulary size. This is confirmed by the ZLA sig-
nificance score pZLA stored in Table 4a. Addition-
ally, we can see a correlation between the size of
the vocabulary and the efficiency of the emergent
code: the emergent code is more efficient for large
sizes of vocabulary. Indeed, we observe that Ltype,
Ltoken and Leff are increasing functions of the vo-
cabulary size. This is expected as the number of
messages of a given length increases with the vo-
cabulary size. Thus, the set of ‘short’ messages
is higher for a large vocabulary size. Naturally,
the same trend is observed with Optimal Coding.

Figure 12: Comparison of LazImpa’s average mes-
sage length for different vocabulary sizes.

Moreover, we note a decrease of ρinf as a function
of voc_size for the LazImpa system, suggesting
that the smaller the vocabulary size is the more
noninformative positions are used.

Effect of max len: We can note in Table 4b
that LazImpa is even closer to Optimal Coding
when setting max len = 20. Ltype, Ltoken and
Leff are slightly smaller compared to experiments
with max len = 30. Thus, agents regularization
seems to be easier when setting smaller values of
max len. Nevertheless, the results are very close.
In particular, we can note that information den-
sity values ρinf are very similar suggesting that
sub-optimality issues are independent of the pa-
rameter max len. Note that we only explore two
values of max len in Table 4b because small and
large values of max len lead respectively to a small
and large message space and thus optimization is-
sues (H-parameters tuning is required to favor re-
spectively exploration and exploitation).

Effect of input distribution: As we observe in
Table 4c, LazImpa’s performances are quite similar
when dealing with inputs drawn from a uniform or
a powerlaw distribution. In particular, with a uni-
form distribution, we observe a gain of efficiency
for Ltype and a loss of efficiency for Ltoken while
Leff is almost unchanged. All these results are
expected. Equal Leff means that Impatient Lis-
tener relies on the same number of symbols on av-
erage. In the main paper, we have shown that
Leff is mostly influenced by the entropy of the
unigram distribution. Since, there is no change
of voc size, we do not expect major changes of
entropy and thus no change for Leff . Then, the
difference of Ltoken and Ltype is explained by the
reduction step. For uniformly drawn inputs, the
regularization is uniformly applied on the inputs
; for inputs drawn from a powerlaw, the regular-
ization mostly focuses on the most frequent inputs
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Minimal required length Opt. coding with V Opt. coding with Veff
Ltype 2.74± 0.08 1.69 2.50

Table 3: Comparison of the average length Ltype of different encoding. ‘Opt. coding with V’ to the
Optimal Coding obtained with vocabulary V, ‘Opt. coding with Veff ’ to the Optimal Coding obtained
with vocabulary Veff . We also report standard deviation over all the experiments.

because they have larger weights in the loss. Con-
sequently, we expect a lower Ltoken when exper-
imenting with a powerlaw distribution, compared
to the uniform setting, but a larger Ltype. Even-
tually, we observe a significant gain of information
density ρinf for LazImpa with a uniform distribu-
tion. This is mainly explained by ρinf computation
that takes into account message lengths without
involving their frequency.

As a remark, let’s precise that we do not explore
a larger set of non-uniform input distributions. In
theory, the shape of the length distribution should
not be impacted by the input distribution because
the optimization problem is only dependent of the
frequency ranks (mapping of the shortest messages
to the most frequent inputs).

A.4.3 Statistical comparison between
LazImpa and natural languages

Figure 13 shows the words length as a function
of their frequency for both natural languages and
the emergent language. This figure completes our
comparison made in the main paper between Laz-
Impa and natural languages where curves were
smoothed. Here we show the raw natural languages
distribution. The additional observation that we
can make is that the variance of the words length
is larger for the natural languages.
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voc_size System Ltype Ltoken pZLA Leff ρinf

40 LazImpa 5.49± 0.67 3.78± 0.34 < 10−5* 2.67± 0.07 0.60± 0.07
Optimal Coding 2.96 2.29 < 10−5* 1.96 1

30 LazImpa 6.49± 1.20 4.14± 0.43 < 10−5* 2.71± 0.22 0.53± 0.07
Optimal Coding 3.09 2.35 < 10−5* 2.09 1.

20 LazImpa 7.91± 0.71 4.80± 0.30 < 10−5* 2.98± 0.07 0.45± 0.04
Optimal Coding 3.59 2.51 < 10−5* 2.59 1.

10 LazImpa 10.82± 0.28 6.54± 0.06 < 10−5* 3.87± 0.10 0.40± 0.005
Optimal Coding 4.08 2.82 < 10−5* 3.08 1.

(a) Variations of vocabulary size voc size. By default, the input distribution is a powerlaw and max len = 30.

max len System Ltype Ltoken pZLA Leff ρinf

30 LazImpa 5.49± 0.67 3.78± 0.34 < 10−5* 2.67± 0.07 0.60± 0.07
Optimal Coding 2.96 2.29 < 10−5* 1.96 1

20 LazImpa 4.36± 0.11 3.12± 0.06 < 10−5* 2.40± 0.08 0.55± 0.01
Optimal Coding 2.96 2.29 < 10−5* 1.96 1

(b) Variations of maximum length max len. By default, the input distribution is a powerlaw and voc size = 40.

Distribution System Ltype Ltoken pZLA Leff ρinf

powerlaw LazImpa 5.49± 0.67 3.78± 0.34 < 10−5* 2.67± 0.07 0.60± 0.07
Optimal Coding 2.96 2.29 < 10−5* 1.96 1

uniform LazImpa 4.27± 0.37 4.27± 0.37 / 2.53± 0.09 0.81± 0.08
Optimal Coding 2.96 2.96 / 1.96 1

(c) Variations of input distribution. By default: voc size = 40, max len = 30.

Table 4: Efficiency analysis of LazImpa and Optimal Coding for different set of parameters. Ltype is
the mean message length, Ltoken is the mean weighted message length, pZLA the ZLA significance score,
Leff the effective length and ρinf the information density. ‘/’ indicates that the metric is not relevant.
For pZLA, ‘*’ indicates that the p-value is significant (< 0.001).

Figure 13: Comparison of the message length as a function of input frequency rank for LazImpa and
natural languages.
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Chapter 3

Word Order

The hypothesis that language is a consequence of an adaptive and evolutionary system

dates back to Darwin and beyond [21]. According to this view, language is a complex

“organism” that evolves to fit learners’ general cognitive innate biases. For example,

our limited memory can explain the regularity of non-frequent forms (e.g., laugh →
laughed) and the irregularity of the frequent ones (e.g., go → went). High-frequency

forms are easily learned, independently of whether they are regular or not, whereas

low-frequency forms are harder to learn if they are not regular [76]. In this sense,

language could be seen as a lens to investigate learners’ innate cognitive biases.

In this chapter, we look at the relationship between NN learners’ biases and their

emergent languages. In particular, we study whether “natural” word-order regularities

are found as “inductive” biases in recurrent NNs. We look at (1) temporal iconicity,

(2) the trade-off between fixed-word order and case markers, and (3) the preference for

local dependencies. To this end, we introduce several miniature languages that respect

or violate these word-order regularities and study how they are acquired/transmitted

by NN learners. We found that NN learners are biased toward short dependency-

length, mirroring typological linguistic patterns. At the same time, they tend to

prefer redundant encoding, in contrast to natural language. Importantly, this chapter

introduces a framework that provides a simple paradigm to test NN inductive biases

and thus contributes to more interpretable AI. Besides the interest for linguistics, this

work might also be useful to develop better agents. For example, constraining NN
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agents to use either case or fixed word order to mark grammatical functions would lead

to a more efficient AI that avoids redundancy while being expressive. Also, as local

dependencies and iconicity were shown to facilitate human sentence processing [38,

43, 53, 26], favoring these patterns in artificial models should be desirable for machine-

human interaction.
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Abstract

Sequence-processing neural networks led to
remarkable progress on many NLP tasks. As
a consequence, there has been increasing in-
terest in understanding to what extent they
process language as humans do. We aim
here to uncover which biases such models
display with respect to “natural” word-order
constraints. We train models to communi-
cate about paths in a simple gridworld, us-
ing miniature languages that reflect or violate
various natural language trends, such as the
tendency to avoid redundancy or to minimize
long-distance dependencies. We study how
the controlled characteristics of our miniature
languages affect individual learning and their
stability across multiple network generations.
The results draw a mixed picture. On the one
hand, neural networks show a strong tendency
to avoid long-distance dependencies. On the
other hand, there is no clear preference for the
efficient, non-redundant encoding of informa-
tion that is widely attested in natural language.
We thus suggest inoculating a notion of “ef-
fort” into neural networks, as a possible way
to make their linguistic behavior more human-
like.

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks, and in particular
“sequence-to-sequence” (Seq2Seq, Sutskever
et al., 2014) LSTM recurrent networks, attained
astounding successes in many linguistic domains
(Goldberg, 2017), but we still have a poor under-
standing of their language processing mechanisms
(Lake and Baroni, 2018). We study here whether
word-order constraints commonly observed in
natural language are also found as “inductive”
biases in recurrent networks. We consider three
such constraints. The first is temporal iconicity,
defined as the tendency of clauses denoting events
to reflect the chronological order of the denoted

events (as in Caesar’s veni, vidi, vici; Greenberg,
1963; Haiman, 1980; Newmeyer, 1992; Radden
and Dirven, 2007; Diessel, 2008; Marcus and
Calude, 2010; de Ruiter et al., 2018). The second
is the need to disambiguate the role of sentence
constituents, that can be achieved either by means
of fixed-word order (e.g., in an SVO language
the first noun phrase denotes the subject), or by
overting morphological markers (e.g., the subject
is marked with nominative case). As the two
mechanisms are redundant, a trade-off is generally
observed, where languages preferentially adopt
one or the other (Comrie, 1981; Blake, 2001).
Finally, we consider the general tendency of
languages to avoid or minimize long-distance
dependencies (Hawkins, 1994; Gibson, 1998;
Futrell et al., 2015). As Futrell et al. (2015)
observe, “I checked [it] out”, with one word
intervening between the verb and the particle
it composes with, ‘is easier or more efficient
to produce and comprehend’ than “I checked
[the place you recommended] out”, with four
intervening words.

We test whether such constraints affect LSTM-
based Seq2Seq models. To this end, we train them
as agents in a simple 2D gridworld environment,
in which they give and receive navigation instruc-
tions in hand-designed artificial languages satis-
fying or violating the constraints. We first study
which languages are harder to learn for individ-
ual agents. Then, we look at the cultural transmis-
sion of language characteristics through multiple
agent generations by means of the iterated learn-
ing paradigm (Kirby et al., 2014).1

Our results suggest a mixed picture. LSTM
agents are partially affected by natural constraints,
both in terms of learning difficulty and stability
of patterns through evolution. For example, they

1Code link: https://github.com/
facebookresearch/brica.
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show a strong tendency to avoid long-distance de-
pendencies. Still, some patterns are considerably
different from those encountered in human lan-
guage. In particular, LSTMs generally have a pref-
erence for the reverse version of an iconic lan-
guage, and only show a weak tendency towards
avoidance of redundant coding.

2 Related work

There is increasing interest in applying methods
from linguistics and psychology to gain insights
on the functioning of language processing net-
works, as witnessed by the recent BlackBoxNLP
workshop at EMNLP 2018 (Linzen et al., 2018).
In this context, researchers have looked at how
trained models solve different NLP tasks charac-
terizing their outputs and internal representation.
We instead focus directly on uncovering their “in-
nate” biases while learning a task.

We study whether LSTM-based Seq2Seq mod-
els deployed as communicating agents are sub-
ject to some of the natural pressures that charac-
terize the typology and evolution of human lan-
guages. In this respect, we connect to the recent
research line on language emergence in deep net-
work agents that communicate to accomplish a
task (e.g., Jorge et al., 2016; Havrylov and Titov,
2017; Kottur et al., 2017; Lazaridou et al., 2017;
Choi et al., 2018; Evtimova et al., 2018; Lazari-
dou et al., 2018; Mordatch and Abbeel, 2018).
Most of this work provides the agents with a basic
communication channel, and evaluates task suc-
cess and the emerging communication protocol
in an entirely bottom-up fashion. We train in-
stead our agents to communicate with simple lan-
guages possessing the properties we want to study,
and look at whether such properties make the lan-
guages easier or harder to learn. Other studies
(Lee et al., 2017b,a) had also seeded their agents
with (real) languages, but for different purposes
(letting them develop translation skills).

We introduce miniature artificial languages that
respect or violate specific constraints. Other stud-
ies have used such languages with human sub-
jects to test hypotheses about the origin of cross-
linguistically frequent patterns (see Fedzechkina
et al., 2016b, for a survey). We follow this ap-
proach to detect biases in Seq2Seq models. We
specifically rely on two different measures. First,
we evaluate the speed of learning a particular lan-
guage, assuming that the faster it is, the easier its

properties are for the agent (e.g., Tily et al., 2011;
Hupp et al., 2009). Second, we look at the cul-
tural evolution of a language by means of the iter-
ated language learning paradigm (see Kirby et al.,
2014, for a survey). That is, we investigate the
changes that modern Seq2Seq networks exposed
to a language through multiple generations intro-
duce, checking which biases they expose.

3 Experimental setup

3.1 Languages

Our environment is characterized by trajectories of
4 oriented actions (LEFT, RIGHT, UP, DOWN).
A trajectory contains from 1 to 5 segments, each
composed of maximally 3 steps in the same direc-
tion. A possible 3-segment trajectory is: LEFT
LEFT RIGHT UP UP UP, with (LEFT LEFT),
(RIGHT), and (UP UP UP) being its segments.

Fixed- and free-order languages In a fixed-
order language, a segment is denoted by a phrase
made of a command (C) and a quantifier (Q). An
utterance specifies an order for the phrases. For
example, in the forward-iconic language, 3-phrase
utterances are generated by the following rules:

(1) U→ P1 P2 P3
P(1|2|3)→ C Q
C→ (left|right|up|down)
Q→ (1|2|3)

Shorter and longer utterances are generated analo-
gously (a N-phrase utterance always has form P1
P2 . . . PN). Importantly, the interpretation func-
tion associates PN to the N-th segment in a tra-
jectory, hence the temporal iconicity of the gram-
mar. For example, the utterance “left 2 right 1 up
3” denotes the 3-segment trajectory: LEFT LEFT
RIGHT UP UP UP.

The backward-iconic language is analogous,
but phrases are interpreted right-to-left. Non-
iconic languages use the same interpretation func-
tion associating PN to the N-th segment, but now
the grammar licenses phrases in a fixed order dif-
ferent from that of the trajectory. For example, 3-
phrase utterances might be generated by U→ P2
P3 P1 (the trajectory above would be expressed
by: “right 1 up 3 left 2”). Relative phrase ordering
is fixed across utterances irrespective of length.
For example, 2-phrase utterances in the language
we just illustrated must be generated by U→P2 P1,
to respect the fixed-relative-ordering constraint for
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P2 and P1 with respect to the 3-phrase rule.
Fixed-order languages with (temporal ordering)

markers use the same utterance rules, but now
each phrase PN is also associated with an unam-
biguous marker. For example, the iconic+markers
language obeys the first rule in (1), but the phrases
are expanded by:

(2) P1→ first C Q
P2→ second C Q
P3→ third C Q

In the iconic+markers language, the trajectory
above is expressed by “first left 2 second right 1
third up 3”.

A free-order language licenses the same phrase
structures as a fixed-order language and it uses
the same interpretation function, but now there
are rules expanding utterances with all possible
phrase permutations (e.g., 3-phrase utterances are
licensed by 6 rules: U → P1 P2 P3, U → P1
P3 P2, . . .).2 Both “second right 1 third up 3
first left 2” and “third up 3 second right 1 first
left 2” are acceptable utterances in the free-order
language with markers. Examples of trajectory-
to-utterance mappings of these artificial languages
are provided in Supplementary

Long-distance language We consider a long-
distance language where any phrase can be split
and wrapped around a single other phrase so that a
long-distance dependency is created between the
components of the outermost phrase.3 We treat
long-distance dependencies as optional, as in lan-
guages in which they are optionally triggered, e.g.,
by information structure factors. We compare the
long-distance language to a local free-order lan-
guage lacking the long-distance split construction.
Since the long-distance option causes a combina-
torial explosion of possible orders, we limit trajec-
tories to 3 segments. At the same time, to have two
languages partially comparable in terms of variety
of allowed constructions, we extend the grammars
of both to license free order within a phrase. Fi-
nally, markers are prefixed to both the command
and the quantifier, to avoid ambiguities in the long-
distance case. Summarizing, the local language is
similar to the free-order+markers one above, but
markers are repeated before each phrase element,

2Equivalently, a free-order language is generated in two
stages from a fixed-order one through a scrambling process.

3 Note also that this language is projective, excluding
cross-dependencies.

and extra rules allow the quantifier to precede or
go after the command, e.g., both of the follow-
ing structures are permitted: P1 → first Q first
C; P1→ first C first Q (“first left first 2”; “first 2
first left”). The long-distance grammar further in-
cludes rules where P1 has been split in two parts,
such as:

(3) U→ first C1 P2 first Q1 P3
U→ first Q1 P2 first C1 P3

with C1 and Q1 expandable into the usual termi-
nals (LEFT, RIGHT. . . and 1, 2, 3, respectively).4

The interpretation function associates a discontin-
uous {CN, QN} phrase with the N-th segment in
the trajectory. The first rule in (3) licenses the ut-
terance “first left second right second 1 first 2 third
up third 3”, denoting the example trajectory at the
beginning of this section. Similar rules are intro-
duced for all possible splits of a phrase around an-
other phrase (e.g., the elements of P2 around P1,
those of P1 around P3, etc.). Only one split is
allowed per-utterance. Examples of trajectory-to-
utterance mappings in the long and local-distance
languages are provided in Supplementary.

Datasets We generate sentences associated to all
possible trajectories in the environment (88572 in
the fixed- and free-order language environment,
972 in the local- and long-distance environment
experiments). We randomly split all possible dis-
tinct trajectory-utterance pairs into training (80%)
and test/validation sections (10% each).

3.2 Models

Architecture The agents are Encoder-Decoder
Seq2Seq architectures (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever
et al., 2014) with single-layer LSTM recurrent
units (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). In
light of the interactive nature of language, an agent
is always trained to be both a Speaker, taking a
trajectory as input and producing an utterance de-
scribing it, and as a Listener, executing the tra-
jectory corresponding to an input utterance. Input
and output vocabularies are identical, and contain
all possible actions and words.5 When an agent
plays the Speaker role, it uses input action rep-
resentations and output word representations, and
conversely in the Listener role. We tie the embed-

4Equivalently, long-distance constructions are derived by
movement rules from canonical underlying structures.

5Word and action symbols are disjoint, e.g., the action
symbol ‘LEFT’ is different from the word symbol ’left’.
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dings of the encoder input and of the decoder out-
put (Press and Wolf, 2016) making input and out-
put representations of words and actions coincide.
As a result, Speaker training affects the represen-
tations used in Listener mode and vice versa. Ex-
periments without tying (not reported) show simi-
lar results with slower convergence. We addition-
ally explore a standard attention mechanism (Bah-
danau et al., 2014).

Training We consider two scenarios. In indi-
vidual learning, an agent is taught a language
by interacting with a hard-coded ground-truth
“teacher”, represented by the training corpus. In
the iterated learning setup, a lineage of agents is
trained to speak and listen by interacting with a
“parent” agent. After convergence, an agent is
fixed and used as a parent to train the next child.

Individual learning We synchronously train the
agent to speak (from trajectory t to utterance u)
and listen (from utteranceu to trajectory t). Train-
ing the Listener is similar to standard Seq2Seq
training with teacher forcing (Goodfellow et al.,
2016, p. 376). We change the training procedure
for the Speaker direction, as we must handle one-
to-many trajectory-to-utterance mappings in free-
order languages. We describe it below.

For each trajectory, we consider all correspond-
ing utterances equally probable. Given a trajec-
tory input, an agent must be able to produce,
with equal probability, all utterances that corre-
spond to the input. To achieve this, taking in-
spiration from the multi-label learning literature,
we fit the agent’s output distribution to minimize
KL-divergence from the uniform over target utter-
ances. We adopt the “Naı̈ve” method proposed by
Jin and Ghahramani (2003) (see Supplementary
for how we derive the loss function in Eq. (4)).

Formally, our languages map trajectories tj to
one (fixed-order) or multiple (free-order) utter-
ances {u}j = {u1

j ,u
2
j , . . .}. The trajectory t is

fed into the encoder, which produces a represen-
tation of the action sequence. Next, the latter is
fed into the decoder along with the start-of-the-
sequence element u0 = sos. At each step, the
decoder’s output layer defines a categorical distri-
bution pθ(uk|uk−1,hk) over the next output word
uk. This distribution is conditioned by the previ-
ous word uk−1 and the hidden state hk. As with
the Listener, we use teacher forcing, so that the
distribution of each word is conditioned by the

ground-truth terms coming before it.
Overall, the model parameters θ are optimized

to minimize the loss L over (tj , {u}j):

L = −
∑

j

1

nj

∑

u∈{u}j

|u|∑

k=1

log pθ(uk|uk−1,hj,k)

(4)
In Eq. (4), nj denotes the number of target utter-
ances for the jth example, nj = |{u}j |; u iter-
ates over the utterances {u}j ; and uk enumerates
words in the utterance u as k varies. As the num-
ber of ground-truth utterances {u}j can be high,
we sub-sample n = 6 when training free- and
fixed-order languages.6 This considerably speeds
up training without significantly harming perfor-
mance. We use all the possible utterances when
training on long-distance languages (n equals the
the number of all possible utterances).

For all studied languages, we perform a grid
search over hidden layer [16,20] and batch sizes
[16,32], and report test set results of the best
validation configuration for each language re-
initialized with 5 different seeds. We stop train-
ing if development set accuracy does not increase
for 5 epochs or when 500 epochs are reached. In
all scenarios, the optimization is performed with
the Amsgrad (Reddi et al., 2018) which is an im-
proved version of the standard Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014); we did not experiment with other opti-
mizers. We use the algorithm with its default pa-
rameters, as implemented in Pytorch (Paszke et al.,
2017).

Iterated learning At “generation 0” agent Aθ0
is trained individually as described above. Once
Aθ0 is trained, we fix its parameters and use it to
train the next-generation agent, Aθ1 . Aθ1 , after
training, is in its turn fixed and used to train the
next agent Aθ2 , etc. At each iteration, the child
agent Aθi+1

is trained to imitate its parent Aθi as
follows. Suppose that, given t, the parent agent
produces n7 utterances {û} = {û1, û2, ...ûn}
(these utterances are obtained by sampling from
the parent’s decoder and can be identical). Then,
we train the child agent to: (a) listen: map each ut-
terance ûj to the trajectory t, and (b) speak: given

6Sampling is trivial in the latter case, since {u}j contains
a single utterance. Note that in this case the loss L reduces
to the negative log-likelihood. This allows us to use the same
loss function for free- and fixed-order languages.

7We use the same number n defined in individual learning
section.
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Encoder
u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit> ûi

<latexit sha1_base64="YsbTThW7FRbpuDhjeVv8c+8iT1U=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzEOSJcxOJsmQmdllplcIS77CiwdFvPo53vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZwaxhsslrFpR9RyKTRvoEDJ24nhVEWSt6Lx7cxvPXFjRawfcJLwUNGhFgPBKDrpsTuimKXTnuiVK37Vn4OskiAnFchR75W/uv2YpYprZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmpm1qeUDamQ95xVFPFbZjND56SM6f0ySA2rjSSufp7IqPK2omKXKeiOLLL3kz8z+ukOLgOM6GTFLlmi0WDVBKMyex70heGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytBlVHIhBMsvr5LmRTXwq8H9ZaV2k8dRhBM4hXMI4ApqcAd1aAADBc/wCm+e8V68d+9j0Vrw8plj+APv8wcrOJCi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YsbTThW7FRbpuDhjeVv8c+8iT1U=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzEOSJcxOJsmQmdllplcIS77CiwdFvPo53vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZwaxhsslrFpR9RyKTRvoEDJ24nhVEWSt6Lx7cxvPXFjRawfcJLwUNGhFgPBKDrpsTuimKXTnuiVK37Vn4OskiAnFchR75W/uv2YpYprZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmpm1qeUDamQ95xVFPFbZjND56SM6f0ySA2rjSSufp7IqPK2omKXKeiOLLL3kz8z+ukOLgOM6GTFLlmi0WDVBKMyex70heGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytBlVHIhBMsvr5LmRTXwq8H9ZaV2k8dRhBM4hXMI4ApqcAd1aAADBc/wCm+e8V68d+9j0Vrw8plj+APv8wcrOJCi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YsbTThW7FRbpuDhjeVv8c+8iT1U=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzEOSJcxOJsmQmdllplcIS77CiwdFvPo53vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZwaxhsslrFpR9RyKTRvoEDJ24nhVEWSt6Lx7cxvPXFjRawfcJLwUNGhFgPBKDrpsTuimKXTnuiVK37Vn4OskiAnFchR75W/uv2YpYprZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmpm1qeUDamQ95xVFPFbZjND56SM6f0ySA2rjSSufp7IqPK2omKXKeiOLLL3kz8z+ukOLgOM6GTFLlmi0WDVBKMyex70heGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytBlVHIhBMsvr5LmRTXwq8H9ZaV2k8dRhBM4hXMI4ApqcAd1aAADBc/wCm+e8V68d+9j0Vrw8plj+APv8wcrOJCi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YsbTThW7FRbpuDhjeVv8c+8iT1U=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzEOSJcxOJsmQmdllplcIS77CiwdFvPo53vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZwaxhsslrFpR9RyKTRvoEDJ24nhVEWSt6Lx7cxvPXFjRawfcJLwUNGhFgPBKDrpsTuimKXTnuiVK37Vn4OskiAnFchR75W/uv2YpYprZJJa2wn8BMOMGhRM8mmpm1qeUDamQ95xVFPFbZjND56SM6f0ySA2rjSSufp7IqPK2omKXKeiOLLL3kz8z+ukOLgOM6GTFLlmi0WDVBKMyex70heGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytBlVHIhBMsvr5LmRTXwq8H9ZaV2k8dRhBM4hXMI4ApqcAd1aAADBc/wCm+e8V68d+9j0Vrw8plj+APv8wcrOJCi</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

Decoder

Encoder
u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

t̂
<latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit>

ûi+1
<latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit>

Decoder

Encoder
u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

ûi+1
<latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BbylQ/NfIdOEPpjSog8nzMg5UVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/QhrLZbtulm03cnRRKyO/w4kERr/4Yb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvpv5rQnXRkTqEacx90M6VGIgGEUr+d0RxTTJeqm48LJeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ6VuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObNKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyrZELzll1dJ87LquVXv4apSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSAwRM8wyu8ORPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANPEkh4=</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

Decoder

Encoder
u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

t̂
<latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTVnGIGoy9VTmA6RVP920/L8OkE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPavRHFHKf9StWv+XOQVRIUpAoFGv3KV2+gWZZwhUxSa7uBn2KYU4OCST4t9zLLU8rGdMi7jiqacBvm83On5NwpAxJr40ohmau/J3KaWDtJIteZUBzZZW8m/ud1M4xvwlyoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsx+JwNhOEM5cYQyI9ythI2ooQxdQmUXQrD88ippXdYCvxY8XFXrt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hDvfQgCYwGMMzvMKbl3ov3rv3sWhd84qZE/gD7/MHqiiPxQ==</latexit>

u<latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdrHs+9WrEY+c6wp70bq3BGtMmw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipmQ7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A4a2M+Q==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit> ûi+2

<latexit sha1_base64="MRmpHo3STlnq5CjHCed6SOn/1K4=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmKoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy223bpZhN3J4US8ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJbCoOt+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4aaJEM95gkYx0O6CGS6F4AwVK3o41p2EgeSsY38381oRrIyL1iNOY+yEdKjEQjKKV/O6IYppkvVRcVrNeqexW3DnIKvFyUoYc9V7pq9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ4Vu4nhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObdKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyraELzll1dJs1rx3Ir3cFWu3eZxFOAUzuACPLiGGtxDHRrA4Ame4RXenInz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/ANVJkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MRmpHo3STlnq5CjHCed6SOn/1K4=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmKoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy223bpZhN3J4US8ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJbCoOt+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4aaJEM95gkYx0O6CGS6F4AwVK3o41p2EgeSsY38381oRrIyL1iNOY+yEdKjEQjKKV/O6IYppkvVRcVrNeqexW3DnIKvFyUoYc9V7pq9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ4Vu4nhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObdKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyraELzll1dJs1rx3Ir3cFWu3eZxFOAUzuACPLiGGtxDHRrA4Ame4RXenInz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/ANVJkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MRmpHo3STlnq5CjHCed6SOn/1K4=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmKoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy223bpZhN3J4US8ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJbCoOt+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4aaJEM95gkYx0O6CGS6F4AwVK3o41p2EgeSsY38381oRrIyL1iNOY+yEdKjEQjKKV/O6IYppkvVRcVrNeqexW3DnIKvFyUoYc9V7pq9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ4Vu4nhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObdKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyraELzll1dJs1rx3Ir3cFWu3eZxFOAUzuACPLiGGtxDHRrA4Ame4RXenInz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/ANVJkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MRmpHo3STlnq5CjHCed6SOn/1K4=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmKoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy223bpZhN3J4US8ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJbCoOt+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4aaJEM95gkYx0O6CGS6F4AwVK3o41p2EgeSsY38381oRrIyL1iNOY+yEdKjEQjKKV/O6IYppkvVRcVrNeqexW3DnIKvFyUoYc9V7pq9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CSZ4Vu4nhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+dEZObdKnwwibUshmau/J1IaGjMNA9sZUhyZZW8m/ud1Ehzc+KlQcYJcscWiQSIJRmSWAOkLzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxENWVocyraELzll1dJs1rx3Ir3cFWu3eZxFOAUzuACPLiGGtxDHRrA4Ame4RXenInz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/ANVJkh8=</latexit>

A✓
<latexit sha1_base64="o1x+fwDrJlqWKwnsorFfebhaxFE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHqxWMFW4ttKZvtpF262YTdiVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZaxbATMohcIGCZLYSjSyKJD4EIxupv7DE2ojYnVP4wS7ERsoEQrOyEqPV72sQ0MkNumVK17Vm8FdJn5OKpCj3it/dfoxTyNUxCUzpu17CXUzpklwiZNSJzWYMD5iA2xbqliEppvNLp64J1bpu2GsbSlyZ+rviYxFxoyjwHZGjIZm0ZuK/3ntlMLLbiZUkhIqPl8UptKl2J2+7/aFRk5ybAnjWthbXT5kmnGyIZVsCP7iy8ukeVb1vap/d16pXedxFOEIjuEUfLiAGtxCHRrAQcEzvMKbY5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBrViQ6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1x+fwDrJlqWKwnsorFfebhaxFE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHqxWMFW4ttKZvtpF262YTdiVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZaxbATMohcIGCZLYSjSyKJD4EIxupv7DE2ojYnVP4wS7ERsoEQrOyEqPV72sQ0MkNumVK17Vm8FdJn5OKpCj3it/dfoxTyNUxCUzpu17CXUzpklwiZNSJzWYMD5iA2xbqliEppvNLp64J1bpu2GsbSlyZ+rviYxFxoyjwHZGjIZm0ZuK/3ntlMLLbiZUkhIqPl8UptKl2J2+7/aFRk5ybAnjWthbXT5kmnGyIZVsCP7iy8ukeVb1vap/d16pXedxFOEIjuEUfLiAGtxCHRrAQcEzvMKbY5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBrViQ6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1x+fwDrJlqWKwnsorFfebhaxFE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHqxWMFW4ttKZvtpF262YTdiVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZaxbATMohcIGCZLYSjSyKJD4EIxupv7DE2ojYnVP4wS7ERsoEQrOyEqPV72sQ0MkNumVK17Vm8FdJn5OKpCj3it/dfoxTyNUxCUzpu17CXUzpklwiZNSJzWYMD5iA2xbqliEppvNLp64J1bpu2GsbSlyZ+rviYxFxoyjwHZGjIZm0ZuK/3ntlMLLbiZUkhIqPl8UptKl2J2+7/aFRk5ybAnjWthbXT5kmnGyIZVsCP7iy8ukeVb1vap/d16pXedxFOEIjuEUfLiAGtxCHRrAQcEzvMKbY5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBrViQ6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1x+fwDrJlqWKwnsorFfebhaxFE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHqxWMFW4ttKZvtpF262YTdiVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZaxbATMohcIGCZLYSjSyKJD4EIxupv7DE2ojYnVP4wS7ERsoEQrOyEqPV72sQ0MkNumVK17Vm8FdJn5OKpCj3it/dfoxTyNUxCUzpu17CXUzpklwiZNSJzWYMD5iA2xbqliEppvNLp64J1bpu2GsbSlyZ+rviYxFxoyjwHZGjIZm0ZuK/3ntlMLLbiZUkhIqPl8UptKl2J2+7/aFRk5ybAnjWthbXT5kmnGyIZVsCP7iy8ukeVb1vap/d16pXedxFOEIjuEUfLiAGtxCHRrAQcEzvMKbY5wX5935mLcWnHzmEP7A+fwBrViQ6A==</latexit>

A✓i+1
<latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit>

A✓i+2
<latexit sha1_base64="6RKUhAcyXA+D84NWAwZkzMBjZLw=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXYBEEoSRF0GPVi8cK9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/SdePCji1X/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqu0XW/rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQPjpu6SRTlDVpIhLVCYlmgkvWRI6CdVLFSBwK1g5H9zO/PWZK80Q+4SRlfkwGkkecEjRSYNu3Qd7DIUMS5PyyNp0GdsWtunM4q8QrSAUKNAL7q9dPaBYziVQQrbuem6KfE4WcCjYt9zLNUkJHZMC6hkoSM+3n88unzrlR+k6UKFMSnbn6eyInsdaTODSdMcGhXvZm4n9eN8Poxs+5TDNkki4WRZlwMHFmMTh9rhhFMTGEUMXNrQ4dEkUomrDKJgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqPV5V6ndFHCU4hTO4AA+uoQ4P0IAmUBjDM7zCm5VbL9a79bFoXbOKmRP4A+vzB1RCk3I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6RKUhAcyXA+D84NWAwZkzMBjZLw=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXYBEEoSRF0GPVi8cK9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/SdePCji1X/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqu0XW/rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQPjpu6SRTlDVpIhLVCYlmgkvWRI6CdVLFSBwK1g5H9zO/PWZK80Q+4SRlfkwGkkecEjRSYNu3Qd7DIUMS5PyyNp0GdsWtunM4q8QrSAUKNAL7q9dPaBYziVQQrbuem6KfE4WcCjYt9zLNUkJHZMC6hkoSM+3n88unzrlR+k6UKFMSnbn6eyInsdaTODSdMcGhXvZm4n9eN8Poxs+5TDNkki4WRZlwMHFmMTh9rhhFMTGEUMXNrQ4dEkUomrDKJgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqPV5V6ndFHCU4hTO4AA+uoQ4P0IAmUBjDM7zCm5VbL9a79bFoXbOKmRP4A+vzB1RCk3I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6RKUhAcyXA+D84NWAwZkzMBjZLw=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXYBEEoSRF0GPVi8cK9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/SdePCji1X/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqu0XW/rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQPjpu6SRTlDVpIhLVCYlmgkvWRI6CdVLFSBwK1g5H9zO/PWZK80Q+4SRlfkwGkkecEjRSYNu3Qd7DIUMS5PyyNp0GdsWtunM4q8QrSAUKNAL7q9dPaBYziVQQrbuem6KfE4WcCjYt9zLNUkJHZMC6hkoSM+3n88unzrlR+k6UKFMSnbn6eyInsdaTODSdMcGhXvZm4n9eN8Poxs+5TDNkki4WRZlwMHFmMTh9rhhFMTGEUMXNrQ4dEkUomrDKJgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqPV5V6ndFHCU4hTO4AA+uoQ4P0IAmUBjDM7zCm5VbL9a79bFoXbOKmRP4A+vzB1RCk3I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6RKUhAcyXA+D84NWAwZkzMBjZLw=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXYBEEoSRF0GPVi8cK9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/SdePCji1X/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqu0XW/rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQPjpu6SRTlDVpIhLVCYlmgkvWRI6CdVLFSBwK1g5H9zO/PWZK80Q+4SRlfkwGkkecEjRSYNu3Qd7DIUMS5PyyNp0GdsWtunM4q8QrSAUKNAL7q9dPaBYziVQQrbuem6KfE4WcCjYt9zLNUkJHZMC6hkoSM+3n88unzrlR+k6UKFMSnbn6eyInsdaTODSdMcGhXvZm4n9eN8Poxs+5TDNkki4WRZlwMHFmMTh9rhhFMTGEUMXNrQ4dEkUomrDKJgRv+eVV0qpVPbfqPV5V6ndFHCU4hTO4AA+uoQ4P0IAmUBjDM7zCm5VbL9a79bFoXbOKmRP4A+vzB1RCk3I=</latexit>

A✓i+1
<latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AF+TqMwdjC2hGAmkd2mT6fv+0/s=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIsgCCURQY9VLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsTgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU0nGqGDRZLGLVCakGwSU0kaOATqKARqGAdji+n/ntCSjNY/mE0wT8iA4lH3BG0UiBbd8GWQ9HgDTI+IWX54FddWvuHM4q8QpSJQUagf3V68csjUAiE1Trrucm6GdUIWcC8kov1ZBQNqZD6BoqaQTaz+aX586ZUfrOIFamJDpz9fdERiOtp1FoOiOKI73szcT/vG6Kgxs/4zJJESRbLBqkwsHYmcXg9LkChmJqCGWKm1sdNqKKMjRhVUwI3vLLq6R1WfPcmvd4Va3fFXGUyQk5JefEI9ekTh5IgzQJIxPyTF7Jm5VZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH5A+vzB1K8k3E=</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fInOqGTCCrWkRGJFOZWK1l6FLBY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eGzBfkAbymY7adduNmF3IpTSX+DFgyJe/Une/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRSGPO/bWVvf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8dNk2SaY4MnMtHtkBmUQmGDBElspxpZHEpshaO7md96Qm1Eoh5onGIQs4ESkeCMrFSnXqnsVbw53FXi56QMOWq90le3n/AsRkVcMmM6vpdSMGGaBJc4LXYzgynjIzbAjqWKxWiCyfzQqXtulb4bJdqWIneu/p6YsNiYcRzazpjR0Cx7M/E/r5NRdBNMhEozQsUXi6JMupS4s6/dvtDISY4tYVwLe6vLh0wzTjabog3BX355lTQvK75X8etX5eptHkcBTuEMLsCHa6jCPdSgARwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDgKYz4</latexit>

Generation i
<latexit sha1_base64="B+3+z04m5q8yd8YVlhrjuNya9tk=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqstugkVwNcyIosuiC11WsA9oh5JJ77ShSWZIMkIZunDjr7hxoYhbP8Kdf2M67UJbDwTOPedebu4JE8608bxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aOk4VhQaNeazaIdHAmYSGYYZDO1FARMihFY6up37rAZRmsbw34wQCQQaSRYwSY6VeuXIDElRe4O5QJ4RC5rvnQkww65WrnuvlwMvEn5MqmqPeK391+zFNBUhDOdG643uJCTKiDKMcJqVuqsFuGJEBdCyVRIAOsvyICT62Sh9HsbJPGpyrvycyIrQei9B2CmKGetGbiv95ndREl0HGZJIakHS2KEo5NjGeJoL7TAE1fGwJoYrZv2I6JIpQY3Mr2RD8xZOXSfPU9T3Xvzur1q7mcRRRBR2hE+SjC1RDt6iOGoiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6y14MxnDtEfOJ8/+c2XpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B+3+z04m5q8yd8YVlhrjuNya9tk=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqstugkVwNcyIosuiC11WsA9oh5JJ77ShSWZIMkIZunDjr7hxoYhbP8Kdf2M67UJbDwTOPedebu4JE8608bxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aOk4VhQaNeazaIdHAmYSGYYZDO1FARMihFY6up37rAZRmsbw34wQCQQaSRYwSY6VeuXIDElRe4O5QJ4RC5rvnQkww65WrnuvlwMvEn5MqmqPeK391+zFNBUhDOdG643uJCTKiDKMcJqVuqsFuGJEBdCyVRIAOsvyICT62Sh9HsbJPGpyrvycyIrQei9B2CmKGetGbiv95ndREl0HGZJIakHS2KEo5NjGeJoL7TAE1fGwJoYrZv2I6JIpQY3Mr2RD8xZOXSfPU9T3Xvzur1q7mcRRRBR2hE+SjC1RDt6iOGoiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6y14MxnDtEfOJ8/+c2XpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B+3+z04m5q8yd8YVlhrjuNya9tk=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqstugkVwNcyIosuiC11WsA9oh5JJ77ShSWZIMkIZunDjr7hxoYhbP8Kdf2M67UJbDwTOPedebu4JE8608bxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aOk4VhQaNeazaIdHAmYSGYYZDO1FARMihFY6up37rAZRmsbw34wQCQQaSRYwSY6VeuXIDElRe4O5QJ4RC5rvnQkww65WrnuvlwMvEn5MqmqPeK391+zFNBUhDOdG643uJCTKiDKMcJqVuqsFuGJEBdCyVRIAOsvyICT62Sh9HsbJPGpyrvycyIrQei9B2CmKGetGbiv95ndREl0HGZJIakHS2KEo5NjGeJoL7TAE1fGwJoYrZv2I6JIpQY3Mr2RD8xZOXSfPU9T3Xvzur1q7mcRRRBR2hE+SjC1RDt6iOGoiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6y14MxnDtEfOJ8/+c2XpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B+3+z04m5q8yd8YVlhrjuNya9tk=">AAACBHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqstugkVwNcyIosuiC11WsA9oh5JJ77ShSWZIMkIZunDjr7hxoYhbP8Kdf2M67UJbDwTOPedebu4JE8608bxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aOk4VhQaNeazaIdHAmYSGYYZDO1FARMihFY6up37rAZRmsbw34wQCQQaSRYwSY6VeuXIDElRe4O5QJ4RC5rvnQkww65WrnuvlwMvEn5MqmqPeK391+zFNBUhDOdG643uJCTKiDKMcJqVuqsFuGJEBdCyVRIAOsvyICT62Sh9HsbJPGpyrvycyIrQei9B2CmKGetGbiv95ndREl0HGZJIakHS2KEo5NjGeJoL7TAE1fGwJoYrZv2I6JIpQY3Mr2RD8xZOXSfPU9T3Xvzur1q7mcRRRBR2hE+SjC1RDt6iOGoiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6y14MxnDtEfOJ8/+c2XpA==</latexit>

Generation i+ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="vQ84JsIk0Elo73102q+KzY5YLLA=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lKEYBEEoUxE0WXRhS4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0yQxJRihDV278FTcuFHHrN7jzb0ynXWjrgcC559zLzT1hLLixQfDtLSwuLa+s5tby6xubW9v+zm7VRIlmUGGRiHQ9pAYEV1Cx3AqoxxqoDAXUwsH12K89gDY8Uvd2GENL0p7iXc6odVLbP7gBBTorcLNvYsogJcVzKUeYn5C2XwiKQQY8T8iUFNAU5bb/1exELJGgLBPUmAYJYttKqbacCRjlm4kBt2NAe9BwVFEJppVmZ4zwkVM6uBtp95TFmfp7IqXSmKEMXaektm9mvbH4n9dIbPeylXIVJxYUmyzqJgLbCI8zwR2ugVkxdIQyzd1fMetTTZl1yeVdCGT25HlSPS2SoEjuzgqlq2kcObSPDtExIugCldAtKqMKYugRPaNX9OY9eS/eu/cxaV3wpjN76A+8zx/jvZgU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vQ84JsIk0Elo73102q+KzY5YLLA=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lKEYBEEoUxE0WXRhS4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0yQxJRihDV278FTcuFHHrN7jzb0ynXWjrgcC559zLzT1hLLixQfDtLSwuLa+s5tby6xubW9v+zm7VRIlmUGGRiHQ9pAYEV1Cx3AqoxxqoDAXUwsH12K89gDY8Uvd2GENL0p7iXc6odVLbP7gBBTorcLNvYsogJcVzKUeYn5C2XwiKQQY8T8iUFNAU5bb/1exELJGgLBPUmAYJYttKqbacCRjlm4kBt2NAe9BwVFEJppVmZ4zwkVM6uBtp95TFmfp7IqXSmKEMXaektm9mvbH4n9dIbPeylXIVJxYUmyzqJgLbCI8zwR2ugVkxdIQyzd1fMetTTZl1yeVdCGT25HlSPS2SoEjuzgqlq2kcObSPDtExIugCldAtKqMKYugRPaNX9OY9eS/eu/cxaV3wpjN76A+8zx/jvZgU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vQ84JsIk0Elo73102q+KzY5YLLA=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lKEYBEEoUxE0WXRhS4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0yQxJRihDV278FTcuFHHrN7jzb0ynXWjrgcC559zLzT1hLLixQfDtLSwuLa+s5tby6xubW9v+zm7VRIlmUGGRiHQ9pAYEV1Cx3AqoxxqoDAXUwsH12K89gDY8Uvd2GENL0p7iXc6odVLbP7gBBTorcLNvYsogJcVzKUeYn5C2XwiKQQY8T8iUFNAU5bb/1exELJGgLBPUmAYJYttKqbacCRjlm4kBt2NAe9BwVFEJppVmZ4zwkVM6uBtp95TFmfp7IqXSmKEMXaektm9mvbH4n9dIbPeylXIVJxYUmyzqJgLbCI8zwR2ugVkxdIQyzd1fMetTTZl1yeVdCGT25HlSPS2SoEjuzgqlq2kcObSPDtExIugCldAtKqMKYugRPaNX9OY9eS/eu/cxaV3wpjN76A+8zx/jvZgU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vQ84JsIk0Elo73102q+KzY5YLLA=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lKEYBEEoUxE0WXRhS4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0yQxJRihDV278FTcuFHHrN7jzb0ynXWjrgcC559zLzT1hLLixQfDtLSwuLa+s5tby6xubW9v+zm7VRIlmUGGRiHQ9pAYEV1Cx3AqoxxqoDAXUwsH12K89gDY8Uvd2GENL0p7iXc6odVLbP7gBBTorcLNvYsogJcVzKUeYn5C2XwiKQQY8T8iUFNAU5bb/1exELJGgLBPUmAYJYttKqbacCRjlm4kBt2NAe9BwVFEJppVmZ4zwkVM6uBtp95TFmfp7IqXSmKEMXaektm9mvbH4n9dIbPeylXIVJxYUmyzqJgLbCI8zwR2ugVkxdIQyzd1fMetTTZl1yeVdCGT25HlSPS2SoEjuzgqlq2kcObSPDtExIugCldAtKqMKYugRPaNX9OY9eS/eu/cxaV3wpjN76A+8zx/jvZgU</latexit>

Figure 1: Iterated learning. Language is transmitted
to a child agent Aθi+1

by teaching it to speak imitat-
ing the utterances of parent Aθi

given the same input
trajectories (dashed lines) and to listen to the parent
utterances, converting them to trajectories (continuous
lines). After training, former child Aθi+1 becomes the
parent of a new agent Aθi+2 .

the trajectory t, produce the utterance û that is
within {û} (Fig. 1). Importantly, even if the par-
ent’s parameters are fixed at each generation, the
child agent is allowed, while achieving perfect ac-
curacy, to introduce changes into its’ parent lan-
guage, making the latter more closely aligned with
its “innate” biases. 8

Importantly, the language is not forced to re-
main stationary across generations.

Evaluation We evaluate agents both as Listen-
ers and as Speakers. The former is standard, as
each input u maps to a single output t. Since
the Speaker can be one-to-many, in order to
obtain a single prediction u given trajectory t,
we predict at each time step k a word u∗k =
argmaxuk

(pθ(uk|u∗k−1,hk)). This word is fed
to the next unit of the decoder, and so on until
u∗K = eos. The final prediction û∗ is then de-
fined as the sequence [u∗1, u

∗
2...u

∗
K ], and compared

to M samples from the true distribution P (u|t).
If û∗ matches one of the true samples, the agent
succeeds, otherwise it fails (in iterated learning,
P (u|t) corresponds to the parent’s distribution).
In other words, we are not evaluating the model on
a perfect fit of the ground-truth (parent’s, in case
of iterated learning) distribution, but we score a hit
for it as long as it outputs a combination in P (u|t).
This mismatch between the training and evalua-
tion criteria allows the emergence of interesting

8as exemplified in the experiments below, the child can
reach perfect accuracy while having a different distribution
over the utterances than its parent.

patterns (as we allow the agent to drift from the
ground-truth distribution) while constituting a rea-
sonable measure of actual communication success
(as the agent produces an utterance that is associ-
ated to the input trajectory in the ground-truth).

4 Experiments

4.1 Iconicity, word order, and markers

We compare languages with fixed and free or-
der, with and without markers. Experiments with
humans have shown that, as listeners, children
perform better with iconic sentences than non-
iconic ones (de Ruiter et al., 2018). We check
whether Seq2Seq networks show similar prefer-
ences in terms of learning speed and diachronic
persistence. We compare in particular the forward-
iconic order with the backward-iconic language,
and three randomly selected non-iconic languages
where the relation between segment and phrase
order is fixed but arbitrary. Concerning the rela-
tion between fixed order and markers, typologi-
cal studies show a trade-off between these cues.
For example, languages with flexible word or-
der (e.g., Japanese, and Russian) often use case
to mark grammatical function, whereas languages
with fixed word order (such as English and Man-
darin) often lack case marking (Blake, 2001; Com-
rie, 1981). This might be explained by a universal
preference for efficient and non-redundant gram-
matical coding (Fedzechkina et al., 2016a; Qian
and Jaeger, 2012; Zipf, 1949). Seq2Seq agents
might show similar preferences when tested as
Speakers. That is, they might show a learning
and preservation preference for either fixed no-
marking languages or free marking languages.

Individual learning. Fig. 2 shows test accuracy
during learning for each language type. The no-
attention agent has a preference for backward-
iconic both in speaking and listening. This is in
line with the observation that Seq2Seq machine
translation models work better when the source
is presented in reverse order as it makes the op-
timization problem easier by introducing shorter-
term dependencies (Sutskever et al., 2014). The
(forward) iconic order is better than the non-iconic
ones in the speaking direction only. The attention-
enhanced model shows much faster convergence
to near-perfect communication, with less room for
clear biases to emerge. Still, we observe some in-
teresting initial preferences. In speaking mode, the
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Figure 2: Iconicity / Fixed vs. free order: Mean test set accuracy in function of training epoch. Error bars
represent standard deviation over five random seeds. The NonIconic-average curve pools measurements for 3 non-
iconic languages, each with five runs. Chance accuracy is represented by the horizontal dotted line. The continuous
lines represent languages without markers, while the dashed lines represent languages with markers.

agent learns fastest with the forward iconic lan-
guage, followed by the backward one. The non-
iconic language without markers is the most diffi-
cult to learn, as expected. On the other hand, in lis-
tening mode we encounter again a preference for
backward iconicity.

Only the attention agent in speaking mode
shows a trade-off between order and markers cod-
ing, with a preference for markers-free fixed-
order iconic languages over their counterparts
with markers, and for the free-order language
with markers over the marker-less one. Only the
non-iconic languages violate the trend: arguably,
though, non-iconic order coding is so sub-optimal
that redundant markers are justified in this case.
In listening mode, this agent shows the expected
preference for markers in the free-order case (as
the free-order language without markers is mas-
sively ambiguous, with most utterances mapping
to multiple trajectories). However, among the
fixed-order languages, both backward and non-
iconic prefer redundant coding. The agent with-
out attention also displays a preference for free-

order+markers in listening mode (while it has se-
rious difficulties to learn to speak this language),
but no clear avoidance for redundant coding in ei-
ther modes. In sum, we confirm a preference for
iconic orders. Only the attention-enhanced agent
in speaking mode displays avoidance of redundant
coding.

Iterated learning. In iterated learning, we
might expect the lineage of agents that starts with
less natural non-iconic languages to either con-
verge to speak more iconic ones, or possibly to
drift into low communication accuracy. We more-
over expect redundant coding to fade, with fixed-
order+markers languages to either evolve free or-
der or lose markers. Regarding the free-word or-
der marked language, we expect it to either con-
verge to a fixed order (possibly iconic) while los-
ing its markers, as in the historical development
from Old English (a language with flexible con-
stituent order and rich case marking) to Modern
English (a language with fixed constituent order
and a rudimentary case system) (Traugott, 1972),
or to remain stable maintaining good communica-
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tion accuracy. We focus on the attention agent,
as the no-attention one converges too slowly for
multiple-generation experiments. We simulate 10
generations, repeating each experiment with 5 dif-
ferent initialization seeds. For non-iconic orders,
we sample the same 3 languages sampled for indi-
vidual learning.

For fixed-order languages, we do not observe
any change in accuracy or behavior in the listener
direction (the last-generation child is perfectly
parsing the initial language). However, we ob-
serve in speaker mode a (relatively small) decrease
in accuracy across generations, which, impor-
tantly, affects the most natural language (forward
iconic without markers) the least, and the most dif-
ficult language (non-iconic without markers) the
most (results are in Supplementary). Again, we
observe a (weak) tendency for the attention agent
to yield to the expected natural pressures.

We counted the overall number of markers pro-
duced by children in speaker mode after conver-
gence, for all test trajectories in all languages with
redundant coding. It was always constant, show-
ing no trend towards losing markers to avoid re-
dundant coding. Similarly, there was no tendency,
across generations, to start producing multiple ut-
terances in response to the same test trajectory.

In the evolution of the free-order language with
markers, accuracy was relatively stable in both
speaking and listening (99.82% and 100%, re-
spectively, for the last-generation agent, averag-
ing across 25 runs).9 However, we noticed that
across generations, the language becomes more
fixed with some preferred orders emerging. Fig. 3
quantifies this in terms of the entropy of the ob-
served phrase order probabilities across all test
set trajectories (the lower the entropy, the more
skewed the distribution). There is already a clear
decrease for the first agent with respect to the
ground-truth distribution, and the trend continues
across generations. We analyzed the distribution
of Speaker utterances for the longest (5-segment)
test trajectories in the last generation. We found
that, out of 120 possible phrase orders, no last-
generation agent used more than 10. This is in line
with the typological observation that even non-
configurational languages favor (at least statisti-

9We run more simulations in this case as we noticed that
the final language depends on the initial seed, and hence there
is high variance with only 5 runs. Specifically, we start with 5
different parents and simulate 10 generations, repeating each
experiment with 5 different seeds
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Figure 3: Phrase-order entropy in attention Speaker
utterances given test set trajectories, in function of
training generation (-1 represents the initial ground-
truth distribution). Curve represents mean across 25
runs, with error bars for standard deviations.

cally) certain orders (Hale, 1992; Mithun, 1992)
and thus an equiprobable distribution of orders, as
it is the case in our free word-order+markers lan-
guage, is unlikely. The “survivor” orders of the
last generation were not necessarily iconic but de-
pended notably on the seed. The absence of clear
preference for a specific order could be explained
by the fact that attention-enhanced agents, as we
saw, can learn any fixed-order language very fast.
In this case, the seed of one generation, by ran-
domly skewing the statistics in favor of one or-
der or the other, can significantly impact the pref-
erence toward the favored order, that will then
spread diachronically throughout the whole iter-
ation.

4.2 Local vs. long-distance
We finally contrast the long-distance and local lan-
guages described in Section 3.1. In accordance
with the linguistic literature (see Introduction), we
predict that the long-distance language will be
harder to learn, and it will tend to reduce long-
distance constructions in diachrony. Although ev-
idence for distance minimization is typically from
production experiments (e.g., Futrell et al., 2015),
we expect long-distance constructions to also be
harder in perception, as they cannot be fully incre-
mentally processed and require keeping material
in memory for longer spans.

Individual learning. As the long-distance lan-
guage includes all utterances from the local lan-
guage, it might be trivially harder to learn. To ac-
count for this, we construct a set of control lan-
guages by randomly sampling, for each trajectory,
the same number of possible utterances for the lo-
cal and long-distance controls. We report averaged
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Figure 4: Long vs. local distance: Mean test set accuracy as a function of training epoch. The error bars corre-
spond to the standard deviation, calculated over five random seeds.
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Figure 5: Frequency of the local and long-distance ut-
terances produced by the attention Speaker in function
of training epoch. The input trajectories are taken from
the test set. Test set accuracies for the four generations
shown: 99.99%, 87.62%, 84.54%, 79.38%. At Gen-
eration 0, less epochs were run due to early stopping.

results for 3 such languages of both kinds. Details
on their construction are in Supplementary.

Fig. 4 shows test set accuracy across 300 train-
ing epochs for the attention model. The results,
for speaking and listening, confirm the preference
for the local language. The control languages
are harder to learn, as they impose an arbitrary
constraint on free word order, but they display
the preference for the local language even more
clearly. Overall, we see a tendency for listening
to be easier than speaking, but this cuts across the
local/long-distance division, and it seems to be a
more general consequence of free-order languages
with markers being easier in parsing than produc-
tion (cf. the no-attention agent results in Fig. 2).
Results without attention (not shown) are com-
parable in general, although the listener/speaker
asymmetry is sharper, with no difference in dif-
ficulty among the 4 languages when listening.

Iterated learning. We study multiple-
generation transmission of the long-distance
language with the attention agent. To deal with
the problem of skewed relative frequency of
long-distance and entirely local utterances, the
Speaker direction is trained by ensuring that the
output utterance set {u} for each input trajectory
t contains the same number of long-distance
and local constructions. This is achieved by
sub-sampling n = 48 long-distance utterances
to match the number of possible local construc-
tions. Fig. 5 shows the relative frequency across
generations of local and long-distance utterances
produced by the agent as a Speaker in function of
training (one representative seed of 5). As pre-
dicted, a clear preference for local constructions
emerges, confirming the presence of a distance
minimization bias in Seq2Seq models.

5 Discussion

We studied whether word-order constraints widely
attested in natural languages affect learning and
diachronic transmission in Seq2Seq agents. We
found that some trends follow natural patterns,
such as the tendency to limit word order to
few configurations, and long-distance dependency
minimization. In other ways, our agents depart
from typical human language patterns. For exam-
ple, they exhibit a preference for a backward order,
and there are only weak signs of a trade-off be-
tween different ways to encode constituent roles,
with redundant solutions often being preferred.

The research direction we introduced might
lead to a better understanding of the biases that af-
fect the linguistic behaviour of LSTMs and simi-
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lar models. This could help current efforts towards
the development of artificial agents that communi-
cate to solve a task, with the ultimate goal of devel-
oping AIs that can talk with humans. It has been
observed that the communication protocol emerg-
ing in such simulations is very different from hu-
man language (e.g., Kottur et al., 2017; Lewis
et al., 2017; Bouchacourt and Baroni, 2018). A
better understanding of what are the “innate” bi-
ases of standard models in highly controlled se-
tups, such as the one studied here, should comple-
ment large-scale simulations, as part of the effort
to develop new methods to encourage the emer-
gence of more human-like language. For example,
our results suggest that current neural networks, as
they are not subject to human-like least-effort con-
straints, might not display the same trend towards
efficient communication that we encounter in nat-
ural languages. How to incorporate “effort”-based
pressures in neural networks is an exciting direc-
tion for future work.
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1 Deriving the training loss for the
Speaker role

In the Speaker role, each input trajectory tj maps
onto a set of utterances {u}j . We want to train
an agent such that, given tj , it generates all the
corresponding utterances {u}j uniformly. To do
that, we follow the “Naı̈ve” approach from Jin and
Ghahramani (2003).

Given an input t, the Seq2Seq model defines a
distribution over the output sequences, pθ(u|tj).
The KL-divergence (Kullback, 1997) D(P ||pθ)
between the uniform distribution P (u|tj) over the
target utterances {u}j and the output distribution
of the agent, pθ(u|tj), is:

D(P ||pθ) =Eu∼P (u|tj)

[
log

P (u|tj)
pθ(u|tj)

]

=E − Eu∼P (u|tj) log pθ(u|tj)
(1)

with E independent from θ. Hence, finding θ that
minimizesD(P ||pθ) is equivalent to minimization
of L′:

L′(tj) = −Eu∼P (u|tj) log pθ(u|tj) (2)

Next, assuming that the target set of utterances
{uj} has nj elements,

Eu∼P (u|tj) log pθ(u|tj) =
1

nj

∑

u∈{u}j
log pθ(u|tj)

(3)
We expand pθ(u|tj) by iterating words uk in u, as
in Section 3.2 of the main text:

log pθ(u|tj) =
|u|∑

k=1

log pθ(uk|uk−1,hj,k) (4)

By combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we obtain:

L′(tj) = −
1

nj

∑

u∈{u}j

|u|∑

k=1

log pθ(uk|uk−1,hj,k)

(5)

After aggregation over all trajectories in the
dataset, we obtain the full loss that coincides with
Eq. (4) in the main text:
∑

j

L′(tj) =

−
∑

j

1

nj

∑

u∈{u}j

|u|∑

k=1

log pθ(uk|uk−1,hj,k)

(6)

This concludes our derivation of the loss used for
the Speaker role. Finally, we note that this deriva-
tion provides grounding for the sub-sampling we
use during the training, as it corresponds to get-
ting a Monte-Carlo estimate of the expectation in
Eq. (2) over n samples, instead of the full support
of the distribution.

2 Examples of trajectories and
utterances

In Table 1, we exemplify how trajectories with
two, three, and five segments are represented by
utterances in free- and fixed-order languages with
and without markers. Note how the free-order lan-
guage without markers is extremely ambiguous, as
the utterances do not encode the execution order of
the corresponding trajectories.

Tables 2 and 3 give examples of how trajec-
tories are represented by utterances in the local
and long-distance languages, as well as in example
controls. The control languages are constructed
to enable a fairer comparison between the local
and long-distance setups. The full long-distance
language has more possible utterances per trajec-
tory than the local one (the latter is a subset of
the former). Their controls, however, have the
same number of utterances. Practically, to con-
struct one local control language, we sample 24
distinct utterance templates (that is, phrase or-
ders) out of 48 from the full language. We use
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Figure 1: Iterated learning with fixed-order lan-
guages. Mean test set attention Speaker accuracy at
the end of training over 10 generations. Error bars rep-
resent standard deviation over 5 random seeds. The
NonIconic-average curve pools measurements for 3
non-iconic languages, each with 5 runs.

3 different local control languages by sampling
a different subset each time. Table 2 exempli-
fies one of these control languages. To construct
one long-distance control language, we also sam-
ple 24 distinct utterance templates from the full
long-distance language (out of 144 possible utter-
ances). The latter sampling maintains the propor-
tion of local and long-distance constructions of the
full long-distance language (1/3 vs. 2/3). Again,
we sample 3 different long-distance controls. One
of them is exemplified in Table 3.

3 Iterated Learning of fixed word order
languages

In this section, we use the iterated learning
paradigm to analyze Seq2Seq networks biases to-
ward iconic languages. We expect agents with less
natural non-iconic languages to either converge to
more iconic ones or diverge with low communi-
cation accuracy. We simulate 10 generations re-
peating the process with 5 different initialization
seed and report the average of communication ac-
curacy of each generation in Fig. 1. We observe
in speaker mode a (relatively small) decrease in
accuracy across generations, which, importantly,
affects the most natural language (forward iconic
without markers) the least, and the most difficult
language (non-iconic without markers) the most.
Thus, we observe a (weak) tendency for the atten-
tion agent to yield to the expected natural pres-
sures in terms of iconic order.
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Table 1: Example utterances associated to trajectories of different lengths in the fixed- and free-order languages
we consider.

Trajectory (two segments): LEFT DOWN DOWN

With markers Forward-iconic Reverse-iconic Non-iconic 1
first left 1 second down 2 second down 2 first left 1 first left 1 second down 2

Non-iconic 2 Non-iconic 3 Free-order
second down 2 first left 1 first left 1 second down 2 first left 1 second down 2

second down 2 first left 1

Without markers Forward-iconic Reverse-iconic Non-iconic 1
left 1 down 2 down 2 left 1 left 1 down 2

Free-order
Non-iconic 2 Non-iconic 2 left 1 down 2
down 2 left 1 left 1 down 2 down 2 left 1

Trajectory (three segments): LEFT LEFT LEFT DOWN DOWN UP UP UP

With markers Non-iconic 1
Forward-iconic Reverse-iconic first left 3 third up 3 second down 2

first left 3 second down 2 third up 3 third up 3 second down 2 first left 3 Free-order
first left 3 second down 2 third up 3
first left 3 third up 3 second down 2

Non-iconic 2 Non-iconic 3 second down 2 third up 3 first left 3
second down 2 third up 3 first left 3 first left 3 second down 2 third up 3 second down 2 first left 3 third up 3

third up 3 first left 3 second down 2
third up 3 second down 2 first left 3

Without markers Non-iconic 1
Forward-iconic Reverse-iconic left 3 up 3 down 2

left 3 down 2 up 3 up 3 down 2 left 3 Free-order
left 3 down 2 up 3
left 3 up 3 down 2

Non-iconic 2 Non-iconic 3 down 2 up 3 left 3
down 2 up 3 left 3 left 3 down 2 up 3 down 2 left 3 up 3

up 3 left 3 down 2
up 3 down 2 left 3

Trajectory (five segments): DOWN RIGHT RIGHT UP UP UP RIGHT LEFT LEFT

With markers Forward-iconic Reverse-iconic Non-iconic 1
first down 1 second right 2 third up 3 fourth right 1 fifth left 2 fifth left 2 fourth right 1 third up 3 second right 2 first down 1 first down 1 fourth right 1 third up 3 second right 2 fifth left 2

Free-order
first down 1 second right 2 third up 3 fourth right 1 fifth left 2

Non-iconic 2 Non-iconic 3 first down 1 second right 2 third up 3 fifth left 2 fourth right 1
second right 2 third up 3 fifth left 2 fourth right 1 first down 1 fourth right 1 first down 1 second right 2 fifth left 2 third up 3 . . .

fifth left 2 fourth right 1 third up 3 second right 2 first down 1

Without markers Non-iconic 1
Forward-iconic Reverse-iconic down 1 right 1 up 3 right 2 left 2

down 1 right 2 up 3 right 1 left 2 left 2 right 1 up 3 right 2 down 1 Free-order
down 1 right 2 up 3 right 1 left 2

Non-iconic 2 Non-iconic 3 down 1 right 2 up 3 left 2 right 1
right 2 up 3 left 2 right 1 down 1 right 1 down 1 right 2 left 2 up 3 . . .

left 2 right 1 up 3 right 2 down 1

Table 2: Example utterances associated to one trajectory by the local language and one of its controls.

Trajectory (three segments): DOWN DOWN DOWN LEFT LEFT LEFT UP

Local
first down first 3 second left second 3 third up third 1 first down first 3 second left second 3 third 1 third up first down first 3 second 3 second left third up third 1
first down first 3 second 3 second left third 1 third up first down first 3 third up third 1 second left second 3 first down first 3 third up third 1 second 3 second left

. . . . . . . . .
third 1 third up first 3 first down second left second 3 third 1 third up first 3 first down second 3 second left third 1 third up second left second 3 first down first 3
third 1 third up second left second 3 first 3 first down third 1 third up second 3 second left first down first 3 third 1 third up second 3 second left first 3 first down

Local control (one of three)
first down first 3 second left second 3 third up third 1 first down first 3 third up third 1 second left second 3 second 3 second left third up third 1 first down first 3
second 3 second left third 1 third up first down first 3 third up third 1 second left second 3 first down first 3 second left second 3 first 3 first down third 1 third up
second left second 3 first down first 3 third up third 1 first 3 first down third up third 1 second 3 second left third up third 1 first 3 first down second 3 second left
third up third 1 first down first 3 second left second 3 third 1 third up second left second 3 first 3 first down third 1 third up second 3 second left first 3 first down
second 3 second left first 3 first down third up third 1 second 3 second left third up third 1 first 3 first down first 3 first down third up third 1 second left second 3
second 3 second left first down first 3 third 1 third up third 1 third up first 3 first down second 3 second left first down first 3 third 1 third up second left second 3
third up third 1 second 3 second left first 3 first down third up third 1 first down first 3 second 3 second left third up third 1 second left second 3 first 3 first down
first 3 first down second 3 second left third up third 1 first 3 first down second left second 3 third up third 1 second left second 3 first down first 3 third 1 third up
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Table 3: Example utterances associated to one trajectory by the long-distance language and one of its controls.

Trajectory (three segments): DOWN DOWN DOWN LEFT LEFT LEFT UP

Long-distance

local utterances
first down first 3 second left second 3 third up third 1 first down first 3 second left second 3 third 1 third up first down first 3 second 3 second left third up third 1
first down first 3 second 3 second left third 1 third up first down first 3 third up third 1 second left second 3 first down first 3 third up third 1 second 3 second left

. . . . . . . . .
third 1 third up first 3 first down second left second 3 third 1 third up first 3 first down second 3 second left third 1 third up second left second 3 first down first 3
third 1 third up second left second 3 first 3 first down third 1 third up second 3 second left first down first 3 third 1 third up second 3 second left first 3 first down

long-distance utterances
first down first 3 second left third up third 1 second 3 first down first 3 second left third 1 third up second 3 first down first 3 second 3 third up third 1 second left
first down first 3 second 3 third 1 third up second left first down first 3 third up second left second 3 third 1 first down first 3 third up second 3 second left third 1

. . . . . . . . .
third 1 third up first 3 second left second 3 first down third 1 third up first 3 second 3 second left first down third 1 third up second left first down first 3 second 3
third 1 third up second left first 3 first down second 3 third 1 third up second 3 first down first 3 second left third 1 third up second 3 first 3 first down second left

Long-distance control (one of three)

local utterances
first down first 2 second left second 3 third up third 1 second 3 second left first 2 first down third up third 1 third up third 1 first down first 2 second left second 3
third 1 third up first down first 2 second 3 second left second left second 3 first down first 2 third 1 third up second 3 second left third 1 third up first down first 2
second 3 second left third up third 1 first 2 first down second left second 3 first down first 2 third up third 1

long-distance utterances
first 2 first down third up second 3 second left third 1 third 1 second 3 second left third up first down first 2 first 2 third up third 1 first down second left second 3
first 2 second 3 second left first down third 1 third up second 3 third up third 1 second left first 2 first down second 3 first down first 2 second left third 1 third up
second 3 second left first down third 1 third up first 2 third 1 second left second 3 third up first 2 first down second left second 3 third up first 2 first down third 1
third 1 third up first 2 second 3 second left first down first down second left second 3 first 2 third 1 third up third 1 first down first 2 third up second left second 3
third up third 1 second left first 2 first down second 3 third up third 1 second 3 first down first 2 second left third 1 third up second left first 2 first down second 3

first 2 first down third 1 second 3 second left third up
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Chapter 4

Semantic Categorization - Color

Naming

Eleanor Rosch suggested in 1999 that systems of linguistic categories are those that

“provide maximum information with the least cognitive effort” [98]. In other words,

we partition our semantic space under the two competing pressures of (1) maximizing

the transmission of information, i.e., accuracy and, (2) minimizing our cognitive load,

i.e., complexity. Optimizing this complexity/accuracy trade-off is also referred to as

efficiency [39].

This view had much influence on the development of semantic theories in lin-

guistics and several studies introduced distinct theoretical frameworks to formalize

it [96, 95, 58]. However, the definitions of language complexity and accuracy differ

across studies and domains. For example, while Regier and colleagues define the

complexity of a system as the number of distinct terms [96], Kemp and colleagues

define it as the smallest number of rules needed to generate all terms in the system

(which can be smaller or larger than the number of distinct terms as exemplified

in the reference paper) [58]. More recently, Zaslavsky and colleagues proposed an

explicit information-theoretic framework to formalize the complexity/accuracy trade-

off [118]. Their study demonstrates that human languages are efficient in the sense

of the information bottleneck [109].

Yet, while the generality of the latter framework is appealing, it does not address
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why this specific information bottleneck optimization arises. In this chapter, we rely

on the information bottleneck principle and use communicating NNs to investigate

this question focusing on the well-studied color domain. We first show that NN

color-naming systems strikingly resemble the human ones. Second, we exploit the

flexibility afforded by NNs to explore which factors lead them to human-like color

naming. Finally, we found that both NN systems’ simplicity and efficiency crucially

relate to the bottleneck effect that a discrete channel imposes on the information flow.
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Words categorize the semantic fields they refer to in ways that
maximize communication accuracy while minimizing complexity.
Focusing on the well-studied color domain, we show that artificial
neural networks trained with deep-learning techniques to play a
discrimination game develop communication systems whose dis-
tribution on the accuracy/complexity plane closely matches that
of human languages. The observed variation among emergent
color-naming systems is explained by different degrees of discrim-
inative need, of the sort that might also characterize different
human communities. Like human languages, emergent systems
show a preference for relatively low-complexity solutions, even at
the cost of imperfect communication. We demonstrate next that
the nature of the emergent systems crucially depends on com-
munication being discrete (as is human word usage). When con-
tinuous message passing is allowed, emergent systems become
more complex and eventually less efficient. Our study suggests
that efficient semantic categorization is a general property of dis-
crete communication systems, not limited to human language. It
suggests moreover that it is exactly the discrete nature of such
systems that, acting as a bottleneck, pushes them toward low
complexity and optimal efficiency.

efficiency of human language | language emergence in artificial neural
networks | color-naming systems

Words partition our world into semantic categories. Con-
verging evidence indicates that, while these categories

differ widely across languages, they are shaped by universal con-
straints (1–3). In particular, it has been suggested that semantic
categorization evolves to support efficient communication (4).
Humans develop naming systems to talk about their experience
under two competing pressures: “accuracy maximization” (words
should encode precise information about their referents) and
“complexity avoidance” (preventing unwieldy languages). At an
extreme, a maximally accurate system would have a different
term for each perceptual or mental experience. At the other, a
maximally simple system would use only one term to refer to all
experiences, completely hindering communication.

Actual human naming systems are efficient in the sense that
they optimize the accuracy/complexity trade-off. More gener-
ally, since the foundational work of Zipf (5), a similar trade-off
between precision and simplicity has been observed in many
areas of language (6).

Zaslavsky et al. (7) formalized the measurement of naming-
system efficiency within the general information–theoretic
framework of the Information Bottleneck (IB) (8) (see also the
closely related rate-distortion theory framework in ref. 9). A
system is deemed efficient if it reaches the maximum possible
accuracy for a given complexity. In the IB framework, both accu-
racy and complexity are computed in a communication model
where an idealized Speaker aims to communicate a meaning to
an idealized Listener. Accuracy is then inversely related to the
cost of a misinterpreted meaning, while complexity measures the
quantity of information needed to convey the meaning. The IB
efficiency of a system is effectively visualized in plots (see Fig. 3).

The black curve in Fig. 3 represents the theoretical limit: no
system of a certain complexity (horizontal axis) can have accu-
racy (vertical axis) above the curve. Hence, according to IB,
a system is optimal if it lies on the curve. Equipped with this
framework, Zaslavsky et al. (7) demonstrated that color-naming
systems (4, 10, 11) are notably close to the theoretical limit and
hence efficient in a quantifiable way.

IB theory is agnostic about where on the theoretical-limit curve
a system should lie. Degenerate systems lying at the extremes
of the curve, and expressing each referent with a different term
or all referents with a unique term, are also efficient according
to this theory. However, such systems are not attested. Instead,
real color-naming systems approximate a small range of possible
optimal solutions, avoiding the extremes, and in particular high-
complexity trade-offs (7). This avoidance of complexity extremes
has been observed more broadly in studies of categorization and
naming across many semantic domains (4, 12–14).

We study the efficiency of color naming from a different
perspective. We compare natural language systems with those
emerging from the interaction of modern neural networks (NNs)
faced with a color-communication task. Artificial NNs trained
with deep-learning methods (15) have recently been used to
study human (neuro)cognition in many fields (e.g., refs. 16–
19), including color naming (20, 21). Traditional simulations in
cognitive science are specifically designed to assess how cer-
tain factors of interest affect system behavior by developing ad
hoc models, an approach illustrated by Baronchelli et al. (22)
and Loreto et al. (23), in the domain of color naming, and
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We show that artificial neural networks trained with generic
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develop color-naming systems whose distribution on the accu-
racy/complexity plane is strikingly similar to that of human
languages. We proceed to show that efficiency and narrow
complexity crucially depend on the discrete nature of commu-
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Fig. 1. The 330 WCS color chips. Rows correspond to equally spaced lightness values and columns to equally spaced Munsell hues. Each stimulus is at the
maximum available saturation for that hue/lightness combination.

applied by Carr et al. (24) to the study of complexity/accuracy
trade-offs in semantic categorization. Deep networks, however,
are high-performance general-purpose learners, independently
developed for engineering purposes, with no claims of cognitive
plausibility concerning their architecture or learning process. In
this respect, they might be best seen as complex “animal mod-
els” (25, 26). The main interest lies in whether the emergent
behavior of these powerful mechanisms mirrors nontrivial prop-
erties of human behavior (27). If it does, we can entertain the
intriguing hypothesis that the specific converging human and
deep-network patterns we observe have common roots. We can
moreover directly intervene on the artificial organisms (more
easily so than we can on humans), in order to causally assess how
different components affect their emergent behavior.

Specifically, we show that, when two deep learning-trained NNs
play a simple color discrimination game, they develop naming
systems that closely match the distribution of human languages
on the IB plane, showing both efficiency maximization and com-
plexity control (Fig. 3). The use of human-like artificial systems
emerges without imposing ad hoc constraints favoring efficiency
or limiting complexity on the training procedure. Having observed
the systematic emergence of efficiency and complexity reduction
in the NN systems, we proceed to test the hypothesis that these
properties crucially depend on the bottleneck imposed by the dis-
crete communication channel. Indeed, as we let NNs exchange
messages that are increasingly more continuous, their naming sys-
tems become more complex, and, eventually, no longer efficient.
Varying the degree of color-discrimination granularity required
to play the game affects the complexity of the emergent systems,
but not efficiency, and only within the range of attested human
variation. NN capacity only affects the complexity of the system
in function of discreteness of communication.

The emergence of efficient and reasonably simple semantic
categorization is not specific to human language but might gener-
ally arise in cognitive devices exchanging discrete messages about
their world. Discreteness of communication plays a central role
in the emergence of efficient and low-complexity naming systems
among our artificial agents, raising intriguing questions about the
role of discreteness in human language.

Color-Naming Task
Stimuli. Following prior work (4, 7, 28), we use the World Color
Survey (WCS). The WCS contains the names of 330 color chips
(Fig. 1) in 110 languages of nonindustrialized societies (29).
We represent each color stimulus as a three-dimensional vec-
tor in CIELAB space (a color space designed to approximate
human vision). In particular, we measure color similarity based
on Euclidean distance in CIELAB, as it correlates with human
perceptual sensitivity (7).

Discrimination Game. We implement a classic discrimination
game (30) played by 2 NN agents, Speaker and Listener. Speaker
receives a target color ct from the palette and sends one word
w from its vocabulary V to Listener. Speaker chooses the word
from a fixed vocabulary of size |V |= 1,024. As |V | is larger than
the number of colors (330), it is always possible, in principle,

for Speaker to use a unique word to denote each distinct color.
Given w and two distinct colors, ct and a distractor cd , Listener
must predict the target. The agents succeed if Listener guesses
the correct target (as in Fig. 2).

As in previous work (4, 28), we assume a uniform prior dis-
tribution p(c) over target colors. In SI Appendix, Supporting
Information Text, 3. Salience-Weighted Source Distribution, we test
an alternative nonuniform prior (31), and the results still hold.

The game is implemented in EGG (32). Further details are in
Materials and Methods.

Discriminative Need. Despite the presence of universal tenden-
cies (10, 33, 34), color-naming variance is also observed (35,
36). Prior studies hypothesized that such variance depends on
distinct frequencies of occurrence of colors across communities
(31, 37). In lack of data capturing these differences, we explore
a complementary source of variation, that is easier to model
computationally. We hypothesize that different cultures have
different discriminative needs. Intuitively, highly industrialized
societies might need to distinguish between subtly different color
shades characterizing different goods, whereas nonindustrialized
societies can rely on coarser distinctions. As indirect evidence,
Gibson et al. (31) reported that, in the nonindustrialized Tsi-
mané community, color terms are “only used to discriminate
between familiar artificial objects.” Since in a nonindustrialized
community, there is relatively low variety of artificial objects,
discrimination need will be low. In English, instead, speakers sys-
tematically use color terms to discriminate between objects of all
kinds (31).†

Concretely, we define discriminative need as the minimum
allowed Euclidean distance between targets and distractors in
CIELAB space. Agents trained with small minimum target-
distractor distance, distmin, simulate communities with high dis-
criminative need; the ones trained with large distmin represent
communities with low discriminative need. We quantify distmin

in terms of the nth percentile in the list of pairwise distances
between the 330 distinct color chips. For example, with per-
centile = 50, for a given target color ci , a distractor cj is sampled
uniformly among candidate colors such that

dist(ci , cj )≥med ({dist(ck , cl); k , l ∈{1..330}, k > l}), [1]

where med is the median function and dist is the Euclidean dis-
tance in CIELAB space. Note that larger percentiles correspond
to games requiring less granular discrimination. We provide
examples in SI Appendix, Supporting Information Text, 1. Example
of Nearest Target-Distractors for Different Percentiles.‡

Speaker Word Distributions. Just like in natural language, we allow
fuzzy naming: the same color might be, in different occasions,

†Humans can also handle varying contextual discrimination needs by producing longer
or shorter phrasal descriptions (38), a strategy we are not modeling here.

‡SI Appendix, Supplementary Information Text, 2. Random Sampling of Distractors
demonstrates that highly efficient systems also emerge when no percentile is imposed,
although the latter never reach our threshold for minimum game accuracy (95%).

2 of 7 | PNAS
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2016569118
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Fig. 2. A successful round of the discrimination game. A chip c is drawn
from a uniform distribution and fed to Speaker. Speaker outputs a proba-
bility distribution p(W|c) over its vocabulary of size |V|. Here, a probability
is mapped to a color according to a gray gradient (with darker colors rep-
resenting higher probabilities). A word w is sampled from p(W|c) and fed
to Listener. Finally, Listener—given w, the target chip (in position 1 in this
illustration), and a distractor chip (in position 2 in this illustration)—assigns
a probability to both positions, representing its guess about the position of
the target (in this illustration, Listener correctly assigns a higher probability
to the target position).¶

denoted by different words. To estimate the probability dis-
tribution P(w |c) associated to a color chip c, we sample 25
words with replacement from Speaker after convergence.§ For
instance, since Speaker’s outputs form a categorical distribution
over V , if this distribution is a Dirac, the resulting set of 25 sam-
ples will correspond to a unique word. At the other extreme, if
Speaker has no confidence about c’s category, we might get 25
distinct words equiprobably naming c.

Evaluating the Accuracy/Complexity Trade-Off. To compareNN and
human naming systems, we adopt the communication model of
Zaslavsky et al. (7), keeping the same notation. U represents the
set of world’s objects, in our case, the set of colors; W represents
the set of words; and M represents the set of Speaker’s meanings.
We assume that a NN Speaker, similarly to what is conjectured
for humans (4, 7), internally represents each target color chip c as
a Gaussian distribution m ∈M over U centered at c and defined
upon CIELAB color similarity. That is, for a given target chip
c, Speaker constructs an internal representation m(c) reflecting
its belief about the color chip it wishes to communicate to Lis-
tener. The Gaussian m(c), of mean c, is then only parameterized
by variance σ2, that informs about the Speaker’s (un)certainty
about its belief. Concretely, an m(c) with low variance, reflect-
ing a certain belief, would only cover c and few neighboring chips
according to the CIELAB space (e.g., slightly darker and lighter
chips). Similarly to Zaslavsky et al. (7), we set σ2 =64 for all
target chips. Note that M is only introduced to compute the accu-
racy and complexity measures below, and it plays no direct role
in the discrimination game.

In the framework by Zaslavsky et al. (7), the complexity of a
naming system is quantified by the number of bits of informa-
tion required for expressing the intended meanings. As shown by
Zaslavsky et al. (7), this is measured by the mutual information,
I (M ;W ) between M and W .

Also following Zaslavsky et al. (7), we use I (U ;W ) to mea-
sure the accuracy of a naming system. The latter measure is
inversely related to the Kullback–Leibler divergence between
Speaker and Listener meanings. That is, the better Listener is
at reconstructing Speaker’s meaning, the larger I (U ;W ) is.

§A majority of WCS languages contains names elicited from 25 speakers, leading to
comparable a sample size for P(w|c) estimation.

¶Target and distractor positions are randomly shuffled at each round to prevent Listener
from relying on position to succeed at the game.

The theoretically optimal trade-offs between complexity and
accuracies are approximated by minimizing the IB objective
function:

I (M ;W )−βI (U ;W ) s.t . β≥ 1, [2]

where β is the trade-off parameter determining the relative
weight a system will attribute to complexity avoidance vs. accu-
racy maximization. Both complexity and accuracy are quantified
by mutual information terms. However, the IB objective min-
imizes the first term (lowering complexity) and maximizes the
second (increasing accuracy; note the minus sign preceding the
second term in Eq. 2), two constraints that will be in contrast.

To minimize Eq. 2 for a fixed β, we look for the set
{P(wi |cj )}i,j , where j ∈ [1, 330] and i ∈ [1,K ], with K a variable
to optimize. To get the theoretical-limit curve shown in Fig. 3,
we repeat this procedure for each β, as described in Materials
and Methods.# Refer to Zaslavsky et al. (in particular, Bounds on
Semantic Efficiency in the main text of ref. 7 and SI Appendix,
section S1.3 in ref. 7) for more details about definitions and
derivations.

The farther a system is to the theoretical-limit curve, the less
efficient it is. To quantify the inefficiency of a system s , charac-
terized as a point on the accuracy/complexity plane (Fig. 3), we
introduce the Inef score:

Inef (s)=min
β
{‖s − s∗β‖2 s.t . β≥ 1}, [3]

where s∗β are the coordinates of the optimal naming system (on
the theoretical-limit curve) for a fixed β.

Experiments and Results
Human vs. NN Naming Systems. To simulate communities with
different needs, we run the discrimination game varying mini-
mum target-distractor distance, defined in terms of percentile
of nearest distractor (see Discriminative Need). With percentile
< 20, target-distractor pairs are too close, and agents fail to
converge. Above percentile = 80, there are no distractors suf-
ficiently distant to any given target. We hence played the game
with percentile ∈{20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80}, resulting in 60 suc-
cessful games in total. Control experiments are in SI Appendix,
Supplementary Information Text, 5. Encouraging the Emergence of
a Two-Word System during Training.

Looking at how human and NN naming systems spread along
the IB line in Fig. 3, we can make two striking observations.
First, NN systems lie near the theoretical IB limit just like human
languages do. SI Appendix, Supplementary Information Text, 4.
Efficiency: Comparing Human vs. NN Systems, and Actual vs.
Rotated Systems shows that NN system inefficiency (Eq. 3) falls
within the human range. Second, both human and NN systems
lie on a narrow segment of the curve. While this segment does
not include the minimal values, it is still clearly tilted toward
the low-complexity end of the curve. Note that minimum com-
plexity would be achieved by a system with a single color term.
As this makes no sense, we do not expect minimum-complexity
systems to emerge. Intriguingly, neither WCS nor NN systems
include two-word codes (which are exceedingly rare in natural
languages in general) (39). SI Appendix, Supplementary Informa-
tion Text, 5. Encouraging the Emergence of a Two-Word System
during Training shows that, even when we manipulate the game
so that agents could achieve perfect discrimination with two
words only, they minimally converge to a three-word system.

#We only optimize Eq. 2 to calculate the IB bound. NN training is completely distinct and
independent from this calculation.
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Fig. 3. Human (blue circles) and NN (orange circles) color-naming systems
on the information plane. English (light blue circle) is not in WCS, but it
is approximated relying on Zaslavsky et al. (SI Appendix, figure S7 in ref.
7). The IB curve (black line) defines the theoretical limit on accuracy given
complexity. All color-naming systems achieve near-optimal efficiency.

We have no explanation for why two-word systems are avoided.
Still, both WCS and NN systems are clearly coming much closer
to the lower end of the complexity scale than to the upper
bound.‖

In sum, standard NNs trained on the discrimination game
develop systems that support efficient communication (i.e., are
close to the IB curve) while preferring low complexity, similarly
to human color-naming systems. Our focus here is on the IB
trade-off. However, the way in which NN systems accomplish this
trade-off is not radically different from that of human languages.
SI Appendix, Supplementary Information Text, 10. Direct Com-
parison of Color Space Partitions presents a detailed comparison
of color partitioning in human and NN naming systems, high-
lighting partial differences but also important commonalities,
in particular, in terms of the convexity of regions correspond-
ing to distinct color names (see also SI Appendix, Fig. S12 for
qualitative comparison between both systems).

Effect of discriminative need. Fig. 3 shows the NN systems
resulting from exploring the full range of possible percentile
values (the parameter controlling discriminative need). While
all systems are efficient, we observe some variability in com-
plexity (within the [0.84, 2.8] range), that might be due to
different discriminative needs. This is confirmed by Fig. 4,
which shows NN naming system complexity in function of
percentile. Smaller percentile values (requiring more granular
discrimination) make systems more complex. Still, this trend
is gradual with no significant pairwise differences, suggesting
the need for distant discriminative needs to observe a sig-
nificant difference in systems’ complexity. Furthermore, NN
systems’ complexity remains within human-range complexity
when exploring the full range of percentile values. Interest-
ingly, Fan et al. (14) showed, in the context of visual com-
munication, that humans are also sensitive to discriminative
need and adapt the complexity of their communicative system
accordingly.

Thus, discriminative need (or related environmental/societal
pressures to make more/less granular distinctions) could account
for the range of complexity variation we observe in NN and
human naming systems (and that might be somewhat underesti-

‖NN systems are tilted toward the top of the human complexity range. This is probably
an artifact of WCS’ focus on nonindustrialized societies. English, the only industrialized-
society language in Fig. 3, is more complex than any NN language.

mated by the WCS sample). However, alone, it does not explain
why the range of observed systems is so narrow.

Preference for low complexity. Both human and NN systems show
much lower complexity than what could be found in an optimal
naming system by systematically varying the trade-off parame-
ter β ∈ [1,+∞[.

∗∗
The attested systems all occur within a small

segment corresponding to β ∈]1, 1.14].
One might conjecture that more complex codes do not evolve

simply because the attested ones are sufficiently granular to sup-
port all required discriminations. For our NN agents at least, this
is not the case, as they systematically fail to achieve 100% suc-
cess in the discrimination game, which would instead be possible
with more complex systems. To illustrate the latter, we generate
additional naming systems by partitioning the color space using
the “fuzzy c-means” (FCM) soft clustering algorithm (40), treat-
ing cluster labels as color names. We obtain different systems
by varying the number-of-clusters hyperparameter. We then play
the discrimination game with Speakers and Bayesian Listeners
that use p(w |c) distributions derived from the soft clustering
solutions.

The FCM-based agents can reach 100% communication suc-
cess at all percentiles. However, this comes at the cost of higher
complexity. Table 1 compares, for each percentile, the 100%
successful FCM system with lowest complexity to the NN sys-
tem with highest success rate. In all cases, NNs came up with
systems that are considerably less complex but that also fail to
reach perfect discrimination success.†† We conclude that the
low complexity of NN systems cannot be explained by lack of
sufficient communicative pressure toward more complex solu-
tions. We explore next other possible sources of low-complexity-
preference.

Roots of Efficiency and Complexity Avoidance. Building on recent
work (41), we explore the idea that the discrete nature of the
communication channel acts as bottleneck on the amount of
information that the agents are able to transmit, leading them to
establish efficient and low-complexity naming systems. Another
natural bottleneck could be agents’ capacity. Perhaps, the “neu-
ral power” of our NNs does not suffice to develop more complex
languages. We show next that channel discreteness plays a fun-
damental role in complexity reduction, whereas NN capacity only
matters insofar as it allows the agents to further simplify the code
in presence of a discrete channel.

Effect of channel discreteness. We fix percentile = 50 and explore
different training regimes ranging from a fully discrete setup
to a virtually continuous one, relying on two commonly used
methods to train deep networks in language emergence sce-
narios (e.g., refs. 42 and 43; also see Materials and Methods).
The REINFORCE (RF) algorithm uses fully discrete symbol
transmission during both training and evaluation. The Gumbel-
Softmax (GS) method is fully discrete at evaluation time, but it
estimates symbol probabilities through a smooth approximation
during training. At training time, discrete symbols are approxi-
mated by continuous vectors with most of the mass concentrated
around a single value. The “peakiness” (and thus discrete-
ness) of this approximation is controlled by the temperature
parameter τ . The lower the τ , the peakier the vector (practi-
cally converging to a discrete “1-hot” encoding for low τ s). We

**In practice, distinct optimal systems are only obtained for β ∈ [1, 213], as all optimal
systems with β > 213 are identical and assign a unique word to each color.

††In the few cases in which FCM systems converged to success rates comparable to those
of NN systems, FCM systems were on average less complex, suggesting that the rela-
tively high FCM complexity we observe in Table 1 is not due to an inherent tendency
of the latter to converge to high-complexity solutions.

4 of 7 | PNAS
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Fig. 4. Complexity distributions of NN systems across different discrim-
inative needs (human distribution included for comparison). There is a
decreasing trend in complexity when increasing percentile (P = 0.004;
Kruskal–Wallis). Pairwise differences are not significant when evaluated
with Bonferroni-corrected Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon.

explore τ ∈{1, 5, 10}, corresponding to increasingly smoother
communication channels.

Settings with less smooth channels, and in particular fully dis-
crete RF, are harder to train. Hence, we launch 60 runs for
each GS setting and 180 for RF. In SI Appendix, Supplemen-
tary Information Text, 6. Discreteness and Success Rate, we discuss
the relation between channel smoothness and successful conver-
gence, arguing that the high failure rate of more discrete settings
is due to a higher complexity-reduction pressure.

Fig. 5A shows that agents trained with RF (thus, in the
completely discrete setting) develop significantly less complex
systems compared to the ones trained with GS. Within GS, lower
τ (more discreteness) leads to simpler codes. With more com-
plexity, smoother systems also become less efficient, an effect
that is clear with the highest τ =10 (Fig. 5B).‡‡ In SI Appendix,
Supplementary Information Text, 9. How Are Color-Naming Sys-
tems (In)efficient?, we study one concrete way in which these
systems are inefficient, comparing them with complex but still
efficient NN systems resulting from high discriminative need.

Effect of agent capacity. Only Speaker capacity has a significant
impact on complexity and only with a discrete communication
channel. Interestingly, larger Speakers further reduce the com-
plexity of the emerging naming system (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).
As further discussed in SI Appendix, Supplementary Information
Text, 8. Impact of Agent Capacity, a reasonable interpretation
for this pattern is that, when the channel is discrete, transmit-
ting information is difficult. Consequently, a “smarter” Speaker
will use its extra computational power to come up with an
encoding that allows it to transmit even less bits through the
channel while maintaining reasonable accuracy. Thus, the agents’
capacity experiments further confirm the importance of the
discrete-channel bottleneck for complexity minimization.

Discussion
We have shown that NNs trained to play a color discrimina-
tion game develop naming systems whose distribution on the
accuracy/complexity trade-off plane strikingly resembles that of
human languages. We obtained this result using game success
as the sole training signal, without imposing any constraint on

‡‡The trend toward higher complexity and lower efficiency continues with larger τ .
However, above τ = 10, agents rarely succeed at the game, making the interpretation
of results difficult.

Table 1. Complexity and success rate (game accuracy after
training) of FCM-based and NN systems in function of the game
percentile parameter

min complexity Complexity Success rate
Percentile FCM Best NN Best NN

20 5.39 2.50 95.45%
30 4.34 2.28 96.97%
40 4.01 2.23 95.76%
50 3.75 2.68 98.79%
60 3.44 2.17 96.97%
70 3.39 2.30 97.56%
80 3.12 2.24 98.78%

FCM success rate is always 100%. For FCM, we report min-
imal complexity among fully successful solutions. For NN, we
report complexity and success rate of the system achieving
highest success rate.

the emergent code, except that it had to consist of single dis-
crete symbols. A very recent study by Kågebäck et al. (21)
reports that deep NN agents trained with generic techniques
to play a color-naming game strike a similarly human-like com-
plexity/accuracy trade-off, despite important differences between
their game and ours (in their setup, the Listener receives only the
message as input, and it has to reconstruct the color chip seen
by the Speaker), different methods to derive a discrete protocol,
and different factors modulating the trade-off (the complex-
ity cline, in their experiments, depends on different amounts
of noise added to the communication channel). This consti-
tutes important converging evidence that deep-network com-
munication tends to naturally optimize the accuracy/complexity
trade-off, independently of the specifics of the simulations.

We observed, in particular, that the networks developed “low-
complexity” systems, again in accordance with natural language
data. We then looked for the source of this low-complexity pres-
sure in NN systems. Building up on a recent study reporting
similar results in artificial tasks (41), we showed that the pres-
ence of a discrete communication bottleneck plays a crucial
role. As we relax discreteness, the emergent naming systems
become complex beyond what is attested in human language,
and, eventually, significantly inefficient.§§

In the last few years, much evidence for the efficiency of
human languages in general (6) and semantic categorization
in particular (4) has been accumulated. Yet, we still lack a
full scientific understanding of “why” language is efficient. Our
results provide two contributions relevant to this question. First,
since efficiency and complexity avoidance also characterize the
code evolved by communicating NNs, these factors cannot
be explained away by least-effort factors specific to biological
agents. Second, the fact that NNs exchange a discrete signal is
crucial. Discreteness is a striking, possibly unique characteristic
of human language (44, 45), often adduced as a precondition for
the combinatorial infinity of expression that characterizes it (46).
Our finding suggests that it might also be responsible for the effi-
cient nature of semantic categorization (and possibly language at
large). We do not have direct evidence on how the language of
our ancestors became discrete and on how this affected the struc-
ture of semantic categorization. However, our computational
results pave the way for experiments with contemporary humans,
exploring how a continuous/discrete transition in communication

§§ Intriguingly, while Kågebäck et al. (21) do not explicitly discuss it, their results also
point to a correlation between complexity reduction and discreteness, despite the
fact that they control discreteness in a different way, that is, by injecting noise into
a continuous channel.
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Fig. 5. Complexity and inefficiency of NN color-naming systems trained with REINFORCE or GS with different τs. Pairwise differences evaluated with
Bonferroni-corrected Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon. ∗P < 0.05; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗∗∗P < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗P < 0.0001. Differences that are not significant are not marked.

systems affects the nature of information exchange. With human
subjects, we might not have a direct equivalent of the GS tem-
perature parameter. We can however build on a strong tradition
of experimental semiotics studies using continuous signals, such
as drawings, whistles, and nonconventionalized gestures, and
sometimes reporting a tendency to discretize the signals as sys-
tematic communication strategies emerge (14, 47, 48). By using
this framework, we should be able to design experiments that
probe a causal relation between discreteness and communica-
tive efficiency, ultimately strengthening our understanding of the
roots of efficiency in language.

Materials and Methods
Human Languages. We used the WCS database (www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/
wcs/). Two languages with extremely sparse information (judgments from
1 speaker only for at least some chips) were removed, resulting in 108 ana-
lyzed languages. English, which is not in WCS, was approximated based on
the relevant figures from the study by Zaslavsky et al. (7).

Agent Architecture and Training. Both agents are feed-forward NNs. Speaker
contains 3 hidden layers, each of size 1,000 and with leaky-ReLU (rectified
linear unit) activations. For each color, the Speaker’s output layer defines a
Categorical distribution over its vocabulary V . Listener is modeled as a linear
layer of hidden size 5. The impact of agents’ capacity on results is discussed in
SI Appendix, Supplementary Information Text, 8. Impact of Agent Capacity.

Training NNs to communicate through a discrete channel is nontrivial,
as we cannot backpropagate into the Speaker through this bottleneck. We
use two methods commonly employed in the deep agent language emer-
gence literature: 1) GS relaxation (e.g., ref. 43) and 2) REINFORCE (e.g.,
ref. 42)) (in both cases, Listeners’ gradients are obtained with standard
backpropagation). We plug the obtained gradient estimates into Adam (49).

GS. Samples from the GS distribution (50, 51) approximate those from a
Categorical distribution through a reparameterization trick, thus enabling
gradient-based training. Let us denote σ :Rn→Rn the standard softmax
function. To get a sample that approximates an n-dimensional categorical
distribution with probability p, we draw g = [g1, . . . , gn], where for each i,
gi ∼ Gumbel(0,1) and use it to calculate y such that:

y =σ

(
g + log p

τ

)
, [4]

where τ is the temperature hyperparameter. As τ tends to 0, the samples
get closer to one-hot, making communication more discrete; as τ→+∞,
the samples tend to uniform, resulting in smooth communication. At train-
ing time only, we use the relaxed samples as messages from Speaker, making

the entire Speaker/Listener setup differentiable. We look at the impact of
τ on Speakers’ output distribution in SI Appendix, Supplementary Infor-
mation Text, 7. Effect of More/Less Discrete Training on Speakers’ Output
Distribution.

Reinforce
Following Schulman et al. (52), we sample Speaker’s words and estimate its
gradients as follows:

Eis ,il
Ew∼S(is ) [L(o; t) + sg (L(o; t)− b)log Pθ (w)], [5]

where ia are agent’s inputs with a = s if agent is Speaker and a = l if it
is Listener. o denotes Listener’s prediction, t denotes the ground-truth,
and L denotes the cross-entropy loss function; sg refers to the “stop-
gradient” operation. We use the standard running mean baseline b (53, 54)
to reduce estimate variance. To achieve more robust convergence, we also
adopt the common trick to add an entropy maximization term (55, 56) on
Speaker’s words. This could favor higher code complexity, which makes our
low-complexity result even more striking.

When not stated otherwise, results are based on GS training with tem-
perature τ = 1. Training consists in letting the agents play the game until
their performance converge (this happens, on average, after about 6 mil-
lion interactions). For each considered setting, we repeat experiments with
20 different random initializations and only focus the analysis on the suc-
cessful runs. We consider a run successful if, after convergence, the agents
have at least a 95% success rate. Following standard practice, success rates
are computed in games in which the most likely word is deterministically
sampled from the Speaker distribution.

IB Curve. We use the Agglomerative IB method (57) with βinit = 213. At each
step of the annealing process, we evaluate the IB solution, i.e., P(w|c) for
each (w, c) using Iterative IB (57). The latter is an iterative method that alter-
nates between evaluating P(w|c) and m(c) (Speaker’s meaning for each c)
until convergence. We refer readers to Zaslavsky et al. (SI Appendix, section
1.4 in ref. 7) for more details about this two-step process. When annealing
β according to Agglomerative IB, the IB solution is initialized with the one
found with the previous value of β. Optimization ends when β= 1.

Data Availability. The models reported in this paper have been deposited in
GitHub (https://github.com/rahmacha/EGG).
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Supporting Information Text12

1. Example of nearest target-distractors for different percentiles13

Figure S1 shows examples of nearest target-distractors in games with different percentile values (recall that percentile is the14

parameter controlling how close target and distractor can be in CIELAB space). It clearly shows how at lower percentiles agents15

must discriminate between pairs that are visually close. Percentile 5 is below the level at which NNs successfully converge on a16

naming system. Indeed, Figure S1a shows that playing the game at this level requires distinguishing between color shades for17

which even a color-name-rich language such as English would have to resort to phrases. Figure S1b illustrates the percentile 2018

game, which is the hardest one at which NNs succeed. We observe that some of the distinctions that need to be made (such19

as those between the first 3 pairs in the figure) are still quite subtle, for a single-word system at least. Figures S1c and S1d20

illustrate games requiring mid and low discrimination granularity, respectively.21

(a) 5 (b) 20 (c) 50 (d) 80

Fig. S1. 5 closest target-distractor pairs for representative percentile values.

2. Random sampling of distractors22

As we control discriminative need, we might worry that the efficiency of emergent systems is due to the constraints we impose,23

favoring solutions where color chips that are close in CIELAB space are named in the same way, rather than being a general24

property of discrimination-trained NNs. To address this concern, we considered an extreme version of the game, where there25

is no restriction on discriminative need, as both targets and distractors are sampled uniformly and independently. This is26

equivalent to setting discrimination need to the strongest possible pressure (percentile = 0).27

As it requires discriminating extremely similar colors, for which no language could possibly have distinct words or even28

phrases, the game is very difficult, and indeed none of 20 runs met our criteria for success (> 95% discrimination accuracy after29

convergence). However, 6 runs did reach discrimination success above 90%. Figure S2 compares the corresponding systems30

to the ones emerging in the standard percentile-constrained games we study in the main text. It is clear that, in terms of31

efficiency/complexity, the systems emerging from the unconstrained games are comparable to those emerging when controlling32

discriminative need.33

We conclude that our results do not depend on controlling discrimination need through the percentile parameter.34
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Fig. S2. NN systems emerging from percentile-constrained and no constraint games plotted on the information plane. The former are those further studied in the main text.
The IB curve (black line) defines the theoretical limit on accuracy given complexity.
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3. Salience-weighted source distribution35

In the main article we assumed a uniform distribution p(c) for chips sampling. To assess the impact of this assumption on the36

results, we replicate here our main experiment using the salience-weighted (SW) distribution introduced by Gibson et al. (1).37

This distribution, based on color frequencies in natural images, estimates the probability of a given color c considering the ratio38

between the frequency with which c appears in objects and its overall frequency (the sum of times c appears both in objects39

and as background). Gibson et al. (1) originally computed this probability for 80 colors only. To construct a SW prior for the40

whole WCS palette, we follow ZKRT (2), and use an RBF interpolation with the same parameters. The estimation of this41

prior is shown in Figure S3.42

Chips ordered by probability
0.000

0.001
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0.003

0.004
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 p

ro
ba
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lit

y

Fig. S3. The estimated salience-weighted (SW) prior over the 330 chips. Chips are ordered by decreasing probability.

We re-run the analysis described in the main paper, but now sampling both targets and distractors according to the SW43

distribution. Figure S4 confirms that our results do not depend on the uniform assumption made in the main paper. With this44

alternative skewed input distribution as well (see Figure S3), NN systems are as efficient as the humans ones, and lying just45

below the same segment of the IB curve.46
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(a) NN and human naming systems in the information plane. The theoretical
limit is defined by the IB curve (black line).
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(b) Comparing Inef of emergent and human systems (WCS data and English).
A t-test fails to detect a significant difference between the two types.

Fig. S4. IB efficiency of human and NN color-naming systems when considering SW input distribution.

4. Efficiency: comparing human vs. NN systems, and actual vs. rotated systems47

Both human and NN systems are efficient. Figure S5 shows that the whole distribution of Inef values of NN systems is48

well-contained within the range of variation attested in human languages.49

ZKRT (2) presented a control study in which they compared each human naming system with a set of 39 hypothetical50

variants obtained by rotating the system along the hue dimension. They showed that the real systems are more efficient than51

the control set. In this section, we replicate the analysis with human systems and extend it to NN ones.52

First, as shown in Figures S6a and S6b, and similar to ZKRT (2), we find that actual human naming systems are on average53

closer to the theoretical optimal limit: 98% of human languages attain a better trade-off than their rotated counterparts.54

Interestingly, this pattern is even stronger in NN naming systems, as they all achieve a better trade-off compared to any of55

their hypothetical variants (cf. Figures S6c and S6d).56

5. Encouraging the emergence of a two-word system during training57

We observed in the main text that the simplest NN systems include 3 terms. To test whether NNs could in principle develop a58

simpler system, we designed two variants of the discrimination game where we are positive that 100% performance could be59
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Fig. S5. Comparing Inef of NN and human systems (WCS data and English). A t-test fails to detect a significant difference between the two types.
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(a) Human systems: Inef of actual WCS naming systems (at
rotation= 0) vs. their rotated hypothetical variants. The continuous
curve represents averages across systems for each rotation degree,
and the colored region marks standard deviation across systems.
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(b) Human systems: Histogram of distribution of most efficient rotation
across WCS data and their hypothetical variants. As can be seen, in
nearly all cases the highest-efficiency rotation is the 0-rotation, that is,
the actual language
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(c) NN systems: Inef of actual NN naming systems (at rotation= 0)
vs. their rotated hypothetical variants. The continuous curve represents
averages across systems for each rotation degree, and the colored
region marks standard deviation across systems.
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(d) NN systems: Histogram of distribution of most efficient rotation
across NN systems and their hypothetical variants. The 0-rotation
system (that is, the actual NN system) is the most efficent one in all
cases.

Fig. S6. Comparing WCS and NN naming systems with their rotated variants. Rotation 0 corresponds to actual systems.

attained using two color words only.60

To construct the first game, we use the FCM clustering algorithm (see main text) to partition the color space into two61

clusters optimized for minimal intra-cluster distance (FCM is a fuzzy clustering algorithm, but we discretize its outcome to62

obtain a hard partition). As shown in Figure S7a (left), this leads roughly to a yellow/other distinction. For the second game,63

we partition the color space into dark and light regions (see Figure S7b (left)). This partition is in line with the basic distinction64

found in human languages with two color-terms (such as Dani) (3).65

In both settings, we ensure that target and distractor always come from the two distinct clusters. To do so, we sample a66

target color uniformly from the 330 candidate colors. Then, knowing the cluster of the target color, we sample a distractor,67

also uniformly, from the other cluster. Thus, a system could reach 100% performance by relying on two names denoting the68

two clusters.69

We find that this setup is relatively hard for NNs: only 3/20 runs succeed in each game. Average success rate across70

the latter runs is at 97%. The corresponding NN systems minimally feature 3 terms, and are more complex than necessary.71

Concretely, a 2-term system could have complexity 0.87 and 0.99 in the FCM-based and dark/light games, respectively. NNs72

develop systems with an average (std) complexity of 1.32 (0.22) and 2.13 (0.15), for the respective games. Though NNs use73

more words than needed, we observe in Figure S7 that their systems stay close to the ground-truth partitions (yellow/other74

with a supplementary reddish term in Figure S7a, and dark/light, but referring to dark with multiple terms in Figure S7b).75

6. Discreteness and success rate76

Coherently with the fundamental observation that communicating across a discrete channel is more challenging, which leads to77

the complexity avoidance effect we discuss in the main text, we also observe that fewer simulation runs are successful when the78

channel is more discrete.∗79

Recall that REINFORCE (RF) messages are purely discrete both at training and at testing time, and that, for Gumbel-80

Softmax (GS), the lower the τ , the closer the approximation to discreteness at training time is. Table S1 shows that success81

rate is clearly correlated with channel smoothness, with the exception of GS with τ = 10, which is the “smoothest” setting, but82

also one of the most difficult ones.83

∗As usual, we consider a run successful if, after convergence, the NNs can correctly communicate about at least 95% of the possible distinct targets.
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(a) Color space partition obtained with FCM clustering with 2 clusters (left panels), and the 3 successful NN systems trained on a game where targets and distractors are
always sampled from the two distinct clusters (next 3 panels).

(b) Dark/light partition of the color space (left), and the 3 successful NN systems trained on a game where targets and distractors are always sampled from the two distinct
regions (next 3 panels).

Fig. S7. Ground-truth partitions of the space used to design the discrimination games (left) and the 3 corresponding successful NN systems in each game. Cluster colors are
obtained by averaging the RGB values of all chips in the cluster.

We conjecture that the low success rate of GS with τ = 10 stems from different reasons than failures in the more discrete84

settings. In particular, we expect that, in the more discrete settings, complexity of the emergent system after training is85

systematically lower in failed runs, because failures stem from the difficulty of establishing a sufficiently complex protocol86

through the discrete channel. However, this should not be the case for τ = 10, where complexity should be comparable in87

failed and successful runs. We verify this hypothesis quantitatively in Table S1 by comparing, for each setting, the complexity88

of failed and successful naming-systems. We observe that, if successful systems have systematically larger complexity, this89

difference is only significant when communicating with a discrete(-like) channel (RF and GS with τ = 1). For the remaining90

settings, there is no significant difference in complexity between successful and failed systems. This supports the claim that91

failure correlates with lower complexity only when communicating through a more discrete channel. The low success rate of GS92

with τ = 10 may be explained by the noise introduced in that setting when approximating Categorical samples. Indeed, as93

mentioned in the main paper, larger τ leads to more continuous, thus noisier, estimation of messages.94

Setting τ success rate
avg. complexity

successful systems failed systems

RF - 7.8% 1.60 0.75∗

GS

1 46.7% 2.13 1.42∗
5 46.7% 3.06 2.90

10 20% 3.00 2.81

Table S1. Relation between channel smoothness, success rate and complexity for successful and failed systems. ∗ marks significant differ-
ences (t-test, p < 0.001).

7. Effect of more/less discrete training on Speakers’ output distribution95

Recall that, following the human data modeling of ZKRT (2), we let Speaker define an output word probability distribution96

given each input color, P (w|c). Here, we ask whether this distribution becomes flatter as we train it in an increasingly smoother97

(less dicrete) setup.98

Figure S8 shows the average P (w|c) entropy after training in settings ranging from purely discrete REINFORCE (RF) to99

Gumbel Softmax (GS) with increasing τ (corresponding to more smoothness during training). Here, entropy measures Speaker100

uncertainty about which term to use for a certain color input. In the more discrete settings, entropy is approximating 0, which101

would correspond to a categorical distribution (only one word is produced for each input). As smoothness increases, entropy102

also increases. However, Speaker is still, on average, quite confident about which term to pick, as entropy is still far from its103

uniform-probability level.104

8. Impact of agent capacity105

Informal experimentation showed that, provided that Speaker is powerful enough, the color discrimination task is easily solved106

by simple Listener NNs. As larger Listeners are harder to train, the main experiments use the simplest possible Listener107

succeeding at the game, that is, a 1-layer NN with 5 hidden units. In contrast, large Speakers were necessary for game success.108

We experiment with 3-layer NN Speakers of hidden size 1000. Although simpler Speakers are occasionally able to learn the109

game, our preliminary experiments showed that the chosen combination led to significantly more successful runs.110

We now systematically vary these hyperparameters to study the effect of agent capacity, training with Gumbel-Softmax111

with different temperatures. In particular, we study how agents’ hidden sizes influence the complexity of NN systems. We note112
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Fig. S8. Average entropy (in bits) of Speakers’ outputs for different training regimes. The entropy is first averaged across the 330 outputs corresponding to all input color chips,
then across Speakers in the considered training setting. Vertical bars represent standard deviation across Speakers. The horizontal line represents the entropy of a uniform
distribution over 1024 categories (equal to |V |). The zoom box shows the low-entropy values (corresponding to (near-)discrete communication at training time).

ha the hidden size of agent a, where a = s if the agent plays the role of Speaker and a = l if the agent is Listener. We vary113

hs in {250, 500, 1000} and hl in {5, 10, 100, 500}. Across these experiments, we keep the same number of layers used in the114

main analysis. However, we observe the same pattern when varying the number of layers (not reported here). Finally, we only115

include successful runs in the analysis (discrimination accuracy strictly above 95%).116

We start with the default Gumbel-Softmax temperature value τ = 1, corresponding to an essentially discrete setup. Each117

experiment is repeated 20 times. Figure S9c shows that varying Listener’s parameters does not impact the complexity of the118

emergent systems. On the other hand, in Figure S9a we observe that, with the same training regime, increasing hs makes the119

systems significantly less complex (p < 10−7, Kruskal-Wallis test). In short, when considering emergent system complexity,120

agent capacity only matters when it concerns the Speaker agent, that is, when the extra capacity occurs before the discrete121

communication channel bottleneck.122

If hs matters when communicating with a discrete channel, we look now at its effect when training with a smoother one,123

using τ = 10. As noted in Supplementary 6, this large τ leads to fewer successful runs. We thus repeat this experiment 60124

times. When varying Listener’s capacity, agents were successful in the game only for hl ∈ {5, 10}. For these successful settings,125

the average (standard deviation) complexities are 2.97 (0.31) and 2.87 (0.29) for hl equal to 5 and 10 respectively, indicating126

no significant difference between naming-systems’ complexities in this setting. The same observation holds when considering127

different Speaker’s capacity with hs ∈ {250, 500, 1000}. As shown in Figure S9b, in this more continuous setup there is no128

significant difference across Speakers with different capacities (p = 0.07, Kruskal-Wallis test).129

A natural interpretation of these results is that, when the channel is virtually discrete (low τ), the complexity minimization130

pressure is so high that Speaker tries to compress the input as much as it can, passing only the information that is strictly131

necessary for communication success. The more capacity Speaker has, the better it succeeds at compactly encapsulating useful132

information about its inputs, resulting in simpler systems for larger Speakers. However, this effect disappears for the more133

continuous setup with high τ , as the minimization pressure due to discreteness is no longer at play.134
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(a) Effect of Speaker’s hidden size when τ=1: Sys-
tems’ complexity with respect to Speaker hidden size.
Results show a significant difference between the
different hidden sizes with p < 10−7 when using
the Kruskal-Wallis test.
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(b) Effect of Speaker’s hidden size when τ=10: Sys-
tems’ complexity with respect to Speaker hidden size.
Results show no significant difference between the
different hidden sizes with p = 0.07 when using the
Kruskal-Wallis test.
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(c) Effect of Listener’s hidden size when τ=1: Sys-
tems’ complexity with respect to Listener hidden size.
Results show no significant difference between the
different hidden sizes with p = 0.10 when using the
Kruskal-Wallis test.

Fig. S9. Systems’ complexity for different agents’ hidden sizes and different training regimes. Pairwise differences evaluated with Bonferroni-corrected Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
(****p<0.0001); ’ns’ differences are not labeled.

Kharitonov and colleagues (4) present further evidence of the interaction between discreteness and Speaker/Listener capacity135

in the context of a toy experiment. They show that, with a more continuous channel, both a larger Speaker and a larger136
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Listener can memorize a data-set with random input-label associations. With a discrete channel, however, an extra-capacity137

Speaker will memorize the labels and only transmit a compressed summary of the needed information. Increasing Listener’s138

capacity, on the other hand, has no effect, as the agents are simply incapable to learn to transmit the high-complexity “raw139

data” for the Listener to process through the discrete channel.140

9. How are color naming systems (in)efficient?141

We saw in the main text that systems with high discriminative need tend to be more complex, but not inefficient, whereas,142

when we let the channel be more continuous, we see the emergence of systems that are more complex and inefficient. In this143

section, we explore one concrete way in which color-naming systems might be (in)efficient (without claiming that it is the only144

one). To this end, we introduce a measure that quantifies, for a word in a given system, the degree to which its denotation is145

also covered by another word, or how separate the meaning of a word is from that of the others. We refer to this measure146

as sep (for separation). Intuitively, in efficient naming systems all words should have very high sep. Lower-sep words are147

redundant leading to inefficient partition of the color space. Indeed, their presence increases the system’s complexity (I(M ;W ))148

with no notable increase in accuracy (∝ KL[M ||M̂ ] with KL the Kullback–Leibler divergence).149

A. Estimating sep. We aim to quantify how redundant/separate each word is. For example, in English, the word “scarlet” is in150

a sense redundant, as its meaning is included in that of “red”. Using both words makes the color-naming system less efficient.151

Indeed, “red” is a fine word to refer to scarlet tonalities, and adding “scarlet” only slightly increases communication accuracy152

at the cost of an increase in complexity (“scarlet” might still be useful as a specialized word, of course). Formally, to measure if153

a word w is redundant, we need to find a w′ that covers the same reference. To do so, we define Cw = {c, s.t. c denoted by w}154

the set of colors/references denoted by the word w. Moreover, for two given words w and w′, p(Cw 6⊂ C′w), is the probability155

that the denotation of w is separate from that of w′, such that:156

p(Cw 6⊂ C′w) = p(w)× p(w′|w)
= p(w)× (1− p(w′|w))

= p(w)−
∑

c

p(w,w′|c)× p(c)
[1]157

Since, by construction, for any given color c, we sample words independently from Speaker, we have:158

p(Cw 6⊂ C′w) = p(w)−
∑

c

p(w|c)× p(w′|c)× p(c) [2]159

Finally, we search, among all possible words distinct from w, the word from which w is least likely to be separated (in terms160

of denotation). To this end, we define:161

sep(w) = minw′ 6=wp(Cw 6⊂ C′w) [3]162

Low sep(w) indicates that w is redundant, that is, it exists a w′ that is likely to cover w’s denotation. Figure S10 presents 3163

scenarios with different sep values.†164

(a) No separation: sep(w)=0 (b) Partial separation: 0<sep(w)<1 (c) Perfect separation: sep(w)=1

Fig. S10. Three hypothetical two-word systems. The regions represent the extension of items (color chips) denoted by each word. Each system partitions the extension
differently leading to different sep(w) values.

B. Compared systems. We measure sep of the words in emergent NN systems when varying both discriminative need and165

channel smoothness. Based on the main paper results, we expect that, while high discriminative need complexifies the system,166

it should not impact the nature of its words, while a smooth channel might lead to the emergence of redundant words. In167

practice, we compare 3 different settings:168

• smooth: composed of 5 different successful NN systems obtained with an intermediate discriminative need (percentile=50)169

and a largely smooth channel (τ=10).170

• need: composed of 5 different successful NN systems arising when agents have an extreme discriminative need171

(percentile=20), and a discrete-like channel (τ=1).172

†We verified that sep does not depend on the number of used words. In particular, FCM partitions till K = 20 comprise only separate words with sep(w) ≈ 1, confirming the validity of our measure.
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• control: a control setup containing 5 successful NN systems obtained with percentile=50 (similar to smooth) and τ=1173

(similar to need).174

Note that all studied systems allow successful communication (> 95% success rate in the discrimination game).175

C. Results. Both the need and control settings avoid redundant words. In fact, Figures S11c and S11b show that, for any176

considered system, sep(w) ≈ 1 for all w. On the other hand, smooth displays a different trend. We observe in Figure S11a that177

all systems in smooth (i.e., trained with high τ = 10) include some words with low sep, confirming that a smooth channel leads178

to the emergence of redundant words, at the cost of efficiency.179
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(a) The 5 systems of the smooth setting
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(b) The 5 systems of the need setting
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(c) The 5 systems of the control setting

Fig. S11. sep across different systems. The histograms denote all unique words of a system, sorted by decreasing sep. Each row represents one setting, and each sub-figure
one system (out of 5) in the corresponding setting.

Our results emphasize the difference between the effect of complexification due to higher discriminative need vs. smoothness.180

A high discriminative need will complexify the naming system by introducing separate words. However, varying channel181

smoothness changes both system complexity and how redundant/separate its words are. That is, with a discrete channel (need182

and control settings), we observe the emergence of systems containing only separate words, whereas when agents communicate183

through a smooth channel (smooth setting), NN systems start to develop several redundant words.184

Finally, sep can be related to the notion of basic terms introduced by Berlin and Kay (5). Berlin and Kay state that one185

condition for a term/word to be basic is to have “its signification [...] not included in that of any other color term”. Words186

meeting this condition will have high sep. Hence, we can relate the idea of a basic term to the notion of efficiency, in that187

systems where most words meet this condition will lead to an efficient color-naming system.188

10. Direct comparison of color space partitions189

The distribution of emergent NN naming systems along the accuracy and complexity axes is strikingly similar to that of the190

WCS natural languages. The relation between the specific way in which NN systems cluster the color space and the partitions191

created by human languages is more nuanced. NN systems share with human systems the fundamental property of partitioning192
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the color space into convex regions, but they do not rely on the dark/light dimension as the core axis along which to partition193

colors. Also, they appear to stay closer to a purely perception-based partition of color space than human languages do, which194

actually makes them more convex than human languages.195

To quantify the similarity between NN and human color partitioning, we frame it as a clustering problem. The sets of colors196

denoted by the same name in a NN naming system are treated as clusters, and compared against ground-truth partitions197

provided by the WCS languages (we also discuss an experiment in which FCM clustering solutions are used as gold standards to198

compare both NN and natural languages against). We adopt the standard F1 clustering quality evaluation measure (6, Ch. 16).199

F1 takes its highest possible value of 1 when a clustering solution (determined, in our case, by how colors are grouped by name)200

is identical to the ground truth (in terms of how it partitions the color space). We discretize the NN naming distributions by201

labeling each color with the name maximizing P (w|c). For human systems, we use majority names across subjects as color202

labels.203

As there is a lot of variation in human language, no NN system could be similar to all WCS systems. Thus, for each NN204

system, we pick the largest F1 score it attains when compared to all human systems of the same cardinality (that is, with the205

same number of color names after discretization). We refer to this score as best F1. Best F1 thus measures the degree to which206

a NN naming system is similar to at least one human system.207

Comparison
Cardinality

3 4 5 6 7

NN vs. WCS 0.559 (0.039) 0.472 (0.036) 0.521 (0.051) 0.547 (0.030) 0.531 (NA)
WCS vs. WCS 0.869 (0.031) 0.717 (0.036) 0.685 (0.060) 0.765 (0.081) 0.719 (0.090)

informed baseline 0.412 (0.023) 0.319 (0.044) 0.280 (0.034) 0.262 (0.053) 0.225 (0.044)
NN vs. FCM 0.675 (0.049) 0.610 (0.102) 0.604 (0.052) 0.611 (0.025) 0.602 (NA)

WCS vs. FCM 0.466 (0.022) 0.510 (0.056) 0.481 (0.043) 0.464 (0.063) 0.485 (0.064)

Table S2. Average best F1 by cardinality (standard deviation in parenthesis; the latter is NA when there is only one tested naming system
of the corresponding cardinality). NN vs. WCS: averages across NN naming systems compared to WCS languages as ground truth. WCS
vs. WCS: averages across WCS languages, using nearest WCS language as ground truth. Informed baseline: for each WCS language,
generate 100 pseudo-naming-systems by shuffling its names; pick best F1 with original naming scheme across pseudo-naming systems;
average best F1s across languages with same cardinality. NN vs. FCM: averages across NN naming systems when using discretized FCM
clustering solutions as ground truth. WCS vs. FCM: averages across natural language naming systems when using FCM solutions as ground
truth. Since there is only one FCM solution per cardinality, in the last two comparisons average best F1 equals average F1.

The first row of Table S2 reports averaged best F1 for the NN systems when using the WCS names as ground-truth labels.‡208

To make sense of these numbers, we compare them to an upper bound and a baseline in the next two rows. The upper bound is209

given by averaging the same score across WCS languages, when using the nearest language to each as ground truth. NN naming210

schemes are clearly farther away from those of the nearest natural languages than natural languages are from each other. The211

baseline is obtained by generating, for each WCS language, 100 pseudo-naming-systems with the same label frequencies. The212

F1 score with respect to the reference WCS language is computed for each of the 100 pseudo-naming-systems, and the best one213

is retained for each WCS language. This is an informed baseline because it has access to the ground-truth label distribution.214

Across all cardinalities, NN systems are much closer to actual WCS languages than the informed baseline is.215

Where does the difference between natural and NN naming schemes come from? A partial answer is provided by the next216

two rows of Table S2, where we evaluate to what degree natural and NN systems match the partitions obtained through fuzzy217

c-means (FCM) clustering (7) in CIELAB space. The latter should approximate color space partitions that are optimal on218

purely perceptual grounds (FCM returns partitions that minimize within-cluster distance in color space). We compare each219

NN/human naming system to the (discretized) FCM solution with K equal to the naming system cardinality.220

The NN vs. FCM comparison reveals that NN systems are closer to the purely perception-based FCM partitioning than to221

natural languages (NN vs. WCS in the first row of the table). Natural languages in turn, as shown in the WCS vs. FCM row,222

are further away from FCM solutions than NN naming systems are. So, the difference between WCS and NN systems stems,223

at least in part, from the fact that human naming systems drifted further apart from purely perceptual pressures than NN224

systems did. This makes sense: human language evolution is subject to many external pressures (social, environmental, etc.)225

that are not part of our language emergence simulations.226

Figure S12 provides a more qualitative insight into how NN and natural language color partitions differ, by visualizing227

emergent naming systems of cardinality 3 and 5 together with their nearest WCS languages. To avoid cherry-picking, we chose,228

for each cardinality, the naming systems with median best F1. The results are generally representative, although for higher229

cardinalities a qualitative comparison becomes problematic due to considerable noise in the WCS data.230

Wobé, the reference 3-color-term human system (top right of Figure S12), illustrates the near-universal 3-way split into231

“light”, “dark” and red (5). The corresponding NN system (top left) does not encode the dark/light split. While unnatural in232

this respect, the partitioning is, like those found in human languages, clearly convex (8, 9). The NN system clusters correspond,233

moreover, to the other basic colors attested in low-complexity human languages, once we exclude the dark/light distinction:234

red, green and a yellow/brown patch.235

‡We include all successful NN systems also used in the main experiments.
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Fig. S12. Top: a 3-word NN naming system (left) compared to Wobé (Niger-Congo) (right), its closest WCS counterpart. Bottom: a 5-word NN system (left) compared to Bauzi
(East Geelvink Bay) (right), its closest WCS counterpart. Same-color clusters represent colors denoted by the same word (after discretizing). Cluster colors are obtained by
averaging the RGB values of all colors in the cluster. Refer to Figure 1 in the main article for a separate rendering of each chip, shown in the same arrangement.

Bauzi (bottom right of Figure S12) follows a typical 5-term naming scheme: white (light), black (dark), red, green and236

yellow. The corresponding NN system (bottom left) omits the black category, but does not radically depart otherwise from the237

human system, with the colors clustered into white, red, green and yellow areas. Again, the NN partition is clearly convex.238

To quantitatively substantiate the qualitative claim about NN systems’ convexity, we computed the degree of convexity of239

each NN system (and, for comparison, WCS and FCM systems) using the method recently proposed by Steinert-Threkeld and240

Szymanik (10, p. 5). For each (discretized) color name, we compute the ratio of number of points denoted by the name to the241

number of points in their convex hull, weighting by partition size and normalizing. Averaged results are given in Table S3.242

Naming System
Cardinality

3 4 5 6 7

NN 0.999 (0.003) 0.998 (0.004) 0.999 (0.002) 1.00 (0.000) 0.997 (NA)
WCS 0.964 (0.030) 0.936 (0.026) 0.935 (0.039) 0.949 (0.047) 0.926 (0.038)
FCM 0.991 (NA) 1.000 (NA) 1.000 (NA) 1.000 (NA) 1.000 (NA)

Table S3. Average degree of convexity by cardinality for different naming systems (standard deviation in parenthesis; the latter is NA when
there is only one tested naming system of the corresponding cardinality).

The degree of convexity of NN systems is extremely high, and approaching that of FCM clustering (which naturally favors243

convexity because of its distance-minimizing objective). Remarkably, the degree of convexity of NN systems is higher than that244

of the natural languages in WCS. This might be due, again, to the fact that humans must optimize communicative constraints245

that are not entirely perception-driven, or, more simply, to the noise inherent in the WCS surveying methodology. We leave246

this intriguing question to further work.§247

In sum, NN color-naming systems, like (and perhaps more than) human ones, show a clear tendency to partition the color248

space into convex regions. However, the latter regions depart to some extent from those typically defined by human color249

naming. NN systems might stay closer to a purely perceptual partitioning of the color space. Moreover, qualitatively, they250

do not seem to enforce the distinction between white (light) and black (dark), which is instead universally present in human251

languages. Note however that, as we report in Supplementary 5, NNs are in principle able to discover the dark/light distinction252

if we encourage it in the design of the game.253
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Chapter 5

Compositionality

Language varies across learners at every level of description (sound, lexicon, gram-

mar). More intriguingly, language varies even within the span of a human life; new

expressions, new words, are continuously introduced in the language. Such mutability

has spurred the establishment of institutions devoted to the standardization and sta-

bilization of languages (like the French Academy). Despite this continual variation,

all children, at any time and place, can gain a good understanding of their native

language. This observation spurred a lot of interest in language learning and evo-

lution. One finding that arises from this interest is that human languages, despite

their apparent differences, do share important regularities [51, 41, 39]. All languages

are complex symbolic systems that combine the same units (phonemes, morphemes,

words, sentences) to convey infinite meanings. This ability to combine already ac-

quired units to express meanings is defined as compositionality. Such property is

desirable for AI as it enables the generalization to new meanings [65].

In this chapter, we study if NNs can generalize to new objects through a com-

positional communication protocol. To this end, we introduce different measures to

quantify intuitive forms of compositionality. We show that, in the presence of a rich

and varied environment, NNs develop productive (i.e., referring to never-seen ob-

jects), though non-intuitively-compositional, languages. Our follow-up experiments

suggest that, if compositionality emerges (possibly by chance), it will make a lan-

guage easier to transmit. In other words, we propose a new view of the universality
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of compositionality; If the latter emerges by chance, it will survive and spread fast

across generations. From an AI perspective, our work suggests that, in order to build

compositional representation, the latter should maximize ease of transmission across

different learners.
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Abstract

Natural language allows us to refer to novel
composite concepts by combining expressions
denoting their parts according to systematic
rules, a property known as compositional-
ity. In this paper, we study whether the lan-
guage emerging in deep multi-agent simula-
tions possesses a similar ability to refer to
novel primitive combinations, and whether it
accomplishes this feat by strategies akin to
human-language compositionality. Equipped
with new ways to measure compositionality
in emergent languages inspired by disentan-
glement in representation learning, we estab-
lish three main results. First, given sufficiently
large input spaces, the emergent language will
naturally develop the ability to refer to novel
composite concepts. Second, there is no cor-
relation between the degree of compositional-
ity of an emergent language and its ability to
generalize. Third, while compositionality is
not necessary for generalization, it provides
an advantage in terms of language transmis-
sion: The more compositional a language is,
the more easily it will be picked up by new
learners, even when the latter differ in archi-
tecture from the original agents. We conclude
that compositionality does not arise from sim-
ple generalization pressure, but if an emergent
language does chance upon it, it will be more
likely to survive and thrive.

1 Introduction

Most concepts we need to express are composite in
some way. Language gives us the prodigious ability
to assemble messages referring to novel composite
concepts by systematically combining expressions
denoting their parts. As interest raises in develop-
ing deep neural agents evolving a communication
code to better accomplish cooperative tasks, the
question arises of how the emergent code can be

∗Contributed equally.

endowed with the same desirable compositionality
property (Kottur et al., 2017; Lazaridou et al., 2018;
Mordatch and Abbeel, 2018; Cogswell et al., 2019;
Li and Bowling, 2019). This in turn requires mea-
sures of how compositional an emergent language
is (Andreas, 2019). Compositionality is a core no-
tion in linguistics (Partee, 2004), but linguists’ def-
initions assume full knowledge of primitive expres-
sions and their combination rules, which we lack
when analyzing emergent languages (Nefdt, 2020).
Also, these definitions are categorical, whereas to
compare emergent languages we need to quantify
degrees of compositionality.

Some researchers equate compositionality with
the ability to correctly refer to unseen composite
inputs (e.g., Kottur et al., 2017; Cogswell et al.,
2019). This approach measures the generalization
ability of a language, but it does not provide any
insights on how this ability comes about. Indeed,
one of our main results below is that emergent
languages can attain perfect generalization without
abiding to intuitive notions of compositionality.

Topographic similarity has become the standard
way to quantify the compositionality of emergent
languages (e.g., Brighton and Kirby, 2006; Lazari-
dou et al., 2018; Li and Bowling, 2019). This met-
ric measures whether the distance between two
meanings correlates with the distance between the
messages expressing them. While more informa-
tive than generalization, topographic similarity is
still rather agnostic about the nature of composition.
For example, when using, as is standard practice,
Levenshtein distance to measure message distance,
an emergent language transparently concatenating
symbols in a fixed order and one mixing deletion
and insertion operations on free-ordered symbols
can have the same topographic similarity.

We introduce here two more “opinionated” mea-
sures of compositionality that capture some intu-
itive properties of what we would expect to hap-
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pen in a compositional emergent language. One
possibility we consider is that order-independent
juxtapositions of primitive forms could denote the
corresponding union of meanings, as in English
noun conjunctions: cats and dogs, dogs and cats.
The second still relies on juxtaposition, but exploits
order to denote different classes of meanings, as
in English adjective-noun phrases: red triangle,
blue square. Both strategies result in disentangled
messages, where each primitive symbol (or sym-
bol+position pair) univocally refers to a distinct
primitive meaning independently of context. We
consequently take inspiration from work on disen-
tanglement in representation learning (Suter et al.,
2019) to craft measures that quantify whether an
emergent language follows one of the proposed
composition strategies.

Equipped with these metrics, we proceed to ask
the following questions. First, are neural agents
able to generalize to unseen input combinations
in a simple communication game? We find that
generalizing languages reliably emerge when the
input domain is sufficiently large. This somewhat
expected result is important nevertheless, as failure-
to-generalize claims in the recent literature are of-
ten based on very small input spaces. Second, we
unveil a complex interplay between compositional-
ity and generalization. On the one hand, there is no
correlation between our compositionality metrics
and the ability to generalize, as emergent languages
successfully refer to novel composite concepts in
inscrutablly entangled ways. (Order-dependent)
compositionality, however, if not necessary, turns
out to be a sufficient condition for generalization.
Finally, more compositional languages are easier
to learn for new agents, including agents that are
architecturally different from the ones that evolved
the language. This suggests that, while composi-
tion might not be a “natural” outcome of the need
to generalize, it is a highly desirable one, as compo-
sitional languages will more easily be adopted by a
large community of different agents. We return to
the implications of our findings in the discussion.

2 Setup

2.1 The game

We designed a variant of Lewis’ signaling game
(Lewis, 1969). The game proceeds as follows:

1. Sender network receives one input i and
chooses a sequence of symbols from its vo-

cabulary V = {s1, s2..., scvoc} of size cvoc to
construct a message m of fixed length clen.

2. Receiver network consumes m and outputs î.

3. Agents are successful if î = i, that is, Re-
ceiver reconstructs Sender’s input.

Each input i of the reconstruction game is com-
prised of iatt attributes, each with ival possible
values. We let iatt range from 2 to 4 and ival from
4 to 100. We represent each attribute as a ival one-
hot vector. An input i is given by the concatenation
of its attributes. For a given (iatt, ival), the number
of input samples |I| = iiattval .

This environment, which can be seen as an ex-
tension of that of Kottur et al. (2017), is one of the
simplest possible settings to study the emergence
of reference to composite concepts (here, combina-
tions of multiple attributes). Attributes can be seen
as describing object properties such as color and
shape, with their values specifying those properties
for particular objects (red, round). Alternatively,
they could be seen as slots in an abstract semantic
tree (e.g., agent and action), with the values specify-
ing their fillers (e.g., dog, barking). In the name of
maximally simplifying the setup and easing inter-
pretability, unlike Kottur et al. (2017), we consider
a single-step game. We moreover focus on input
reconstruction instead of discrimination of a target
input among distractors as the latter option adds
furtherx complications: for example, languages in
that setup have been shown to be sensitive to the
number and distribution of the distractors (Lazari-
dou et al., 2018).

For a fixed |I|, we endow Sender with large
enough channel capacity |C| = cclenvoc (cvoc ∈
{5, 10, 50, 100} and clen ∈ {3, 4, 6, 8}) to express
the whole input space (i.e., |C| ≥ |I|). Unless
explicitly mentioned, we run 10 different initial-
izations per setting. See Appendix 8.1 for details
about the range of tested settings. The game is
implemented in EGG (Kharitonov et al., 2019).1

2.2 Agent architecture

Both agents are implemented as single-layer GRU
cells (Cho et al., 2014) with hidden states of size
500.2 Sender encodes i in a message m of fixed

1Code can be found at https://github.com/
facebookresearch/EGG/tree/master/egg/
zoo/compo_vs_generalization.

2Experiments with GRUs of different capacity are reported
in the Appendix. We also informally replicated our main
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length clen as follows. First, a linear layer maps the
input vector into the initial hidden state of Sender.
Next, the message is generated symbol-by-symbol
by sampling from a Categorical distribution over
the vocabulary cvoc, parameterized by a linear map-
ping from Sender’s hidden state. The generated
symbols are fed back to the cell. At test time, in-
stead of sampling, symbols are selected greedily.

Receiver consumes the entire message m. Fur-
ther, we pass its hidden state through a linear layer
and consider the resulting vector as a concatenation
of iatt probability vectors over ival values each. As
a loss, we use the average cross-entropy between
these distributions and Sender’s input.

2.3 Optimization

Popular approaches for training with discrete
communication include Gumbel-Softmax (Mad-
dison et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2016), REIN-
FORCE (Williams, 1992), and a hybrid in which
the Receiver gradients are calculated via back-
propagation and those of Sender via REINFORCE
(Schulman et al., 2015). We use the latter, as re-
cent work (e.g., Chaabouni et al., 2019) found it
to converge more robustly. We apply standard
tricks to improve convergence: (a) running mean
baseline to reduce the variance of the gradient esti-
mates (Williams, 1992), and (b) a term in the loss
that favors higher entropy of Sender’s output, thus
promoting exploration. The obtained gradients are
passed to the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with learning rate 0.001.

3 Measurements

3.1 Compositionality

Topographic similarity (topsim) (Brighton and
Kirby, 2006) is commonly used in language emer-
gence studies as a quantitative proxy for composi-
tionality (e.g., Lazaridou et al., 2018; Li and Bowl-
ing, 2019). Given a distance function in the input
space (in our case, attribute value overlap, as at-
tributes are unordered, and values categorical) and
a distance function in message space (in our case,
following standard practice, minimum edit distance
between messages), topsim is the (Spearman) cor-
relation between pairwise input distances and the
corresponding message distances. The measure
can detect a tendency for messages with similar
meanings to be similar in form, but it is relatively

results with LSTMs, that were slower to converge. We were
unable to adapt Transformers to successfully play our game.

agnostic about the type of similarity (as long as it
is captured by minimum edit distance).

We complement topsim with two measures that
probe for more specific types of compositionality,
that we believe capture what deep-agent emergent-
language researchers seek for, when interested in
compositional languages. In most scenarios cur-
rently considered in this line of research, the com-
posite inputs agents must refer to are sets or se-
quences of primitive elements: for example, the
values of a set of attributes, as in our experiment.
In this restricted setup, a compositional language
is a language where symbols independently refer-
ring to primitive input elements can be juxtaposed
to jointly refer to the input ensembles. Consider
a language with a symbol r referring to input el-
ement color:red and another symbol l referring
to weight:light, where r and l can be juxtaposed
(possibly, in accordance with the syntactic rules of
the language) to refer to the input set {color:red,
weight:light}. This language is intuitively compo-
sitional. On the other hand, a language where both
r and l refer to these two input elements, but only
when used together, whereas other symbol combi-
nations would refer to color:red and weight:light
in other contexts, is intuitively not compositional.
Natural languages support forms of composition-
ality beyond the simple juxtaposition of context-
independent symbols to denote ensembles of input
elements we are considering here (e.g., construc-
tions that denote the application of functions to
arguments). However, we believe that the proposed
intuition is adequate for the current state of affairs
in language emergence research.

The view of compositionality we just sketched
is closely related to the idea of disentanglement in
representation learning. Disentangled representa-
tions are expected to enable a consequent model
to generalize on new domains and tasks (Bengio
et al., 2013). Even if this claim has been chal-
lenged (Bozkurt et al., 2019; Locatello et al., 2019),
several interesting metrics have been proposed to
quantify disentanglement, as reviewed in Suter et al.
(2019). We build in particular upon the Informa-
tion Gap disentanglement measure of Chen et al.
(2018), evaluating how well representations cap-
ture independence in the input sets.

Our positional disentanglement (posdis) met-
ric measures whether symbols in specific positions
tend to univocally refer to the values of a specific
attribute. This order-dependent strategy is com-
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monly encountered in natural language structures
(and it is a pre-condition for sophisticated syntactic
structures to emerge). Consider English adjective-
noun phrases with a fully intersective interpreta-
tion, such as yellow triangle. Here, the words in
the first slot will refer to adjectival meanings, those
in the second to nominal meanings. In our sim-
ple environment, it might be the case that the first
symbol is used to discriminate among values of
an attribute, and the second to discriminate among
values of another attribute. Let’s denote sj the j-
th symbol of a message and aj1 the attribute that
has the highest mutual information with sj : a

j
1 =

arg maxa I(sj ; a). In turn, aj2 is the second highest
informative attribute, aj2 = arg max

a6=aj1
I(sj ; a).

DenotingH(sj) the entropy of j-th position (used
as a normalizing term), we define posdis as:

posdis = 1/clen

clen∑

j=1

I(sj ; a
j
1)− I(sj ; a

j
2)

H(sj)
(1)

We ignore positions with zero entropy. Eq. 1 cap-
tures the intuition that, for a language to be com-
positional given our inputs, each position of the
message should only be informative about a single
attribute. However, unlike the related measure pro-
posed by Resnick et al. (2019), it does not require
knowing which set of positions encodes a particular
attribute, which makes it computationally simpler
(only linear in clen).

Posdis assumes that a language uses positional
information to disambiguate symbols. However,
we can easily imagine a language where symbols
univocally refer to distinct input elements indepen-
dently of where they occur, making order irrele-
vant.3 Hence, we also introduce bag-of-symbols
disentanglement (bosdis). The latter maintains
the requirement for symbols to univocally refer
to distinct meanings, but captures the intuition
of a permutation-invariant language, where only
symbol counts are informative. Denoting by nj a
counter of the j-th symbol in a message, bosdis is
given by:

bosdis = 1/cvoc

cvoc∑

j=1

I(nj ; a
j
1)− I(nj ; a

j
2)

H(nj)
(2)

In all experiments, the proposed measures topsim,
posdis and bosdis are calculated on the train set.

3This is not unlike what happens in order-insensitive con-
structions such as English conjunctions: dogs and cats, cats
and dogs.

In Appendix 8.2, we illustrate how the three
metrics behave differently on three miniature lan-
guages. Across the languages of all converging
runs in our simulations, their Spearman correla-
tions are: topsim/posdis: 0.08; topsim/bosdis: 0.38;
posdis/bosdis: 0.31. These correlations, while
not extremely high, are statistically significant
(p < 0.01), which is reassuring as all metrics at-
tempt to capture compositionality. It is also in line
with reasonable expectations that the most “opin-
ionated” posdis measure is the one that behaves
most differently from topsim.

3.2 Generalization

In our setup, generalization can be straightfor-
wardly measured by splitting all possible distinct
inputs so that the test set only contains inputs with
attribute combinations that were not observed at
training. Generalization is then simply quantified
by test accuracy. In intuitive terms, at training time
the agents are exposed to blue triangles and red
circles, but blue circles only appear at test time.
This requires Sender to generate new messages,
and Receiver to correctly infer their meaning. If a
blue circle is accurately reconstructed, then agents
do generalize.

For all the considered settings, we split the pos-
sible distinct inputs into 90% train and 10% test
items. This implies that the absolute training/test
set sizes increase with input dimension (this issue
is further discussed in Appendix 8.4).

Finally, we only evaluate generalization for runs
that successfully converged, where convergence is
operationalized as > 99.9% training-set accuracy.

4 Generalization emerges “naturally” if
the input space is large

Fig. 1 shows that emergent languages are able to
almost perfectly generalize to unseen combinations
as long as input size |I| is sufficiently large (input
size/test accuracy Spearman ρ = 0.86, p ≈ 0).
The figure also shows that the way in which a large
input space is obtained (manipulating iatt or ival)
does not matter (no significant accuracy difference
between the bracketed runs, according to a set of
t-tests with p > 0.01). Moreover, the correlation
is robust to varying agents’ capacity (Appendix
8.3; see Resnick et al. (2019) for a thorough study
of how agent capacity impacts generalization and
compositionality). Importantly, the effect is not
simply a product of larger input sizes coming with
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Figure 1: Average accuracy on unseen combinations as
a function of input size of successful runs. The x-axis
is ordered by increasing input size |I|. Brackets denote
(iatt, ival). Vertical bars represent the standard error
of the mean (SEM). Horizontal brackets group settings
with same |I| but different (iatt, ival).

larger training corpora, as we replicate it in Ap-
pendix 8.4 while keeping the number of distinct
training examples fixed, but varying input combina-
torial variety. What matters is that, in the training
data, specific attribute values tend to occur with a
large range of values from other attributes, provid-
ing a cue about the composite nature of the input.

That languages capable to generalize will only
emerge when the input is varied enough might seem
obvious, and it has been shown before in mathemat-
ical simulations of language emergence (Nowak
et al., 2000), as well as in studies of deep network
inductive biases (Zhao et al., 2018). However, our
result suggests an important caveat when interpret-
ing experiments based on small input environments
that report failures in the generalization abilities
of deep networks (e.g., Kottur et al., 2017; Lake
and Baroni, 2018). Before assuming that special
architectures or training methods are needed for
generalization to emerge, such experiments should
be repeated with much larger/varied input spaces,
where it is harder for agents to develop ad-hoc
strategies overfitting the training data and failing to
generalize.

We also considered the relation between channel
capacity |C| and language emergence. Note that
|C| ≥ |I| is a prerequisite for successful commu-
nication, and a perfectly compositional language
could already generalize at the lower |C| = |I|
bound. Indeed, limiting channel capacity has been
proposed as an important constraint for the emer-
gence of compositionality (Nowak and Krakauer,
1999). However, we find that, when |I| is suffi-
ciently large to support generalization, our deep
agents need |C| > |I| in order to even converge at

training time. The minimum |C|/|I| ratio across
all converging runs for each configuration with
|I| ≥ 625 (the settings where we witness gener-
alizing languages) is on average 5.9 (s.d.: 4.4).

Concretely, this implies that none of our suc-
cessful languages is as compact as a minimal fully-
compositional solution would afford. Appendix 8.5
reports experiments focusing, more specifically, on
the relation between channel capacity and gener-
alization, showing that it is essential for |C| to be
above a large threshold to reach near-perfect accu-
racy, and further increasing |C| beyond that does
not hamper generalization.

5 Generalization does not require
compositionality

Having established that emergent languages can
generalize to new composite concepts, we test
whether languages that generalize better are also
more compositional. Since bosdis and topsim cor-
relate with |C| (Appendix 8.6), we compute Spear-
man correlations between test accuracy and com-
positionality metrics across all converging runs of
each (iatt, ival, clen, cvoc) configuration separately.
Surprisingly, in just 4 out of 141 distinct settings
the correlation is significant (p < 0.01) for at least
1 measure.4

We further analyze the (iatt=2, ival=100, clen=3,
cvoc=100) setting, as it has a large number of gener-
alizing runs, and it is representative of the general
absence of correlation we also observe elsewhere.
Fig. 2 confirms that even non-compositional lan-
guages (w.r.t. any definition of compositionality)
can generalize well. Indeed, for very high test ac-
curacy (> 98%), we witness a large spread of pos-
dis (between 0.02 and 0.72), bosdis (between 0.03
and 0.4) and topsim (between 0.11 and 0.64). In
other words, deep agents are able to communicate
about new attribute combinations while using non-
compositional languages. We note moreover that
even the most compositional languages according
to any metric are far from the theoretical maximum
(= 1 for all metrics).

We observe however that the top-left quadrants
of Fig. 2 panels are empty. In other words, it never
happens that a highly compositional language has
low accuracy. To verify this more thoroughly, for
each compositionality measure µ, we select those
languages, among all converging runs in all con-

43, 3 and 1 (different) significant settings for topsim, posdis
and bosdis, respectively.
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figurations, that have µ > 0.5, and compute the
proportion of them that reaches high test accuracy
(> 0.80). We find that this ratio equates 0.90, 0.50,
and 0.11 for posdis, bosdis, and topsim respec-
tively. That is, while compositionality is not a
necessary condition for generalization, it appears
that the strongest form of compositionality, namely
posdis, is at least sufficient for generalization. This
provides some evidence that compositionality is
still a desirable feature, as further discussed in Sec-
tion 6.

We gain further insights on what it means to
generalize without full compositionality by tak-
ing a deeper look at the language shown in red in
Fig. 2, that has near-perfect generalization accu-
racy (>99%), and whose posdis score (0.70), while
near the relative best, is still far from the theoret-
ical maximum (we focus on posdis since it is the
easiest compositional strategy to qualitatively char-
acterize). As its behavior is partially interpretable,
this “medium-posdis” language offered us clearer
insights than more strongly entangled cases. We
partially analyze one of the latter in Appendix 8.7.

Note that, with (iatt=2, ival=100), a (clen=2,
cvoc=100) channel should suffice for a perfectly
positionally disentangled strategy. Why does the
analyzed language use (clen=3) instead? Looking
at its mutual information profile (Appendix Table
5), we observe that positions 2 and 3 (pos2 and
pos3) are respectively denoting attributes 2 and 1
(att2 and att1): pos3 has high mutual information
with att1 and low mutual information with att2;
the opposite holds for pos2. The remaining posi-
tion, pos1, could then be simply redundant with
respect to the others, or encode noise ignored by
Receiver. However, this is not quite the case, as
the language settled instead for a form of “leaky
disentanglement”. The two disentangled positions
do most of the job, but the third, more entangled
one, is still necessary for perfect communication.

To see this, consider the ablations in Table 1.
Look first at the top block, where the trained Re-
ceiver of the relevant run is fed messages with the
symbol in one original position preserved, the oth-
ers shuffled. Confirming that communication is
largely happening by disentangled means, preserv-
ing pos2 alone suffices to have Receiver guess-
ing a large majority of att2 values, and keeping
pos3 unchanged is enough to guess almost 90%
of att1 values correctly. Conversely, preserving
pos1 alone causes a complete drop in accuracy for

both attributes. However, neither pos2 nor pos3 are
sufficient on their own to perfectly predict the cor-
responding attributes. Indeed, the results in the bot-
tom block of the table (one symbol shuffled while
the others stay in their original position) confirm
that pos1 carries useful complementary informa-
tion: when fixing the latter and either one of the
other positions, we achieve 100% accuracy for the
relevant attribute (att2 for pos1+pos2 and att1 for
pos1+pos3), respectively.

In sum, pos2 and pos3 largely specialized as
predictors of att2 and att1, respectively. However,
they both have a margin of ambiguity (in pos2
and pos3 there are 96 and 98 symbols effectively
used, respectively, whereas a perfect 1-to-1 strat-
egy would require 100). When the symbols in these
positions do not suffice, pos1, that can refer to both
attributes, serves a disambiguating role. We quan-
tified this complementary function as follows. We
define the cue validity of sp (symbol in position p)
w.r.t an attribute a as CV (sp, a) = maxā P (ā|sp),
where ā iterates over all possible values of a.
CV (spos1, att2) is significantly higher in those
(train/test) messages where CV (spos2, att2) is be-
low average. Similarly, CV (spos1, att1) is signifi-
cantly higher in messages where CV (spos3, att1)
is below average (p ≈ 0 in both cases). We might
add that, while there is a huge difference between
our simple emergent codes and natural languages,
the latter are not perfectly disentangled either, as
they feature extensive lexical ambiguity, typically
resolved in a phrasal context (Piantadosi et al.,
2012).

att1 att2 both atts
fixing pos1 1 3 0
1 position pos2 1 68 0

pos3 89 1 1
shuffling pos1 89 69 61
1 position pos2 100 3 3

pos3 1 100 1

Table 1: Feeding shuffled messages from the analyzed
language to the corresponding trained Receiver. Aver-
age percentage accuracy across 10 random shufflings
(s.d. always ≈ 0) when: top: symbols in all positions
but one are shuffled across the data-set; bottom: sym-
bols in a single position are shuffled across the data-set.
The data-set includes all training and test messages pro-
duced by the trained Sender and correctly decoded in
their original form by Receiver (>99% of total mes-
sages).
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Figure 2: Compositionality in function of generalization. Each point represents a successful run in the (iatt=2,
ival=100, clen=3, cvoc=100) setting. Red and black points correspond respectively to the medium- and low-
disentanglement languages analyzed in Section 5 and Appendix 8.7.

6 Compositionality and ease of
transmission

The need to generalize to new composite inputs
does not appear to constitute a sufficient pressure
to develop a compositional language. Given that
compositionality is ubiquitous in natural language,
we conjecture that it has other beneficial proper-
ties, making it advantageous once agents chanced
upon it. Compositional codes are certainly eas-
ier to read out by humans (as shown by our own
difficulty in qualitatively analyzing highly entan-
gled languages), and we might hypothesize that
this ease-of-decoding is shared by computational
agents. A long tradition of subject studies and com-
putational simulations has shown that the need to
transmit a language across multiple generations or
to populations of new learners results in the lan-
guage being more compositional (e.g., Kirby, 2001;
Kirby et al., 2015; Verhoef et al., 2016; Cornish
et al., 2017; Cogswell et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019;
Li and Bowling, 2019). Our next experiments are
closely related to this earlier work, but we adopt
the opposite perspective. Instead of asking whether
the pressure to transmit a language will make it
more compositional, we test whether languages
that have already emerged as compositional, being
easier to decode, are more readily transmitted to
new learners.5

Specifically, we run 30 games in the largest in-
put setting (iatt=2, ival=100), varying the chan-
nel parameters. We select the pairs of agents that
achieved a high level of generalization accuracy
(≥0.80). Next, following the paradigm of Li and
Bowling (2019), we freeze Sender, and train a new

5Li and Bowling (2019) established this for hand-crafted
languages; we extend the result to spontaneously emerging
ones.

Receiver from scratch. We repeat this process 3
times per game, initializing new Receivers with
different random seeds. Once the newly formed
pair of agents is successful on the training set, we
measure its test accuracy. We also report speed of
learning, measured by area under the epochs vs.
training accuracy curve. We experiment with three
Receiver architectures. The first two, GRU (500)
and GRU (50), are GRUs with hidden layer sizes
of 500 (identical to the original Receiver) and 50,
respectively. The third is a two-layer Feed-Forward
Network (FFN) with a ReLu non-linearity and hid-
den size 500. The latter Receiver takes the flattened
one-hot representation of the message as its input.
This setup allows probing ease of language trans-
mission across models of different complexity. We
leave the study of language propagation across mul-
tiple generations of speakers to future work.

Results in the same setting studied in Section 5
are presented in Table 2 (experiments with other
setups are in Appendix 8.8). Both learning speed
and generalization accuracy of new Receivers are
strongly positively correlated with degree of compo-
sitionality. The observed correlations reach values
almost as high as 0.90 for learning speed and 0.80
for generalization, supporting our hypothesis that,
when emergent languages are compositional, they
are simpler to understand for new agents, including
smaller ones (GRU (50)), and those with a different
architecture (FFN).

7 Discussion

The natural emergence of generalization
There has been much discussion on the generaliza-
tion capabilities of neural networks, particularly
in linguistic tasks where humans rely on composi-
tionality (e.g., Fodor and Lepore, 2002; Marcus,
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posdis bosdis topsim

GRU(500) GRU(50) FFN GRU(500) GRU(50) FFN GRU(500) GRU(50) FFN

Learning Speed 0.87 0.71 0.35 0.85 0.68 0.33 0.87 0.71 0.35
Generalization 0.80 0.55 0.50 0.81 0.55 0.51 0.79 0.54 0.48

Table 2: Spearman correlation between compositionality metrics and ease-of-transmission measures for (iatt=2,
ival=100, clen=3, cvoc=100). All values are statistically significant (p < 0.01).

2003; van der Velde et al., 2004; Brakel and Frank,
2009; Kottur et al., 2017; Lake and Baroni, 2018;
Andreas, 2019; Hupkes et al., 2019; Resnick et al.,
2019). In our setting, the emergence of general-
ization is very strongly correlated with variety of
the input environment. While this result should be
replicated in different conditions, it suggests that it
is dangerous to study the generalization abilities of
neural networks in “thought experiment” setups
where they are only exposed to a small pool of
carefully-crafted examples. Before concluding that
garden-variety neural networks do not generalize,
the simple strategy of exposing them to a richer
input should always be tried. Indeed, even studies
of the origin of human language conjecture that the
latter did not develop sophisticated generalization
mechanisms until pressures from an increasingly
complex environment forced it to evolve in that
direction (Bickerton, 2014; Hurford, 2014).

Generalization without compositionality Our
most important result is that there is virtually no
correlation between whether emergent languages
are able to generalize to novel composite inputs and
the presence of compositionality in their messages
(Andreas (2019) noted in passing the emergence of
non-compositional generalizing languages, but did
not explore this phenomenon systematically). Sup-
porting generalization to new composite inputs is
seen as one of the core purposes of compositional-
ity in natural language (e.g., Pagin and Westerståhl,
2010). While there is no doubt that compositional
languages do support generalization, we also found
other systems spontaneously arising that generalize
without being compositional, at least according to
our intuitive measures of compositionality. This
has implications for the ongoing debate on the ori-
gins of compositionality in natural language, (e.g.,
Townsend et al., 2018, and references there), as it
suggests that the need to generalize alone might
not constitute a sufficient pressure to develop a
fully compositional language. Our result might
also speak to those linguists who are exploring

the non-fully-compositional corners of natural lan-
guage (e.g., Goldberg, 2019). A thorough inves-
tigation of neural network codes that can gener-
alize while being partially entangled might shed
light on similar phenomena in human languages.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, recent in-
terest in compositionality among AI researchers
stems from the assumption that compositionality
is crucial to achieve good generalization through
language (e.g., Lake and Baroni, 2018; Lazaridou
et al., 2018; Baan et al., 2019). Our results suggest
that the pursuit of generalization might be sepa-
rated from that of compositionality, a point also
recently made by Kharitonov and Baroni (2020)
through hand-crafted simulations.

What is compositionality good for? We ob-
served that positional disentanglement, while not
necessary, is sufficient for generalization. If agents
develop a compositional language, they are then
very likely to be able to use it correctly to refer to
novel inputs. This supports the intuition that com-
positional languages are easier to fully understand.
Indeed, when training new agents on emerged lan-
guages that generalize, it is much more likely that
the new agents will learn them fast and thoroughly
(i.e., they will be able to understand expressions re-
ferring to novel inputs) if the languages are already
compositional according to our measures. That
language transmission increases pressure for struc-
tured representations is an established fact (e.g.,
Kirby et al., 2015; Cornish et al., 2017). Here, we
reversed the arrow of causality and showed that,
if compositionality emerges (due to chance dur-
ing initial language development), it will make a
language easier to transmit to new agents. Com-
positionality might act like a “dominant” genetic
feature: it might arise by a random mutation but,
once present, it will survive and thrive, as it guar-
antees that languages possessing it will generalize
and will be easier to learn. From an AI perspective,
this suggests that trying to enforce compositionality
during language emergence will increase the odds
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of developing languages that are quickly usable by
wide communities of artificial agents, that might
be endowed with different architectures. From the
linguistic perspective, our results suggest an alter-
native view of the relation between composition-
ality and language transmission–one in which the
former might arise by chance or due to other fac-
tors, but then makes the resulting language much
easier to be spread.

Compositionality and disentanglement Lan-
guage is a way to represent meaning through dis-
crete symbols. It is thus worth exploring the link
between the area of language emergence and that
of representation learning (Bengio et al., 2013). We
took this route, borrowing ideas from research on
disentangled representations to craft our compo-
sitionality measures. We focused in particular on
the intuition that, if emergent languages must de-
note ensembles of primitive input elements, they
are compositional when they use symbols to univo-
cally denote input elements independently of each
other.

While the new measures we proposed are not
highly correlated with topographic similarity, in
most of our experiments they did not behave signif-
icantly differently from the latter. On the one hand,
given that topographic similarity is an established
way to quantify compositionality, this serves as a
sanity check on the new measures. On the other,
we are disappointed that we did not find more sig-
nificant differences between the three measures.

Interestingly one of the ways in which they did
differ is that, when a language is positionally dis-
entangled, (and, to a lesser extent, bag-of-symbols
disentangled), it is very likely that the language
will be able to generalize–a guarantee we don’t
have from less informative topographic similarity.

The representation learning literature is not
only proposing disentanglement measures, but also
ways to encourage emergence of disentanglement
in learned representations. As we argued that com-
positionality has, after all, desirable properties, fu-
ture work could adapt methods for learning disen-
tangled representations (e.g., Higgins et al., 2017;
Kim and Mnih, 2018) to let (more) compositional
languages emerge.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Grid search over (iatt, ival, clen, cvoc)

We report in Table 3 the different (iatt, ival, clen,
cvoc) combinations we explored. They were picked
according to the following criteria:

• |C| ≥ |I| so that agents are endowed with
enough different messages to refer to all in-
puts;

• discard some |C| >> |I| so that we have
approximately the same number of settings
per (iatt, ival) (between 13 and 15 different
(cvoc, clen));

• include some (cvoc, clen) that are large enough
that they can be tested with all the considered
(iatt, ival).

Unless it is mentioned explicitly, we run 10 dif-
ferent initializations per setting.

Table 3 shows that, for large |I|, GRU-agents
need |C| strictly larger than |I|. This suggests that,
for large |I|, the emergence of a perfectly non-
ambiguous compositional languages, where each
message symbol denotes only one attribute value
and each value attribute is denoted by only one
message symbol, is impossible.

8.2 Behavior of the compositionality
measures on hand-crafted miniature
languages

We construct 3 simple miniature languages to illus-
trate the different behaviors of topsim, posdis and
bosdis: Lang1, Lang2 and Lang3. We fix iatt = 2,
ival = 4, clen = 3 and cvoc = 8.6 Table 4 shows
the input-message mappings of each language and
reports their degree of compositionality. Note that
all languages respect a bijective mapping between
inputs and messages.

Lang1 is perfectly posdis-compositional (pos-
dis=1). However, topsim < 1, as 2 symbols encode
one attribute (we need the first two symbols to re-
cover the value of the first attribute). Lang1 is
penalized by topsim because it does not have a one-
to-one attribute-position mapping; a feature that
arguably is orthogonal to compositionality.

Lang2 and Lang3 are equally topsim-
compositional. Nonetheless, they differ fundamen-
tally in terms of the type of compositionality they
feature. If Lang2 is more posdis-compositional,
Lang3 is perfectly bosdis-compositional.

8.3 Generalization for different agents’
capacity

We demonstrated in the main paper that agent’s
generalization correlates with input size. In fact,
agents can successfully reconstruct new attribute
combinations if trained on large input spaces. This
could be due to agents overfitting when presented
with few training samples. To test this hypothe-
sis, we repeat the training/evaluation experiments
with GRU agents of different capacities in the fol-
lowing settings: (iatt=2, ival=10), a small input
space where agents do not generalize; and (iatt=2,
ival=100), a large input space where agents gener-
alize.7 Fig. 3 shows that, even for small-capacity
agents (one-layer GRU with hidden state of size
100), test accuracy is 0 for (iatt=2, ival=10). More-
over, agents do not overfit when trained on (iatt=2,
ival=100) even with two-layer GRUs with hidden
state of size 500.

8.4 Input space density

We showed in the main paper that generalization
positively correlates with |I|. We further investi-
gate here whether it is simply the increasing abso-

6Only Lang3 uses the whole available cvoc
7We only report experiments with GRUs, but the same

results were replicated with differently-sized LSTMs.
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(ival, iatt)

cvoc
clen

5 10 50 100

2 3 4 {6,8} 2 3 4 {6,8} 2 3 4 {6,8} 2 3 4 {6,8}
(4,4) X X X X X X X X X
(5,2) X X X X X X X X X X X X
(5,3) X X X X X X X X X X
(5,4) X X X X X X X X X
(10,2) - X X X X X X X X X X
(10,3) X - X X X X X X X X
(10,4) {-, X} - X X X X - X X X
(16,2) - X X X X X X X X
(25,2) - X - X X X X X X
(50,2) X - X - X X X X X X X

(100,2) {-, X} - X X X X - X X X

Table 3: Grid search. ‘X’ indicates tested settings with at least one successful run. ‘-’ indicates tested settings
without any successful run. Finally, blank cells correspond to settings that were not explored for the reasons
indicated in the text.

Input Lang1 Lang2 Lang3

0,0 0,0,0 0,0,0 0,0,4
0,1 0,0,1 0,0,1 0,0,5
0,2 0,0,2 0,0,2 0,0,6
0,3 0,0,3 0,0,3 0,0,7
1,0 0,1,0 1,2,0 1,4,1
1,1 0,1,1 1,2,1 1,5,1
1,2 0,1,2 1,2,2 1,6,1
1,3 0,1,3 1,2,3 1,7,1
2,0 2,0,0 2,3,0 2,4,2
2,1 2,0,1 2,3,1 2,5,2
2,2 2,0,2 2,3,2 2,6,2
2,3 2,0,3 2,3,3 2,7,2
3,0 2,1,0 3,1,0 3,4,3
3,1 2,1,1 3,1,1 3,3,5
3,2 2,1,2 3,2,1 3,3,6
3,3 2,1,3 3,3,1 3,3,7
topsim 0.82 0.75 0.75
posdis 1 0.79 0.43
bosdis 0.42 0.13 1

Table 4: Input-message mappings and compositionality
measures for the miniature languages.
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Figure 3: Average accuracy on unseen combinations
as a function of agents capacity ((hidden size, number
of layers)) for input sizes (iatt = 2, ival = 10) and
(iatt = 2, ival = 100). Vertical bars represent SEM.

lute number of distinct training samples that is at
the root of this phenomenon, or whether the variety
of seen inputs also plays a role, independently of
absolute input size.

To verify this, we design an experiment where
we keep the absolute number of distinct input sam-
ples constant, but we change their density, defined
as the proportion of sampled items over the the
size of the space they are sampled from. When
sampling points from a small space, on average
each value of an attribute will occur with a larger
range of values from other attributes, compared to
a larger space, which might provide more evidence
about the combinatorial nature of the underlying
space.
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In practice, we fix (clen=3, cvoc=100, iatt=2) and
sample 10000 points from spaces with ival=100
(density=1), ival=140 (density=0.51) and ival=200
(density=0.25), respectively. As usual, we use 90%
of the data for training, 10% for testing. In all cases,
we make sure that all values are seen at least once
during training (as visually illustrated in Fig. 4).

We obtain test accuracies of 92.7%, 66.7% and
22.8% for densities 1, 0.51 and 0.25 respectively.
That is, the high generalization observed in the
main paper is (also) a consequence of density,
and hence combinatorial variety, of the inputs the
agents are trained on, and not (only) of the number
of training examples.

8.5 Impact of channel capacity on
generalization

We showed in the main paper that generalization
is very sensitive to input size. In this section, we
focus on the relation between channel capacity |C|
and generalization.

First, when we aggregate across input sizes,
Fig. 5 shows that |C| has a just small effect on
generalization, with a low Spearman correlation
ρ = 0.14. Next, if we study this relation for spe-
cific large |I| (where we observe generalization),
we notice in Fig. 6 that agents need to be endowed
with a |C| above a certain threshold, with |C||I| > 1,
in order to achieve almost perfect generalization.
Moreover, contradicting previous claims (e.g., Kot-
tur et al., 2017), having |C| >> |I| does not harm
generalization.

8.6 Impact of channel capacity on the
compositionality measures

A good compositionality measure should describe
the structure of the language independently of the
used channel, so the corresponding score should
not be greatly affected by |C|. However, Fig. 7
shows clear negative correlations of both topsim
and bosdis with |C|.

8.7 Analysis of example medium- and
low-posdis languages

We present more data about the medium-posdis lan-
guage analyzed in the main article, and we provide
comparable evidence for a language with similarly
excellent generalization (>99%) but very low pos-
dis (0.05), that we will call here low-posdis. The
latter language is depicted in black in Fig. 2 of the
main text. Both languages come from the training

configuration with 2 100-valued input attributes
and 3 100-symbol positions.

Mutual information profiles. Table 5 reports
mutual information for the two languages. Note
how the highly entangled low-posdis is almost uni-
form across the table cells.

medium-posdis low-posdis
att1 att2 att1 att2

pos1 1.10 2.01 1.72 1.95
pos2 0.19 4.16 1.74 1.71
pos3 4.44 0.13 2.16 1.77

Table 5: Mutual information of each position with each
attribute for the studied languages.

Vocabulary usage. Considering all messages
produced after training for the full training and
test set inputs, effective vocabulary usage for pos1,
pos2 and pos3 are as follows (recall that 100 sym-
bols are maximally available):

• medium-posdis: 91, 96, 98

• low-posdis: 99, 99, 100

Although vocabulary usage is high in both cases,
medium-posdis is slightly more parsimonious than
low-posdis.

Ablation studies. Table 6 reports ablation ex-
periments with both languages. The results for
medium-posdis are discussed in the main text. We
observe here how virtually any ablation strongly
impacts accuracy in denoting either attribute by the
highly entangled low-posdis language. This points
to another possible advantage of (partially) disen-
tangled languages such as medium-posdis: since
pos2 and pos3 are referring to att2 and att1 inde-
pendently, in ablations in which they are untouched,
Receiver can still retrieve partial information, by of-
ten successfully guessing the attribute they each re-
fer to. We also report in the table the effect of shuf-
fling across the positions of each message. This
is very damaging not only for medium-posdis, but
for low-posdis as well, showing that even the latter
is exploiting positional information, albeit in an
inscrutable, highly entangled way. Note in Fig. 2
of the main article that neither language has high
bos.
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(a) density=1 (b) density=0.51 (c) density=0.25

Figure 4: Sampling the same number of input instances (= 10000) with different densities. The axes of the shown
matrices represent the values of two attributes, with the dark-red cells standing for inputs that were sampled. We
ensure that each value of each attribute is picked at least once by always sampling the full diagonal.
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Figure 5: Average accuracy on unseen combinations as
a function of channel capacity of the successful runs.
The x-axis is ordered by increasing channel capacity.
In the brackets we note (clen, cvoc). Vertical bars repre-
sent SEM.

8.8 Effect of channel capacity on ease of
transmission

Table 7 replicates the ease-of-transmission analysis
presented in the main text across various channel
capacities. We observe in most cases a signifi-
cantly positive correlation, that is even higher (1)
for larger Receivers and (2) for emergent languages
with shorter messages (smaller clen).

medium-posdis low-posdis
att1 att2 both att1 att2 both

fixing pos1 1 3 0 4 5 0
1 position pos2 1 68 0 4 4 0

pos3 89 1 1 8 5 0
shuffling pos1 89 69 61 31 18 6
1 position pos2 100 3 3 30 25 8

pos3 1 100 1 15 20 3
shuffling msg 1 2 0 2 4 0

Table 6: Feeding shuffled messages from the medium-
posdis and low-posdis languages to the corresponding
trained Receivers. Mean percentage accuracy across 10
random shufflings (standard deviation is always ≈ 0)
when: top: symbols in all positions but one are shuf-
fled across the data-set; middle: symbols in a single po-
sition are shuffled across the data-set; bottom: shuffling
the symbols within each message (ensuring all symbols
move). The data-set includes all training and test mes-
sages produced by the trained Sender and correctly de-
coded in their original form by Receiver (>99% of total
messages).
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(a) (iatt = 2, ival = 50)
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Figure 6: Average accuracy on unseen combinations as a function of channel capacity of the successful runs for
two different (iatt, ival). The x-axis is ordered by increasing channel capacity. In the brackets we note (clen, cvoc).
Vertical bars represent SEM.
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Figure 7: Average of different compositionality mea-
sures in function of channel capacity (cvoc, clen)). Ver-
tical bars represent SEM.
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posdis bosdis topsim

(clen, cvoc) measure
GRU
(500)

GRU
(50)

FFN
(500)

GRU
(500)

GRU
(50)

FFN
(500)

GRU
(500)

GRU
(50)

FFN
(500)

(3,50)
Learning Speed 0.82 0.78 0.74 0.71 0.67 0.62 0.72 0.74 0.66
Generalization 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.61 0.62 0.66 0.75 0.76 0.74

(4,50)
Learning Speed 0.79 0.44 0.48 0.76 0.51 0.47 0.89 0.59 0.61
Generalization 0.73 - 0.50 0.77 0.27 0.54 0.84 0.41 0.61

(6,50)
Learning Speed 0.82 0.77 0.79 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.89 0.85 0.87
Generalization 0.78 0.56 0.69 0.76 0.55 0.67 0.85 0.65 0.77

(8,50)
Learning Speed 0.75 0.56 0.78 0.80 0.68 0.78 0.75 0.55 0.71
Generalization 0.67 0.27 0.68 0.78 0.41 0.70 0.53 - 0.54

(10,50)
Learning Speed 0.51 0.29 0.60 0.42 0.31 0.48 0.72 0.49 0.73
Generalization 0.39 - 0.44 0.47 - 0.36 0.41 0.27 0.57

(12,50)
Learning Speed - - - 0.33 - - 0.49 - 0.35
Generalization - -0.28 - - - - - - -

(3,100)
Learning Speed 0.87 0.71 0.35 0.85 0.68 0.33 0.87 0.71 0.35
Generalization 0.80 0.55 0.50 0.81 0.55 0.51 0.79 0.54 0.48

(4,100)
Learning Speed 0.84 0.54 0.43 0.82 0.54 0.46 0.86 0.57 0.49
Generalization 0.82 0.38 0.47 0.80 0.39 0.47 0.82 0.41 0.48

(6,100)
Learning Speed 0.88 0.83 0.80 0.89 0.78 0.78 0.94 0.87 0.83
Generalization 0.87 0.68 0.68 0.90 0.69 0.67 0.90 0.70 0.68

(10,100)
Learning Speed 0.85 0.58 0.62 0.82 0.59 0.64 0.72 0.74 0.66
Generalization 0.86 0.39 0.47 0.81 0.50 0.37 0.72 0.35 0.46

(8,100)
Learning Speed 0.73 0.58 0.65 0.79 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.57 0.66
Generalization 0.69 0.39 0.37 0.67 0.37 0.37 0.49 0.34 0.46

(12,100)
Learning Speed 0.39 - 0.27 0.69 - 0.40 0.67 - 0.51
Generalization 0.38 - 0.34 0.52 - 0.38 0.36 - -

Average
Learning Speed 0.75 0.62 0.61 0.72 0.63 0.59 0.79 0.67 0.62
Generalization 0.71 0.42 0.54 0.72 0.49 0.51 0.70 0.51 0.63

Table 7: Statistically significant (p < 0.01) Spearman correlations between retraining performance (measured by
new Receiver Learning Speed and Generalization) and compositionality measures (posdis, bosdis and topsim) for
(iatt = 2, ival = 100) and different channel capacity. ‘-’ indicates no significant correlations.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

This manuscript investigates whether general-purpose NNs, when playing a simple

communication game, develop some language universals. In this part, we first sum-

marize the main conclusions of the different chapters and provide a unified framework

that attempts to capture how the emergence of language universal properties could be

explained by a trade-off between the communication success in a referential game and

different constraints at various levels of communication. Second, we highlight how

the emergent communication setting could be used to identify NNs’ biases. Specif-

ically, we argue that this setting offers an alternative way to standard “BlackBox”

studies [73, 74, 3] to probe NNs’ biases relying on interactive learning. Finally, we

show some of the limitations of our studies and provide some directions to pursue in

future research.

6.1 Universal language properties in emergent lan-

guages

In this work, we found that some human-like regularities arose spontaneously while

others were missing in NN languages (see Table 6.1). However, in both cases, commu-

nicating NNs offered a framework to study the origin of the agreement or disagreement

between their emergent language and human languages. Specifically, we related these
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observations to the presence/absence of some constraints that are either on the side

of learners (Chapter 2 and 3), the communication channel (Chapter 4), the en-

vironment (Chapter 5), or the language functionality (Chapter 5). In all these

cases, the constraints act in the opposite direction than the communication success

constraint imposed by the game, leading to a trade-off between them. Concretely,

when NN and human languages share a property, we hypothesize that the latter de-

pends on both learners’ communicative constraints. By varying these communicative

constraints, we can examine the origin of the shared property. On the opposite, if

NN languages depart from the human ones on a specific property, we can append

hypothetical human “cognitive” constraints to NNs and causally assess which ones

are needed to induce the emergence of that property.

The former outcome, where NN agents develop a cross-linguistic property, was

encountered in Chapter 4. We found that NNs produce efficient and low-complex

color-naming systems. We connected this to the discrete nature of their communi-

cation channel. This finding suggests that the discrete nature of our communication

could also be responsible for the efficient, low-complex nature of our naming systems.

Further experiments showing how the discrete nature of communication leads to a

robust transmission of information are reported in Appendix B. We hope that fur-

ther testing of this hypothesis on human subjects, building on experimental semiotics

studies [114, 86], would strengthen our understanding of the roots of efficiency in

human naming-systems.

The second outcome where emergent languages depart from natural language was

observed in Chapter 2. We found that communicating NNs do not develop a ZLA-

obeying language. We related this to the absence of the least-effort pressure towards

brevity on the speaker side, which is counter-balanced by the preference of long, more

discriminable messages on the listener side. Such a preference for easy discriminability

of messages is also found in humans when the least-effort pressure is lifted [57]. Hence,

our results suggest that in the absence of the need to minimize messages length in

human speakers, our language should follow an anti-ZLA distribution, similar to NN

languages. Chapter 2 provides a concrete example of non-human-like NN languages
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and relates this divergence to the absence of general “innate” constraints on the NNs’

side. Furthermore, we show that by introducing the right constraints on NNs, us-

ing the “LazImpa” communicative system, we see the development of ZLA-obeying

emergent languages, as efficient as natural language.

Finally, Chapters 3 and 5 show a more mixed picture. In Chapter 5, we found

that NNs, similarly to humans, can develop productive languages that can be used to

generalize to never-seen objects when provided with a rich environment. However, this

productivity was achieved via non-intuitively-compositional strategies, different from

the ones found in natural language [35]. In other words, Chapter 5 demonstrates that

the need for generalization cannot explain the emergence of intuitively-compositional

languages. Interestingly, our follow-up experiments suggest that compositionality

might still be beneficial instead for languages’ ease of learning. Contrary to what we

did in Chapters 2 and 4, we did not directly intervene on this constraint to determine

its effect on emergent languages’ compositionality. Though, concurrent and posterior

work looked at the other direction and studied if the ease of learning can encourage

the emergence of compositional languages. For example, Li and Bowling showed that

making the NN speaker communicate sequentially with multiple NN listeners enforces

the emergence of a more compositional language [71]. Other studies used the iterated

learning framework [61] to show that compositionality emerges as a trade-off between

learnability (ease of acquisition through generations) and expressivity (optimization

of the communication success in a referential game) [45, 97]. In Chapter 3, we

used the emergent language framework to investigate NN biases with respect to some

word order constraints. Specifically, we looked at a popular NN model for language

processing, that is, LSTM architectures [50]. Herewith we found that LSTMs, simi-

larly to humans, have a preference for information locality. On the other hand, they

depart from human preferences by adopting redundant languages that display both

case and fixed-word order. The former preference was hypothesized by Futrell and

Levy [36] to be a consequence of our imperfect memory. Interestingly, such imper-

fect memory could also be found in LSTMs. Indeed, if LSTMs were introduced to

allow the processing of longer sequences compared to standard recurrent networks,
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they still must compress all prior information into one hidden representation for each

new input. The hidden representation could thus be seen as an imperfect memory

akin to ours. One interesting line for future work is to compare LSTMs’ preference

for information locality with Transformer models [113]. The latter, unlike LSTMs,

has access to all prior inputs when dealing with sequential inputs and hence do not

suffer from imperfect memory. Therefore, based on Futrell and Levy’s hypothesis, we

should not encounter a preference for local dependencies when experimenting with

Transformers. Lastly, the preference for redundant solutions could be due to the lack

of least effort minimization akin to the one observed in Chapter 2. We leave both

investigations to future work.

Table 6.1 summarizes the different cross-linguistic regularities that we looked at

across the different chapters and the constraints we found to shape them in NN

models. Most of our work is based on the EGG toolkit developed by our team. We

provide a detailed description of EGG in Appendix A.

In sum, our work shows that there is a rich future for language research aiming

at connecting linguistics/cognitive science to modeling with NNs employed in com-

munication games. The latter provides a flexible framework to study the origin of

language properties. In this manuscript, we only looked at a few of them using sim-

ple environments. In future work, we can extend this framework to investigate more

complex regularities such as subject-verb-object order [41], that would require the use

of a more complex input space, or generalize it to more than one Speaker/Listener

agent pair to study the effect of agent communities on various language properties.

Furthermore, this manuscript highlights the importance of introducing the right pres-

sures in the communication system. Indeed, it shows that these general learners lack,

in some cases, the right constraints to develop human-like languages. To construct

automated agents that would eventually interact with humans, we need to intro-

duce task-agnostic constraints, such as the ones applied in Chapter 2 in “LazImpa”,

allowing the emergence of more natural communication.
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Chapter Regularity Hypothesized constraint Constraint’s level

Chapter 2 word length/frequency
inverse correlation

least effort minimization
& online processing learners

Chapter 3 case marking/fixed
word ordercorrelation least effort minimization learners

Chapter 3 long distance dependency
minimization (locality) memory load learners

Chapter 4 efficient and low-complex
semantic categorization discrete communication channel channel

Chapter 5 productivity rich environment environment

Chapter 5 compositionality ease of learning language functionality

Table 6.1: Summary of the phenomena studied in the various chapters. Our findings
suggest that each of the studied cross-linguistic regularities (column 2) originates from
a trade-off between communication success and a specific constraint (column 3). Each
constraint can lead to one or many regularities. We represent the constraints with
two different colors. Green refers to the constraints that we specifically intervened on
and tested their impact on NN languages. Orange refers to constraints hypothesized
by prior work and that are coherent with our observations in NN languages. These
constraints could be varied in NN communication games to assess their impact on
the emergent language (see text for more details).

6.2 More interpretable AI

This manuscript also tackles the questions of how NN communicate and why they

communicate in this way. For example, in Chapter 5, we studied how NN agents can

generalize to never-seen objects without using intuitively-compositional languages.

To this end, we introduced different measures, taking inspiration from the repre-

sentation learning literature [17, 77], to assess different types of compositionality.

We also intervened directly on their language to evaluate the role of different sym-

bols/positions. Concerning the why question, in Chapter 4 we varied different pa-

rameters in the communication game to causally assess which of them lead to human-

like color-naming systems. In particular, we looked at target-distractor distance in

the game, NNs’ capacity, and channel discreetness. Hence our work contributes to the

understanding of NN’s behavior and thus to interpretability research and explainable

AI in general. This domain has recently seen an increasing interest from linguistics

and psychology [73, 74, 3]. In this context, researchers have looked at how trained
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models solve different NLP tasks characterizing their outputs and internal representa-

tion. In Chapter 3, for example, we took a different route compared to the previous

literature and focused directly on uncovering NNs’ “innate” biases while learning a

task. That is, emergent communication provides an alternative way to investigate the

linguistic skills/biases of NNs, focusing on the communicative function of language.

This complements the more standard approach of exposing NNs passively to a large

amount of text.

6.3 Future directions

In this thesis, we build up on the emergent communication framework to shed light

on the origin of cross-linguistic properties. Another exciting research direction is to

consider the opposite viewpoint and use this framework to develop better artificial

agents that can eventually interact with us. Indeed, if we understand the sources of

our robust and efficient communication protocol (natural language), we can encour-

age its emergence in communicating NN agents. Preliminary work in this direction

was provided in Chapter 2 where we introduced “LazImpa”, adding laziness and

impatience constraints, to encourage the emergence of a ZLA-obeying language as

efficient as human languages. An interesting line for future work is to extend “Laz-

Impa” in other challenging setups, such as story generation. Indeed, the tendency of

NNs to diverge towards long redundant generation, known as text degeneration, is an

unsolved problem [52]. Adding another NN that impatiently processes the generated

story could lead to the generation of a non-degenerate text. It would also highlight

the importance of adopting a realistic interactive setup with the right constraints in

text generation tasks.

Furthermore, emergent communication could be used as a pretraining step for

standard natural language processing tasks. This is interesting as the natural lan-

guage processing field has recently seen the tremendous success of general-domain

pretrained language models such as BERT [27] or GPT-3 [15]. In this context, emer-

gent communication offers a natural framework for learning representations using
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unlabeled data. A similar idea has recently been explored in Li and collaborators’

work [72] where they explored how pretrained NNs in a referential game reach bet-

ter performances on standard machine translation tasks compared to non-pretrained

models. Future work could extend this study to other natural language processing

tasks, grounding agents in a rich environment close to human learner’s ones, and

using a better constrained pretraining setup. Indeed, I believe that having a more

constrained setup, such as the one explored in Chapter 2, would encourage the emer-

gence of the right inductive biases, shown to be powerful to transfer in real tasks [90].
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Emergence of lanGuage in Games

For most of the described works, we used the EGG toolkit. The latter provides

reliable building blocks to experiment with different game variants (reconstruction

vs. discrimination) and optimization procedures (Reinforce [116] vs. Gumbel Soft-

max [79, 56]) irrespective of NN agents’ architectures.

To encourage multi-disciplinary research in the neural language evolution do-

main, we made the EGG toolkit open-source. This effort was mainly lead by Eugene

Kharitonov and is joint work with Diane Bouchacourt, Marco Baroni, and myself.

This appendix includes EGG’s documentation describing the main features design

principles and providing a concrete game example detailing how it operates.
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Abstract

There is renewed interest in simulating lan-
guage emergence among deep neural agents
that communicate to jointly solve a task,
spurred by the practical aim to develop
language-enabled interactive AIs, as well as
by theoretical questions about the evolution of
human language. However, optimizing deep
architectures connected by a discrete commu-
nication channel (such as that in which lan-
guage emerges) is technically challenging. We
introduce EGG, a toolkit that greatly simpli-
fies the implementation of emergent-language
communication games. EGG’s modular de-
sign provides a set of building blocks that the
user can combine to create new games, eas-
ily navigating the optimization and architec-
ture space. We hope that the tool will lower the
technical barrier, and encourage researchers
from various backgrounds to do original work
in this exciting area.

1 Introduction

Studying the languages that emerge when neural
agents interact with each other recently became
a vibrant area of research (Havrylov and Titov,
2017; Lazaridou et al., 2016, 2018; Kottur et al.,
2017; Bouchacourt and Baroni, 2018; Lowe et al.,
2019). Interest in this scenario is fueled by the
hypothesis that the ability to interact through a
human-like language is a prerequisite for genuine
AI (Mikolov et al., 2016; Chevalier-Boisvert et al.,
2019). Furthermore, such simulations might lead
to a better understanding of both standard NLP
models (Chaabouni et al., 2019b) and the evolu-
tion of human language itself (Kirby, 2002).

For all its promise, research in this domain
is technically very challenging, due to the dis-
crete nature of communication. The latter pre-

A screencast demonstration of EGG is available at
https://vimeo.com/345470060

vents the use of conventional optimization meth-
ods, requiring either Reinforcement Learning al-
gorithms (e.g., REINFORCE; Williams 1992) or
the Gumbel-Softmax relaxation (Maddison et al.,
2016; Jang et al., 2016). The technical challenge
might be particularly daunting for researchers
whose expertise is not in machine learning, but
in fields such as linguistics and cognitive science,
that could contribute to this interdisciplinary re-
search area.

To lower the starting barrier and encourage
high-level research in this domain, we introduce
the EGG (Emergence of lanGuage in Games)
toolkit. EGG aims at

1. Providing reliable building bricks for quick
prototyping;

2. Serving as a library of pre-implemented
games;

3. Providing tools for analyzing the emergent
languages.

EGG is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2017) and it is licensed under the MIT license.
EGG can be installed from https://github.
com/facebookresearch/EGG.

Notable features of EGG include: (a) Prim-
itives for implementing single-symbol or
variable-length communication (with vanilla
RNNs (Elman, 1990), GRUs (Cho et al., 2014),
LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997));1

(b) Training with optimization of the com-
munication channel through REINFORCE or
Gumbel-Softmax relaxation via a common
interface; (c) Simplified configuration of the
general components, such as check-pointing,
optimization, Tensorboard support,2 etc.; (d)

1EGG also provides an experimental support of Trans-
formers (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2https://www.tensorflow.org/
tensorboard
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A simple CUDA-aware command-line tool for
hyperparameter grid-search.

2 EGG’s architecture

In the first iteration of EGG, we concentrate on a
simple class of games, involving a single, unidi-
rectional (Sender → Receiver) message. In turn,
messages can be either single-symbol or multi-
symbol variable-length sequences. Our motiva-
tion for starting with this setup is two-fold. First,
it corresponds to classic signaling games (Lewis,
1969), it already covers a large portion of the lit-
erature (e.g., 5 out of 6 relevant studies mentioned
in Introduction) and it allows exploring many in-
teresting research questions. Second, it constitutes
a natural first step for further development; in par-
ticular, the majority of components should remain
useful in multi-directional, multi-step setups.

2.1 Design principles

As different training methods and architectures are
used in the literature, our primary goal is to pro-
vide EGG users with the ability to easily navigate
the space of common design choices.

Building up on this idea, EGG makes switching
between Gumbel-Softmax relaxation-based and
REINFORCE-based training effortless, through
the simple choice of a different wrapper. Simi-
larly, one can switch between one-symbol commu-
nication and variable-length messages with little
changes in the code.3

We aim to maintain EGG minimalist and “hack-
able” by encapsulating the user-implemented
agent architectures, the Reinforce/GS agent wrap-
pers and the game logic into PyTorch modules.
The user can easily replace any part.

Finally, since virtually any machine-learning
experiment has common pieces, such as setting the
random seeds, configuring the optimizer, model
check-pointing, etc., EGG pre-implements many
of them, reducing the necessary amount of boiler-
plate code to the minimum.

2.2 EGG design

EGG, in its first iteration, operates over the follow-
ing entities. Firstly, there are two distinct agent
roles: Sender and Receiver. Sender and Receiver

3This also proved to be a convenient debugging mecha-
nism, as single-symbol communication is typically simpler
to train.
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Figure 1: Example of EGG’s game flow when using
REINFORCE. White boxes (Sender and Receiver) rep-
resent the user-implemented agent architectures. The
colored boxes are EGG-provided wrappers that im-
plement a REINFORCE-based scenario. For exam-
ple, SymbolGameReinforce is an instance of the Game
block. It sets up single-symbol Sender/Receiver game
optimized with REINFORCE. To use Gumbel-Softmax
relaxation-based training instead, the user only has to
change the EGG-provided wrappers.

are connected via a one-directional communica-
tion channel from the former to the latter, that has
to produce the game-specific output.

The next crucial entity is Game. It encapsu-
lates the agents and orchestrates the game sce-
nario: feeding the data to the agents, transmitting
the messages, and getting the output of Receiver.
Figure 1 illustrates EGG’s game flow in a specific
example. Game applies a user-provided loss func-
tion, which might depend on the outputs of Re-
ceiver, the message transmitted, and the data. The
value of the loss is minimized by a fourth entity,
Trainer. Trainer also controls model checkpoint-
ing, early stopping, etc.

The Trainer and Game modules are pre-
implemented in EGG. In a typical scenario, the
communication method (single or multiple symbol
messages) will be implemented by EGG-provided
wrappers. As a result, what is left for the user to
implement consists of: (a) the data stream, (b) core
(non-communication-related) parts of the agents,
(c) the loss. The data interface that is expected by
Trainer is an instance of the standard PyTorch data
loader utils.data.DataLoader.

To implement Sender, the user must define a
module that consumes the data and outputs a ten-
sor. On Receiver’s side, the user has to imple-
ment a module that takes an input consisting of a
message embedding and possibly further data, and
generates Receiver’s output.

Section 4 below provides examples of how to
implement agents, choose communication and op-
timization type, and train a game.
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Figure 2: The MNIST game: Defining and instantiating
the user-defined parts of the agents’ architecture.

3 Optimizing the communication
channel in EGG

EGG supports two widely adopted strategies for
learning with a discrete channel, Gumbel-Softmax
relaxation (used, e.g., by Havrylov and Titov
(2017)) and REINFORCE (used, e.g., by Lazari-
dou et al. (2016)). Below, we briefly review both
of them.

Gumbel-Softmax relaxation is based on the
Gumbel-Softmax (GS) (aka Concrete) distribu-
tion (Maddison et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2016),
that allows to approximate one-hot samples
from a Categorical distribution. At the same
time, GS admits reparametrization, hence allows
backpropagation-based training. Suppose that
Sender produces a distribution over the vocab-
ulary, with ith symbol having probability pi =
S(is). To obtain a sample from a corresponding
Gumbel-Softmax distribution, we take i.i.d. sam-
ples gi from the Gumbel(0, 1) distribution and
obtain the vector y with components yi:

yi =
exp((log pi + gi)/τ)∑
j exp((log pj + gj)/τ)

(1)

where τ is the temperature hyperparameter, which
controls the degree of relaxation. We treat y as
a relaxed symbol representation. In the case of
single-symbol communication, the embedding of
y is passed to Receiver. In case of variable-length
messages, the embedding is also fed into a RNN
cell to generate the next symbol in the message.

As a result, if Receiver and the game loss are
differentiable w.r.t. their inputs, we can get gra-
dients of all game parameters, including those of
Sender, via conventional backpropagation.

REINFORCE (Williams and Peng, 1991) is a
standard Reinforcement Learning algorithm. As-

sume that both agents are stochastic: Sender sam-
ples a message m, and Receiver samples its out-
put o. Let us fix a pair of inputs, is, ir, and
the ground-truth output l. Then, using the log-
gradient “trick”, the gradient of the expectation of
the loss L w.r.t. the vector of agents’ parameters
θ = θs

⊔
θr is:

Em,o [L(o, l)∇θ logP(m,o|θ)] (2)

where P(m,o|θ) specifies the joint probability
distribution over the agents’ outputs.

The gradient estimate is found by sampling
messages and outputs. A standard trick to reduce
variance of the estimator in Eq. 2 is to subtract
an action-independent baseline b from the opti-
mized loss (Williams, 1992). EGG uses the run-
ning mean baseline.

Importantly, the estimator in Eq. 2 allows us to
optimize agents even if the loss is not differen-
tiable (e.g., 0/1 loss). However, if the loss is dif-
ferentiable and Receiver is differentiable and de-
terministic, this can be leveraged by a “hybrid”
approach: the gradient of Receiver’s parameters
can be found by backpropagation, while Sender
is optimized with REINFORCE. This approach, a
special case of gradient estimation using stochas-
tic computation graphs as proposed by Schulman
et al. (2015), is also supported in EGG.

4 Implementing a game

In this Section we walk through the main steps to
build a communication game in EGG. We illus-
trate them through a MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998)
communication-based autoencoding task: Sender
observes an image and sends a message to Re-
ceiver. In turn, Receiver tries to reconstruct the
image. We only cover here the core aspects of the
implementation, ignoring standard pre- and post-
processing steps, such as data loading. The full
implementation can be found in an online tuto-
rial.4

We start by implementing the agents’ architec-
tures, as shown in Figure 2. Sender is passed
an input image to be processed by its pre-trained
vision module, and returns its output after a lin-
ear transformation. The way Sender’s output will
be interpreted depends on the type of communica-
tion to be used (discussed below). Receiver gets

4 https://colab.research.google.com/
github/facebookresearch/EGG/blob/master/
tutorials/EGG%20walkthrough%20with%20a%
20MNIST%20autoencoder.ipynb
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(a) Single-symbol communication, Gumbel-Softmax
relaxation.

(b) Single-symbol communication, REINFORCE.

(c) Variable-length communication, Gumbel-Softmax
relaxation.

(d) Variable-length communication, REINFORCE.

Figure 3: MNIST game: The user can choose different communication wrappers to switch between training
regimes (Gumbel-Softmax or REINFORCE) and communication type (single-symbol or variable-length mes-
sages).

Figure 4: MNIST game: Once the agents and the game
are instantiated, the user must pass them to a Trainer,
which implements the training/validation loop, check-
pointing, etc.

an input from Sender and returns an image-sized
output with pixels valued in [0; 1]. Again, depend-
ing on the type of channel employed, the Receiver
input will have a different semantics.

In the case of one-symbol communication,
Sender’s output is passed through a softmax
layer and its output is interpreted as the probabil-
ities of sending a particular symbol. Hence, the
output dimensionality defines the size of the vo-
cabulary. In the case of variable-length messages,
Sender’s output specifies the initial hidden state of
an RNN cell. This cell is then “unrolled” to gen-
erate a message, until the end-of-sequence symbol
(eos) is produced or maximum length is reached.
Receiver’s input is an embedding of the message:
either the embedding of the single-symbol mes-
sage, or the last hidden state of the RNN cell that
corresponds to the eos symbol.

Once Sender and Receiver are defined, the
user wraps them into EGG-implemented wrap-
pers which determine the communication and
optimization scenarios. Importantly, the ac-
tual user-specified Sender and Receiver archi-
tectures can be agnostic to whether single-
symbol or variable-length communication is used;
and to whether Gumbel-Softmax relaxation- or
REINFORCE-based training is performed. In
Figure 3 we illustrate different communica-
tion/training scenarios: (a) single-symbol com-

munication, trained with Gumbel-Softmax relax-
ation, (b) single-symbol communication, trained
with REINFORCE, (c) variable-length communi-
cation, trained with Gumbel-Softmax relaxation,
(d) variable-length communication, trained with
REINFORCE.

Once the Game instance is defined, everything
is ready for training. That is, the user has to pass
the game instance to core.Trainer, as shown
in Figure 4.

We report some results obtained with the code
we just described. We used the following param-
eters. The vision module is a pre-trained LeNet-
1 (LeCun et al., 1990) instance, the maximal mes-
sage length is set to 2, the communication be-
tween the agents is done through LSTM units with
hidden-size 20, vocabulary size is 10. The agents
are trained with REINFORCE for 15 epochs with
batch size of 32, and the loss is per-pixel cross-
entropy.

In Figure 5 we illustrate the language that
emerges in this setup. To do this, we enumerate
all possible 100 two-symbol messages x, y and in-
put them to Receiver. We report all images that
Receiver produces. The eos symbol is fixed to be
0, hence if the first symbol is 0 then the second
symbol is ignored (top row of Figure 5).

Note that the first symbol x tends to denote
digit identity: x ∈ {2, 4, 7, 8, 9}. In contrast, the
second symbol y is either ignored (x ∈ {4, 8})
or specifies the style of the produced digit (x ∈
{3, 7}). The second symbol has the most striking
effect with x = 7, where y encodes the rotation
angle of the digit 1.
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Figure 5: The emergent code-book in the MNIST auto-
encoder game. After training, we feed all 100 possible
two-symbol messages xy from the size-10 vocabulary
to Receiver and show the returned images. The rows
iterate over the first symbol x, the columns enumerate
the second symbol, y. The eos symbol has id 0.

5 Some pre-implemented games

EGG contains implementations of several games.
They (a) illustrate how EGG can be used to ex-
plore interesting research questions, (b) provide
reference usage patterns and building blocks, (c)
serve as means to ensure reproducibility of stud-
ies reported in the literature. For example, EGG
incorporates an implementation of the signaling
game of Lazaridou et al. (2016) and Bouchacourt
and Baroni (2018). It contains code that was re-
cently used to study the communicative efficiency
of artificial LSTM-based agents (Chaabouni et al.,
2019a) and the information-minimization proper-
ties of emergent discrete codes (Kharitonov et al.,
2019).5 Finally, EGG provides a pre-implemented
game that allows to train agents entirely via
the command line and external input/output files,
without having to write a single line of Python
code. We hope this will lower the learning curve
for those who want to experiment with language
emergence without previous coding experience.

6 Conclusion and future work

We introduced EGG, a toolkit for research on
emergence of language in games. We outlined its
main features design principles. Next, we briefly

5A small illustration can be run in Google Colab-
oratory: https://colab.research.google.
com/github/facebookresearch/EGG/blob/
master/egg/zoo/language_bottleneck/
mnist-style-transfer-via-bottleneck.
ipynb.

reviewed how training with a discrete communi-
cation channel is performed. Finally, we walked
through the main steps for implementing a MNIST
autoencoding game using EGG.

We intend to extend EGG in the following direc-
tions. First, we want to provide support for multi-
direction and multi-step communicative scenarios.
Second, we want to add more advanced tooling
for analyzing the properties of the emergent lan-
guages (such as compositionality; Andreas 2019).
We will also continue to enlarge the set of pre-
implemented games, to build a library of reference
implementations.
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Entropy Minimization in Emergent

Languages

We found in Chapter 4 of this manuscript that NNs develop an efficient and low-

complex languages when communicating with a discrete communication channel. In

this Appendix, we look only at the complexity of the emergent communication in

a more controlled setup, where we can quantify the minimum needed complexity to

solve the task. We found that NN minimize the complexity of their emergent lan-

guages within the range afforded by the need for successful communication. This

minimization is amplified as we increase communication channel discreteness. Fur-

thermore, the simpler languages are, the more robust NN agents are to over-fitting

and adversarial attacks.

This study was mainly lead by my collaborator Eugene Kharitonov and is joint

work with Diane Bouchacourt, Marco Baroni, and myself.
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Abstract
There is growing interest in studying the lan-
guages that emerge when neural agents are jointly
trained to solve tasks requiring communication
through a discrete channel. We investigate here
the information-theoretic complexity of such lan-
guages, focusing on the basic two-agent, one-
exchange setup. We find that, under common
training procedures, the emergent languages are
subject to an entropy minimization pressure
that has also been detected in human language,
whereby the mutual information between the com-
municating agent’s inputs and the messages is
minimized, within the range afforded by the need
for successful communication. That is, emer-
gent languages are (nearly) as simple as the task
they are developed for allow them to be. This
pressure is amplified as we increase communica-
tion channel discreteness. Further, we observe
that stronger discrete-channel-driven entropy min-
imization leads to representations with increased
robustness to overfitting and adversarial attacks.
We conclude by discussing the implications of
our findings for the study of natural and artificial
communication systems.

1. Introduction
There has recently been much interest in the analysis of the
communication systems arising when deep network agents
that interact to accomplish a goal are allowed to exchange
language-like discrete messages (Lazaridou et al., 2016;
Havrylov & Titov, 2017; Choi et al., 2018; Lazaridou et al.,
2018; Li & Bowling, 2019; Chaabouni et al., 2020). Under-
standing the emergent protocol is important if we want to
eventually develop agents capable of interacting with each
other and with us through language (Mikolov et al., 2016;

1Facebook AI Research, Paris, France 2Cognitive Machine
Learning (ENS - EHESS - PSL - CNRS - INRIA) 3Catalan Insti-
tute for Research and Advanced Studies, Barcelona, Spain. Corre-
spondence to: Eugene Kharitonov <kharitonov@fb.com>.

Proceedings of the 37 th International Conference on Machine
Learning, Vienna, Austria, PMLR 119, 2020. Copyright 2020 by
the author(s).

Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019). The pursuit might also
provide comparative evidence about how core properties
of human language have evolved (Kirby, 2002; Hurford,
2014; Harding Graesser et al., 2019). While earlier stud-
ies reported ways in which deep agent protocols radically
depart from human language (Kottur et al., 2017; Boucha-
court & Baroni, 2018; Chaabouni et al., 2019; Lowe et al.,
2019), we show here that emergent communication shares
an important property of the latter, namely a tendency to-
wards entropy minimization.

Converging evidence shows that efficiency pressures are
at work in language and other biological communication
systems (Ferrer i Cancho et al., 2013; Gibson et al., 2019).
One particular aspect of communicative efficiency, robustly
observed across many semantic domains, is the tendency to
minimize lexicon entropy, to the extent allowed by the coun-
teracting need for accuracy (Zaslavsky et al., 2018; 2019).
For example, while most languages distinguish grandmoth-
ers from grandfathers, few have separate words for mother-
and father-side grandmothers, as the latter distinction makes
communication only slightly more accurate at the cost of an
increase in lexicon complexity (Kemp & Regier, 2012). We
show here, in two separate games designed to precisely mea-
sure such property, that the protocol evolved by interacting
deep agents is subject to the same complexity minimiza-
tion pressure.

Entropy minimization in natural language has been con-
nected to the Information Bottleneck principle (Tishby et al.,
1999). In turn, complexity reduction due to the Information
Bottleneck provides a beneficial regularization effect on
learned representations (Fischer, 2019; Alemi et al., 2016;
Achille & Soatto, 2018a;b). It is difficult to experimentally
verify the presence of such effect in human language, but
we can look for it in our computational simulations. We
confirm that, when relaxing channel discreteness, the en-
tropy minimization property no longer holds, and the system
becomes less robust against overfitting and adversarial noise.
This in turn raises intriguing questions about the origin of
discreteness in human language, that we return to in the
conclusion.
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2. General framework
We establish our results in the context of signaling
games (Lewis, 1969), as introduced to the current language
emergence literature by Lazaridou et al. (2016) and adopted
in several later studies (Havrylov & Titov, 2017; Boucha-
court & Baroni, 2018; Lazaridou et al., 2018). There are two
agents, Sender and Receiver, provided with individual in-
puts at the beginning of each episode. Sender sends a single
message to Receiver, and Receiver has to perform an action
based on its own input and the received message. Impor-
tantly, there is no direct supervision on the message protocol.
We consider agents that are deterministic functions of their
inputs (after training).

As an example, consider the task of communicating a n-bit
number, sampled uniformly at random from 0...2n − 1. The
full number is shown to Sender, and its k (0 ≤ k ≤ n)
least-significant bits are also revealed to Receiver. Receiver
has to output the full number, based on the message from
Sender and its own input. Would Sender transmit the en-
tire number through its message? In this case, the protocol
would be “complex,” encoding n bits. Alternatively, Sender
could only encode the bits that Receiver does not know, and
let Receiver fill in the rest by itself. This emergent protocol
would be “simple,” encoding only strictly necessary infor-
mation. We find experimentally that, once the agents are
successfully trained to jointly solve the task, the emergent
protocol minimizes the entropy of the messages or, equiva-
lently in our setup, the mutual information between Sender’s
input and messages. In other words, the agents consistently
approximate the simplest successful protocol (in the current
example, the one transmitting ≈ n− k bits).

We can connect the entropies of Sender and Receiver in-
puts is and ir, messagesm, Receiver’s output (the chosen
action) o, and ground-truth outputs l by standard inequali-
ties (Cover & Thomas, 2012).1 Denoting Sender’s computa-
tion as a function S : S(is) =m, and Receiver as function
R : R(m, ir) = o, we obtain:

H(is) ≥ H(S(is)) = H(m) ≥ H(m|ir) ≥
≥ H(R(m, ir)|ir) = H(o|ir) ≈ H(l|ir), (1)

where the last relation stems from the fact that after success-
ful training o ≈ l. Note that, since agents are deterministic
after training, H(m) = I(is;m). We can then use these
quantities interchangeably.

Our empirical measurements indicate that the entropy of the
messagesm in the emergent protocol tends to approach the
lower bound: H(m) → H(l|ir), even if the upper bound
H(is) is far. that Receiver needs is reduced without chang-
ing other parameters, the emergent protocol becomes sim-

1We also use the fact that that H(x) ≥ H(g(x)) for any dis-
crete r.v. x and function g.

pler (lower entropy). In other words, the emergent protocol
adapts to minimize the information that passes through it.

Code for our experiments is publicly available at
github.com/facebookresearch/EGG/ as a part of the EGG
framework (Kharitonov et al., 2019).

3. Methodology
3.1. Games

We study two signaling games. In Guess Number, the agents
are trained to recover an integer-representing vector with
uniform Bernoulli-distributed components. This simple
setup gives us full control over the amount of information
needed to solve the task. The second game, Image Classi-
fication, employs more naturalistic data, as the agents are
jointly trained to classify pairs of MNIST digits (LeCun
et al., 1998).

Guess Number We draw an 8-bit integer 0 ≤ z ≤ 255
uniformly at random, by sampling its 8 bits independently
from the uniform Bernoulli distribution. All bits are revealed
to Sender as an 8-dimensional binary vector is. The last k
bits are revealed to Receiver (0 ≤ k ≤ 8) as its input ir.
Sender outputs a single-symbol messagem to Receiver. In
turn, Receiver outputs a vector o that recovers all the bits of
z and should be equal to is.

In this game, Sender has a linear layer that maps the input
vector is to a hidden representation of size 10, followed by
a leaky ReLU activation. Next is a linear layer followed
by a softmax over the vocabulary. Receiver linearly maps
both its input ir and the message to 10-dimensional vectors,
concatenates them, applies a fully connected layer with
output size 20, followed by a leaky ReLU. Finally, another
linear layer and a sigmoid nonlinearity are applied. When
training with REINFORCE and the Stochastic Computation
graph approach (see Sec. 3.2), we increase the hidden layer
sizes threefold, as this leads to a more robust convergence.

Image Classification In this game, the agents are jointly
trained to classify 28x56 images of two MNIST digits,
stacked side-by-side (more details in Supplementary). Un-
like Guess Number, Receiver has no side input. Instead, we
control the informational complexity of Receiver’s task by
controlling the size of its output space, i.e., the number of
labels we assign to the images. To do so, we group all two-
digit sequences 00..99 into Nl ∈ {2, 4, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100}
equally-sized classes.

In Sender, input images are embedded by a LeNet-1 in-
stance (LeCun et al., 1990) into 400-dimensional vectors.
These embedded vectors are passed to a fully connected
layer, followed by a softmax selecting a vocabulary sym-
bol. Receiver embeds the received messages into 400-
dimensional vectors, passed to a fully connected layer with
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a softmax activation returning the class probabilities.

We report hyperparameter grids in Supplementary. In the
following experiments, we fix vocabulary to 1024 symbols
(experiments with other vocabulary sizes, multi-symbol mes-
sages, and larger architectures are reported in Supplemen-
tary). No parts of the agents are pre-trained or shared. The
loss being optimized depends on the chosen gradient estima-
tion method (see Sec. 3.2). We denote it L(o, l), and it is a
function of Receiver’s output o and the ground-truth output
l. When training in Guess Number with REINFORCE, we
use a 0/1 loss: the agents get zero loss only when all bits
of z are correctly recovered. When training with Gumbel-
Softmax relaxation or the Stochastic Computation Graph
approach, we use binary cross-entropy (Guess Number) and
negative log-likelihood (Image Classification).

3.2. Training with discrete channel

Training to communicate with discrete messages is non-
trivial, as we cannot back-propagate through the messages.
Current language emergence work mostly uses Gumbel-
Softmax relaxation (e.g., Havrylov & Titov, 2017) or RE-
INFORCE (e.g., Lazaridou et al., 2016) to get gradient esti-
mates. We also explore the Stochastic Computation Graph
optimization approach. We plug the obtained gradient esti-
mates into Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014).

Gumbel-Softmax relaxation Samples from the Gumbel-
Softmax distribution (a) are reperameterizable, hence allow
gradient-based training, and (b) approximate samples from
the corresponding Categorical distribution (Maddison et al.,
2016; Jang et al., 2016). To get a sample that approximates
an n-dimensional Categorical distribution with probabilities
pi, we draw n i.i.d. samples gi from Gumbel(0,1) and use
them to calculate a vector y with components:

yi =
exp [(gi + log pi)/τ ]∑
j exp [(gj + log pj)/τ ]

, (2)

where τ is the temperature hyperparameter. As τ tends to 0,
the samples y get closer to one-hot samples; as τ → +∞,
the components yi become uniform. During training, we
use these relaxed samples as messages from Sender, making
the entire Sender/Receiver setup differentiable.

REINFORCE by Williams (1992) is a standard reinforce-
ment learning algorithm. In our setup, it estimates the gradi-
ent of the expectation of the loss L(o, l) w.r.t. the parameter
vector θ as follows:

Eis,irEm∼S(is),o∼R(m,ir) [(L(o; l)− b)∇θ logPθ(m,o)]
(3)

The expectations are estimated by samplingm from Sender
and, after that, sampling o from Receiver. We use the run-
ning mean baseline b (Greensmith et al., 2004; Williams,
1992) as a control variate. We adopt the common trick to

add an entropy regularization term (Williams & Peng, 1991;
Mnih et al., 2016) that favors higher entropy. We impose
entropy regularization on the outputs of the agents with
coefficients λs (Sender) and λr (Receiver).

Stochastic Computation Graph (SCG) In our setup, the
gradient estimate approach of Schulman et al. (2015) re-
duces to computing the gradient of the surrogate function:

Eis,irEm∼S(is) [L(o; l) + sg (L(o; l)− b) logPθ(m)] ,
(4)

where sg denotes stop-gradient operation. We do not sample
Receiver actions: Its parameter gradients are obtained with
standard backpropagation (first term in Eq. 4). Sender’s
messages are sampled, and its gradient is calculated akin
to REINFORCE (second term in Eq. 4). Again, we apply
entropy-favoring regularization on Sender’s output (with
coefficient λs) and use the mean baseline.

Role of entropy regularization As we mentioned above,
when training with REINFORCE and SCG, we include a
(standard) entropy regularization term in the loss which
explicitly maximizes entropy of Sender’s output. Clearly,
this term is at odds with the entropy minimization effect we
observe. In our experiments, we found that high values of λs
(the parameter controlling Sender’s entropy regularization)
prevent communication success; on the other hand, a small
non-zero λs is crucial for successful training. In Sec. 4 we
investigate the effect of λs on entropy minimization.2

3.3. Experimental protocol

In Guess Number, we use all 28 possible inputs for train-
ing, early stopping and analysis. In Image Classification,
we train on random image pairs from the MNIST training
data, and use image pairs from the MNIST held-out set for
validation. We select the runs that achieved a high level
of performance (training accuracy above 0.99 for Guess
Number and validation accuracy above 0.98 for Image Clas-
sification), thus studying typical agent behavior provided
they succeeded at the game.

At test time, we select the Sender’s message symbol greed-
ily, hence the messages are discrete and Sender represents
a (deterministic) function S of its input is, m = S(i).
Calculating the entropy H(m) of the distribution of dis-
crete messages m is straightforward. In Guess Number,
we enumerate all 256 possible values of z as inputs, obtain
messages and calculate entropy H(m). For Image Classifi-
cation, we sample image pairs from the held-out set.

The upper bound on H(m) is as follow: Hmax = 8 bits
(bounded by H(is)) in Guess Number, and Hmax = 10

2The parameter λr , that controls Receiver’s entropy regulariza-
tion, does not influence the observed effect.
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bits (bounded by vocabulary size) in Image Classification.
Its lower bound is equal to Hmin = H(l|ir) = 8− k bits
for Guess number. In Image Classification, communica-
tion can only succeed if H(m) is not less than H(l), i.e.,
Hmin = H(l) = log2Nl, with Nl the number of equally-
sized classes we split the images into.

4. Experiments
4.1. Entropy minimization

Guess Number In Figure 1, the horizontal axes span the
number of bits of z that Receiver lacks, 8 − k. The ver-
tical axis reports the information content of the protocol,
measured by messages entropy H(m). Each integer on
the horizontal axis corresponds to a game configuration,
and for each such configuration we aggregate multiple (suc-
cessful) runs with different hyperparameters and random
seeds. Hmin indicates the minimal amount of bits Sender
has to send in a particular configuration for the task to be
solvable. The upper bound (not shown) is Hmax = 8 bits.
Across hyperparameters and random seeds, trainings with
Gumbel-Softmax and SCG have success rate above 50%.
With REINFORCE success rate is approximately 20%.

Consider first the configurations where Receiver’s input is
insufficient to answer correctly (at least one binary digit
hidden, k ≤ 7). From Figure 1a, we observe that the trans-
mitted information is strictly monotonically increasing with
the number of binary digits hidden from Receiver. Thus,
even if Sender sees the very same input in all configura-
tions, a more nuanced protocol is only developed when it
is necessary. Moreover, the entropy H(m) (equivalently:
the transmitted information) stays close to the lower bound.
This entropy minimization property holds for all the consid-
ered training approaches across all configurations.

Consider next the configuration where Receiver is getting
the whole integer z as its input (k = 8, the leftmost configu-
ration in Figure 1, corresponding to 0 on x axis). Based on
the observations above, one would expect that the protocol
would approach zero entropy in this case (as no informa-
tion needs to be transmitted). However, the measurements
indicate that the protocol is encoding considerably more
information. It turns out that this information is entirely
ignored by Receiver. To demonstrate this, we fed all pos-
sible distinct inputs to Sender, retrieved the corresponding
messages, and shuffled them to destroy any information
about the inputs they might carry. The shuffled messages
were then passed to Receiver alongside its own (un-shuffled)
inputs. The overall performance was not affected by this
manipulation, confirming the hypothesis that Receiver ig-
nores the messages. We conclude that in this case there
is no entropy minimization pressure on Sender simply be-
cause there is no communication. The full experiment is

in Supplementary.

We further consider the effect of various hyperparameters.
In Figure 1b, we split the results obtained with Gumbel-
Softmax by relaxation temperature. As discussed in Sec. 3.2,
lower temperatures more closely approximate discrete com-
munication, hence providing a convenient control of the
level of discreteness imposed during training (recall that
at test time we enforce full discreteness by selecting the
symbol greedily). The figure shows that lower tempera-
tures consistently lead to lower H(m). This implies that,
as we increase the “level of discreteness” at training, we get
stronger entropy minimization pressure.

In Figures 1c & 1d, we report H(m) when training with
Stochastic Graph Optimization and REINFORCE across
degrees of entropy regularization. We report curves corre-
sponding to λs values which converged in more than three
configurations. With REINFORCE, we see a weak tendency
for a higher λs to trigger a higher entropy in the protocol.
However, message entropy stays generally close to the lower
bound even in presence of strong exploration, which favors
higher entropy in Sender’s output distribution.

Image Classification As the models are more complex, we
only had consistent success when training with Gumbel-
Softmax (success rate is approximately 80%). In Figure 2a
we aggregate all successful runs. The information encoded
by the protocol grows as Receiver’s output requires more
information. However, in all configurations, the transmit-
ted information stays well below the 10-bit upper bound
and tends to be close to Hmin. A natural interpretation is
that Sender prefers to take charge of image classification
and directly pass information about the output label, rather
than sending along a presumably more information-heavy
description of the input. In Figure 2b, we split the runs by
temperature. Again, we see that lower temperatures consis-
tently lead to stronger entropy minimization pressures.

Summarizing, when communicating through a discrete chan-
nel, there is consistent pressure for the emergent protocol to
encode as little information as necessary. This holds across
games, training methods and hyperparameters. When train-
ing with Gumbel-Softmax, temperature controls the strength
of this pressure, confirming the relation between entropy
minimization and discreteness.

4.2. Evolution of message entropy during training

To gain further insights into the minimization trend, we
studied the evolution of message entropy during training.
We observed that the initial entropy of Sender can be both
higher and lower than the minimum entropy Hmin required
for solving the task. Further, we measured how the en-
tropy of the messages changes after each training epoch
by applying the same procedure as above, i.e., feeding the
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(b) Training with Gumbel-Softmax relaxation.
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(c) Training with Stochastic Computation Graph.
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(d) Training with REINFORCE.

Figure 1. Guess Number: entropy of the messages m. Shaded regions represent one standard error of the mean (SEM).

entire dataset to Sender and selecting the message symbol
greedily. When message entropy starts higher than Hmin,
it falls close to it during the training. Similarly, when it
starts lower than Hmin, it increases during training. This
experiment is reported in Supplementary. Thus, information
minimization is not simply due to the difficulty of discov-
ering a higher-entropy protocol during learning, but also
due to the complexity of maintaining mutual coordination
between the agents.

4.3. Representation discreteness and robustness

The entropy minimization effect indicates that a discrete rep-
resentation will only store as much information as necessary
to solve the task. This emergent behavior resembles the In-
formation Bottleneck principle (Tishby et al., 1999; Achille
& Soatto, 2018a). The fact that lower training-time temper-
atures in Gumbel-Softmax optimization correlate with both
higher discreteness and a tighter bottleneck (see Sec. 3.3)
makes us further conjecture that discreteness is causally
connected to the emergent bottleneck. The Information
Bottleneck principle has also been claimed to govern en-
tropy minimization in natural language (Zaslavsky et al.,
2018; 2019). Bottleneck effects in neural agents and natural

language might be due to the same cause, namely communi-
cation discreteness.

Further, we hypothesize that the emergent discrete bottle-
neck might have useful properties, since existing (continu-
ous) architectures that explicitly impose a bottleneck pres-
sure are more robust to overfitting (Fischer, 2019) and ad-
versarial attacks (Alemi et al., 2016; Fischer, 2019). We test
whether similar regularization properties also emerge in our
computational simulations (without any explicit pressure
imposed through the cost function), and whether they are
correlated with communication channel discreteness. If this
connection exists, it also suggests that discreteness might
be “beneficial” to human languages for the same reasons.

4.3.1. ROBUSTNESS TO OVER-FITTING

To assess our hypotheses, we consider the Image Classifi-
cation game (Nl = 10) in presence of randomly-shuffled
training labels (the test set is untouched) (Zhang et al., 2016).
This task allows us to explore whether the discrete commu-
nication bottleneck is associated to robustness to overfitting,
and whether the latter depends on discreteness level (con-
trolled by the temperature τ of Gumbel-Softmax). We use
the same architecture as above. The agents are trained with
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Figure 2. Image Classification: entropy of the messages m in function of log number of target classes, Nl. Shaded regions mark SEM.

Gumbel-Softmax relaxation; at test-time the communication
is fully discrete.

We also consider two baseline architectures without the
discrete channel. In Linear, the fully connected output layer
of Sender is directly connected to the linear embedding
input of Receiver. Softmax (SM) places a softmax activation
(with temperature) after Sender’s output layer and passes
the result to Receiver.

We vary temperature and proportion of training examples
with shuffled labels. We use temperatures τ = 1.0 and
τ = 10.0 (the agents reach a test accuracy of 0.98 when
trained with these temperatures on the original training set).
SM with τ = 1.0 and τ = 10.0 behave similarly, hence we
only report SM with τ = 1.0.

Figure 3a shows training accuracy when all labels are shuf-
fled. Linear and SM fit the random labels almost perfectly
within the first 150 epochs. With τ = 10.0, GS achieves
0.8 accuracy within 200 epochs. When GS with τ = 1.0 is
considered, the agents only start to improve over random
guessing after 150 epochs, and accuracy is well below 0.2
after 200 epochs. As expected, test set performance is at
chance level (Figure 3b). In the next experiment, we shuffle
labels for a randomly selected half of the training instances.
Train and test accuracies are shown in Figures 3c and 3d,
respectively. All models initially fit the true-label exam-
ples (train accuracy ≈ 0.5, test accuracy ≈ 0.97). With
more training, the baselines and GS with τ = 10.0 start
(over)fitting the random labels, too: train accuracy grows,
while test accuracy falls. In contrast, GS with τ = 1.0
does not fit random labels, and its test accuracy stays high.
Note that SM patterns with Linear and high-temperature GS,
showing that the training-time discretization noise in GS is
instrumental for robustness to over-fitting.

We interpret the results as follows. To fully exploit their
joint capacity for “successful” over-fitting, the agents need

to coordinate label memorization. This requires passing
large amounts of information through the channel. With
a low temperature (more closely approximating a discrete
channel), this is hard, due to a stronger entropy minimiza-
tion pressure. To test the hypothesis, we run an experiment
where all labels are shuffled and a layer of size 400x400 is
either added to Sender (just before the channel) or to Re-
ceiver (just after the channel). We predict that, with higher τ
(less discrete, less entropy minimization pressure), the train-
ing curves will be close, as the extra capacity can be used
for memorization equally easy in both cases. With lower τ
(more discrete, more pressure), the accuracy curves will be
more distant, as the extra capacity can only be successfully
exploited for memorization when placed before the channel.
Figures 3e & 3f bear out the prediction.

4.3.2. ROBUSTNESS TO ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES

We study next robustness of agents equipped with a relaxed
discrete channel against adversarial attacks. We use the
same architectures as in the preceding experiment.

We train agents with different random seeds and imple-
ment white-box attacks on the trained models, varying tem-
perature τ and the allowed perturbation norm, ε. We use
the standard Fast Gradient Sign Method of (Goodfellow
et al., 2014). The original image is is perturbed to i∗s along
the direction that maximizes the loss of Receiver’s output
o = R(S(is)) w.r.t. the ground-truth class l:

i∗s = clip [is + ε · sign [∇isL(o, l)] , 0, 1] , (5)

where ε controls the L∞ norm of the perturbation. Under
an attack with a fixed ε, a more robust method will have a
higher accuracy. To avoid numerical stability issues akin to
those reported by (Carlini & Wagner, 2016), all computa-
tions are done in 64-bit floats.

We experiment with two approaches of getting gradients for
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(d) Half of train labels are shuffled.
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Figure 3. Learning in presence of random labels. GS (SM) denotes models trained with Gumbel-Softmax (Softmax) channel. Linear are
models with the channel removed.
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Figure 4. Robustness to adversarial examples: higher accuracy given fixed ε implies more robustness.

the attack. Under the first approach, the gradient∇isL(o, l)
is estimated using the standard Gumbel-Softmax relaxation.
It is possible, however, that the randomization that Gumbel-
Softmax uses internally reduces the usefulness of gradients
used for the attack. Hence we also experiment with a setup
that is easier for an adversary: after training (and during
the attack), we replace the Gumbel-Softmax by a softmax
non-linearity with the same temperature. We found that
performance in these two setups is virtually the same, indi-
cating that the obtained robustness results are independent
from the randomization in the channel. Rather, they are due
to emergence of well-separated “categories” during training.

As in the preceding experiment, SM behaves similarly
with different temperatures (we experimented with τ ∈
{0.1, 1.0, 10.0}): we only report results with τ = 1.0. Fig-
ure 4a shows that, as temperature decreases, the accuracy
drop also decreases. The highest robustness is achieved
with τ = 0.1. Comparison with the baselines (Figure 4b)
confirms that relaxed discrete training with τ = 0.1 im-
proves robustness.

In sum, increased channel discreteness makes it harder
to transmit large amounts of information, and leads to in-
creased robustness against over-fitting and adversarial ex-
amples. Discreteness brings about a bottleneck that has
beneficial properties, which might ultimately provide a mo-
tivation for why an emergent communication system should
evolve towards discreteness.

5. Related Work
We briefly reviewed studies of emergent deep agent commu-
nication and entropy minimization in human language in the
introduction. We are not aware of earlier work that looks
for this property in emergent communication, although Evti-
mova et al. (2018) used information theory to study protocol
development during learning, and, closer to us, Kågebäck
et al. (2018) studied the effect of explicitly adding a com-

plexity minimization term to the cost function of an emer-
gent color-naming system.

Discrete representations are explored in many places (e.g.,
van den Oord et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2016; Rolfe, 2016).
However, these works focus on ways to learn good discrete
representations, rather than analyzing the properties of rep-
resentations that are independently emerging on the side.
Furthermore, our study extends to agents communicating
with variable-length messages, produced and consumed by
GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) cells (see Supplementary). The sequential setup is
specific to language, clearly distinguished from the settings
studied in generic sparse-representation work.

Other studies, inspired by the Information Bottleneck prin-
ciple, control the complexity of neural representations by
regulating their information content (Strouse & Schwab,
2017; Fischer, 2019; Alemi et al., 2016; Achille & Soatto,
2018a;b). While they externally impose the bottleneck, we
observe that the latter is an intrinsic feature of learning to
communicate through a discrete channel.

6. Discussion
Entropy minimization is pervasive in human language,
where it constitutes a specific facet of the more general
pressure towards communication efficiency. We found that
the same property consistently characterizes the protocol
emerging in simulations where two neural networks learn to
solve a task jointly through a discrete communication code.

In a comparative perspective, we hypothesize that entropy
minimization is a general property of discrete communica-
tion, independent of specific biological constraints humans
are subject to. In particular, our analysis tentatively estab-
lishes a link between this property and the inherent difficulty
of encoding information in discrete form (cf. the effect of
adding a layer before or after the communication bottleneck
in the over-fitting experiment).
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Exploring entropy minimization in computational simula-
tions provides a flexibility we lack when studying humans.
For example, we uncovered here initial evidence that the
communication bottleneck is acting as a good regularizer,
making the joint agent system more robust to noise and
adversarial examples. This leads to an intriguing conjec-
ture on the origin of language. Its discrete nature is often
traced back to the fact that it allows us to produce an in-
finite number of expressions by combining a finite set of
primitives (e.g., Berwick & Chomsky, 2016). However, it
is far from clear that the need to communicate an infinite
number of concepts could have provided the initial pressure
to develop a discrete code. More probably, once such code
independently emerged, it laid the conditions to develop
an infinitely expressive language (Bickerton, 2014; Collier
et al., 2014). Our work suggests that, because of its inherent
regularizing effect, discrete coding is advantageous already
when communication is about a limited number of concepts,
providing an alternative explanation for its origin.

In the future, we would like to study more continuous seman-
tic domains, such as color maps, where perfect accuracy
is not easily attainable, nor desirable. Will the networks
find an accuracy/complexity trade-off similar to those at-
tested in human languages? Will other core language prop-
erties claimed to be related to this trade-off, such as Zipfian
frequency distributions (Ferrer i Cancho & Dı́az-Guilera,
2007), concurrently emerge? We would also like to compare
the performance of human subjects equipped with novel con-
tinuous vs. discrete communication protocols, adopting the
methods of experimental semiotics (Galantucci, 2009). We
expect discrete protocols to be more general and robust.

Our results have implications for the efforts to evolve agents
interacting with each other and with humans through a dis-
crete channel. First, because of entropy minimization, we
should not agents to develop a richer protocol than the sim-
plest one ensuring accurate communication. For example,
Bouchacourt & Baroni (2018) found that agents trained to
discriminate pairs of natural images depicting instances of
about 500 high-level categories, such as cats and dogs, de-
veloped a lexicon that does not denote such categories, but
low-level properties of the images themselves. This makes
sense from an entropy-minimization perspective, as talking
about the 500 high-level categories demands log2 500 bits
of information, whereas many low-level strategies (e.g., dis-
criminating average pixel intensity in the images) will only
require transmitting a few bits. To have agents developing
rich linguistic protocols, we must face them with varied
challenges that truly demand them.

Second, the focus on a discrete protocol is typically moti-
vated by the goal to develop machines eventually able to
communicate with humans. Indeed, discrete messages are
not required in multi-agent scenarios where no human in the

loop is foreseen (Sukhbaatar et al., 2016). Our results sug-
gest that, long before agents reach the level of complexity
necessary to converse with humans, there are independent
reasons to encourage discreteness, as it leads to simpler
protocols and it provides a source of robustness in a noisy
world. An exciting direction for future applied work will
be to test the effectiveness of discrete communication as a
general form of representation learning.
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